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But what places the MASTER SCHOOL OF MODERN PIANO
PLAYING AND VIRTUOSITY without precedent in the history
of music is that practically all the great piano virtuosos have
collaborated. All have contributed numerous original exercises,
expressly written for this work.

MOMenoNADDMX"^

A FEW ENDORSEMENTS
“This as the greatest and most valuable work that ever existed”
(underlined by Lhevinne)

Carl J. Waterman, Dean

Josef Lhtvlnnc

55th YEAR Founded by CLARA BAUR
Conducted according to method, of most
progressive European conservator.cs
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r
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For the past three years we have been preparing for publication the greatest, most
comprehensive and thorough work on piano pedagogics ever presented to the musical world.
The MASTER SCHOOL OF MODERN PIANO PLAYING AND VIRTUOSITY
by Alberto Jonas embraces all the technical and esthetic elements required for the highest
pianistic virtuosity. It contains many new, as yet unpublished effective features. It also gives
excerpts from all the best pedagogical works extant and approximately one thousand ex¬
amples, instructively annotated, taken from the entire classic and modern piano literature.

Composition, Appreciation, Expres¬
sion, and Art, Superior Public School
Music Course, Normal Courses for
Piano and Voice teachers.
A distinguished faculty of 20 artists.
Wjs
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By ALBERTO JONAS
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For the First Time in the History of Music

*

Faculty of International Reputation

mxt Exceptional advantages

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
FINE/

for post¬
graduate, and repertoire work. Department
of Opera. Ideal location and residence
department with superior equipment.

Catalog.* "“I "gBO^LINDNEE, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

The price of the FIRSt“pART (Tn 2‘books—Book I, 258 pages; Book 11, 290 pages) will be
310.00. By signing this coupon and mailing it to us with 38.00 before April 15th, you will receive
by mail both books of the FIRST PART of the Master School and a year’s free subscription to
The Musical Observer, America’s leading musical monthly (regular price, pi.00).

alberto Jonas

THIS COUPON IS WORTH $5.00
Square, New York, N. Y.
which send me at your risk, the FIRST PART (in 2 bt
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Educational Works for Piano by

Hazel Gertrude Kinscella
FIRST STEPS
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SECOND STEPS
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ESSENTIALS
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Piano Technic

(Scholastic Series, Vol. 63)

ALSO divided into ten lessons,
this book logically continues
the pupil’s progress from where
“First Steps” stopped. The same
system with its emphasis of rhythm
is retained; amplified and ex¬
tended however by special studies
in melody-playing and media for
other more advanced branches of
study. Ear-training is given partic¬
ular prominence by the introduc¬
tion of ear-training drills before
each lesson.

TN this continuation of the already
famous “First Steps” and “Sec¬
ond Steps,” the pupil gradually
approaches the lower intermediate
grades. The system of the preced¬
ing volumes is maintained, supple¬
mented by a history lesson entitled
“The Story of the Pianoforte,” and
some games founded on “Keys and
Intervals.” In the book the effec¬
tiveness of Miss Kinscella’s prin¬
ciples for individual teaching, as
well as for class instruction in the
schools, is further emphasized.

TN this volume the mechanics of
1 the piano, with especial stress
on scales and arpeggi, are presented
and defined in the clearest manner
practical. Full data about, and for
the development and mastery of,
the various scale and arpeggiate
forms, embellishments, etc., and
other hand-gymnastics, are sup¬
plied in abundance. It contains an
admirable assortment of musical
illustrations from master com¬
positions.

Price, 75 cents, net

Price, $1.00, net

Price, $1.00, net

Price, $1.50, net

SPECIAL NOTICE:
During 1921, Schirmer’s Library added more important volumes to its catalog than ever
before in its history. Ask your dealer about these splendid new books

Of Music

All Branches

(Scholastic Series, Vol. 100)

TT utilizes both treble and bass
1 clefs from the very beginning;
it regards rhythm as the pulse or
heart-beat of all music, and there¬
fore emphasizes it through all its
ten lessons; it is equally good for
either individual or class instruc¬
tion. The child who completes
“First Steps” will have mastered
elementary time and notation, be
able to read fluently, have profici¬
ency in easy scale technic, possess
a good sense of rhythm, and be able
to perform a number of little pieces.

Secretary, 120 CLAREMONT AVE..

DANFORD HALL

(Scholastic Series, Vol. 110)

(Scholastic Series, Vol. 84)

of

If unable to procure of your Local Dealer, advise us

of Music

3 East 43rd St.

G. Schirmer, Inc.
Please mention THE ETUDE

addressing our advertisers.

New York

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00
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SUMMY’S CORNER
■■ of Diano who are looking for modern material of the highest educational
value will findd the following numbers most desirable. This is not merely an assertion
rne out by their being constantly used by hundreds of the
om that standpoint they come under the head of “popular. All are pubachers.
Little Wrist Studies (Gr. 1).
No 2 Five Tone Sketches (Gr. \-l).
GOODRICH. MRS. FLORENCE A.
No 11 Synthetic Senes of Piano Pieces, Pt. I, Gr. 1 ..•
No. 12 Synthetic Series of Piano Pieces. Pt. (l. Gr. 2-.
Gr. 3...
No. 13 Synthetic Series^ Piano Pieces, Pt. II' ^
’
mo eo omau ouiie for Small Hands (Gr. 3)- • •
BACH, j. S. (Calvin B. Cady)
No 5 Poetic Folk Dances (Gr. 2).
MOKREJS, JOHN
„ ,
No. 24 Musical Sketches (Gr. 1-2).
SMITH, HANNAH

CELEBRATED
RECITAL
SONGS

THE ETUDE

Compiled and Edited by
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DAVID BISPHAM
PRICE, $2.00
A Compilation of

No. 38 The Children's Hour (Gr. 1-2).
ELLSWORTH, NETTIE
... „ , . „
..
No. 7-8 Happy Moments for Little Ones I and II (Gr. I) ea
NEWCOMB, GEORGIA DOWNER
No. 25 Album Leaves (Gr. I).
SWARTZ, ELSA E.
No. 30 Bird Echos (Gr. 2).
SMELTZER, JEANNIE R.
No. 58 Garden of Flowers (Gr. I).
BAGLEY, RUTH LYDIA
No. 77 The Boy and the Brownie (Gr. I).
ROCKAF1ELD,CLARE
No. 51 Studies in Sixths (Gr. 2-3)...
THOMPSON, ANNA MARION
No. 45 Old Rhymes with New Melodies (Gr. I) • • ■

Forty-six Master Songs
Substantially and Attractively Bound

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.,

Publishers

429 SOUTH WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
-em Agency: HAROLD FLAMMER, 57 West 45th Street, New York City, N.
ter yc;tdog. Our Study Service Sheet for piano teachers
*» »" aaolicants.

Keeping Step With the Union
MARCH

it notable collection of songs.
ancient and modern, lade in recent
. Bispham personally
J. pervised the preparation of th„' songs and there,are copious notes,
-evisions, English translations, breathing
narks and teaching directions prepared
yith the view of making this work of the
e for the n
teacher. Contains three c
student andd tea
plete analytical lessons
.
masterpieces, also a 2,000 word introduc¬
tion giving advice upon how to select songs
for recitals.
The songs are all in keys affording the
most convenient range common to all voices
The contents are divided into three groups
—Songs for men. Songs for women and
Songs for either men or women. When one
considers David Bispham’s great repertoire
of fifty of the greatest operas, one hundred
of the greatest oratorios and over one thou¬
sand five hundred of the finest songs, it is
possible to appreciate the material from
which he culled the very best works to go

David Bispham’s name will
stand, no doubt forever as
America’s foremost operatic,
oratorio and recital singer.
This volume was a lovework of David Bispham for the
benefit of singers, vocal students
and teachers.

by

John Philip Sousa

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street

Musicians and the State
When Paderewski became'Premier of Poland, he doubt¬
less stepped into the most exalted governmental position ever
held by a musician, (unless we concede that Nero’s gifts are
worthy of consideration).
However, Paderewski was by no
means the only representative in the machinery of statecraft
which music may boast.
Lully was very close to Louis XIV and his power at court
was thought infamous by his rivals.
The Abbot Agostino Steffani, (1654-1728), in addition
to being one of the ablest composers of church music of his
time, was also a distinguished diplomat trusted with many
affairs of State.
Indeed, Steffani was considered one of the
foremost Statesman of his time.
Weber for a time dabbled in State matters when he was
Secretary to the Duke of Stuttgart.
The list of Statesmen who have' been musical is very long.
Some have been finely trained musicians. In America, Fran¬
cis Hopkinson, (1737-1791), one of the signers of the Declar¬
ation of Independence was our first composer.
In Washington we have just had in the person of the
British representative at the Peace Conference, the Hon.
Arthur Balfour, an enthusiastic musical amateur, the author
of notable brochures on music.

ago-

___

Don’t go to the goafs house if you want wool,” runs an old
Irish proverb. Many of the greatest disappointments in music
come from going to the wrong teacher, with the idea that a
cheap teacher “is good enough to start with.”

Good Sight Reading

This March is Undoubtedly the Greatest
March Since Sousa’s Earlier Successes

“How can I read at sight?” (Extract from letter No.
976,413 on the same subject lying on the Editor’s desk).
“How do you read a newspaper at sight?”
“Oh I have no difficulty with that.”
Of course not, you do a great deal of it and have done a
great deal of it. However, if you had to read aloud there
might be some difference. You would find yourself pronoun¬
cing words incorrectly and giving the wrong interpretation to
many phrases.
However, you have hit upon the first secret of good sight
reading in music. Do a lot of it. Read, read, read.
But that is not all. Read correctly.
“But I can’t read correctly,” you say.
Nonsense, of course you can. There is always something
that you can read correctly. If necessary lead yourself back
until you find a class of pieces that you can play absolutely
without a flaw.
Then something may dawn upon you. You will find that
the reason why you have not been able to read well at sight is
that you have gradually been permitting yourself to- read care¬
lessly. You have been bluffing. You have formed the habit
of trying over this piece or that piece in a slip-shod, listless man¬
ner, glancing at the music,—missing notes and stumbling
through it anyhow.
The first step in the cure is to stop all efforts at reading
anything at sight that you do not propose to play exactly as it
is written, in the correct time, and with all necessary marks in¬
cluded.
This will require patience, will-power and time; but if you
“would really give anything in the world to be able to read well
at sight,” this is very little to give..
It is nothing short of
marvelous what the human mind and the human eye can grasp
with lightning like rapidity; but do not imagine that the eye
has not a technic precisely as exacting as that of the fingers.
It must have drill and there is hardly any better way than that
which we have suggested.
There are plenty of cheap albums
of simpler pieces that will serve your purpose.

Finger Gymnastics
by

I. Philipp
Opus 60

Price 31-50

A Decided Departure in the Completion of Finger
Work in Extension by a Writer who is Perhaps
the Leading Modern Technical Writer

TO DIRECTORS
of CHURCH CHOIRS, GLEE CLUBS, WOMEN’S MUSICAL CLUBS
LIBERTY AND COMMUNITY CHORUSES, etc.

OUR NEW OCTAVO CATALOG
is now ready listing fifteen hundred (1500) numbers including Duets, Trios,
Quartets, Quintets, Sextets, Choruses, Cantatas, etc., etc., all arranged tor

MALE, FEMALE and MIXED VOICES
Such varied material as Anthems, Ballads (.Standard and Popular), also
Sacred, Novelty, Comic, Irish, Negro, Jazz, Rag and other Dialect songs of
every description are to be found within its covers.
YOU ARE CONSTANTLY SEARCHING FOR
NOVEL,

Ready for Penance

Philadelphia Pa.

Sousa's Band!

SUITABLE AND

CATALOG

these exercises that have only been touched upon in pre¬
vious works.

Equal prominence is given the five fingers

of each hand and a careful examination of this work will
soon convince the musical pedagogue that this is one
of those works that forms an epoch in the technical
world.

The moderately

advanced player should use

these finger gymnastics over a number of years, in fact,
they are just the type for daily study at the piano.

USEFUL MATERIAL

IS

FULL OF

IT

Only one of its kind, embraces everything from ragtime to opera.

SENT FREE ON REQUEST

M.WITMARK & SONS

There are combinations of fingering brought forth in

ENCLOSE^WO^ENT STAMP

« witmark buildincn.y.
Please mention THE ETUDE

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
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Since the publication of our Music Club issue we have spent
part of our time “in sackcloth and ashes.” Notwithstanding
the great number of letters of appreciation there stand out be¬
fore us certain omissions which of course we very greatly re¬
gret. But we expected it. It was impossible to make an issue
of this kind, no matter how sincere our intent or how hard our
efforts, and please everybody,—especially as there were some
300,000 very active ladies to please.
Several have written us
that they are convinced that the Music Club issue will be of very
great value to the progress of music club work in the United
States. If this is true we are happy.
If your name, the name
of your club president, the name of your “particular friend”
was left out,—please take the will for the deed and remember
that our issue was the result of hundreds and hundreds of club
leaders in all parts of the country. We knew that there would
be some omissions and we could have written this editorial a year

LIEUT.-COMM. U. S. N. R. F.

A Tremendous Success With

THIS

Single Copies 25 Cents_VOL.

Let Everybody Sing
Have you ever watched the ocean calming down after a
terrific storm? Gradually the great waves grow lower, the
whitecaps cease and finally the sea is like a peaceful lake.
The world has just been going through the greatest tem¬
pests in its history; but now the sun is shining again and the
waters are quieting down, so that the argosies of peace can once
more travel to and fro with their precious cargoes.
All through the hurricane more and more people looked to
music to give them the courage to meet the- day. Never before
was the need for music so widely recognized. All unexpectedly,
the war gave music a tremendous lift.
Now and then we hear rumors of failures, panics, unemploy¬
ment, some real, some fancied. In any event the great thing
is to keep one’s courage up and one of the best props for courage
is song. Let everybody sing as much'as possible whenever the
opportunity offers.
Troubles melt away before good lusty song
like the blizzard before the blazing sun.
If business men only realized the potency of song (as many
do) there would be services of song to open the day’s work in
thousands of firms. If things look blue—sing a little, cheer up,
take a fresh start. Nothing can be made better by worrying.
Song in the heart makes the mind and the muscles a hundred
times more willing. That axiom is as true as the ages. The
workers of all centuries have lightened their labors with song.
Have you ever heard how singing saved a town ? It is one
of the most interesting of the mediaeval stories.
When that terrible plague, the Black Death, swept over
Europe in the Fourteenth Century, whole cities were wiped out
and thousands of homes became pest houses. In the town of
Goldberg, one of the citizens remained in his home and gradually
watched all human traffic in the streets cease. It was-a city of
death; not a soul stirred in any of its avenues. Finally, this
man decided that he was not going to die like a rat in a hole,
especially since' it was Christmas Eve, the gladdest time of the
whole year. So he bravely put on his hat and went into the
streets singing. Unto us a child is born.

APRIL
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. i
overworked grandmothers,
impossible in the days of theiyjear^ ^ ^ out long beAfter he had gone a short way a window opened and some
one called to him. A panic-stricken man came out, then another
and then another, until twenty-five souls marched out of the
town to the top of a high hill all singing the famous Christmas
carol. Instead of remaining in their little houses and waiting
in despair for death, they took on new spirit and not one o
this group died. The music of the wonderful Christmas carol
saved them.

Go back, young man, and _d™k ^

by modernism.

You are not one to even attemp
Does this mean that all the grea^t

• was written years
^^ music will bo

Let everybody sing.

When is a Waltz a Waltz
Never shall we forget the disappointment upon the face of
a pupil who once appeared at the studio door with a volume ol
Chopin Waltzes. “Mother bought these down town, she said,
“and I tried to play them for our dance and they are awful.
Chopin saw in the delightful swaying rhythm of the Waltz
an opportunity for the development of an art form which has
since been adopted by many masters. Yet, in most of his grea
Waltz masterpieces there is really the swing of the waltz.
1 his
is shown by the fact that many of the ballet dancers of the pre¬
sent have used parts of these waltzes for their artistic dances
in preference to the regular ball room music.
The wonderful
Valsc in C Sharp Minor is most fascinating when used m this
Moszkowski, Sclhitt and others have taken even more liber¬
ties with the form. Brahms, despite his German and Austrian
background, could not seem to catch the real spirit of the waltz.
His efforts in this direction arc stilted and hard. Moreover he
made them so short for the most part that they do not possess •
even the magnificent dignity of some of his other works.
To us a waltz, concert or otherwise, is not a waltz unless it
possesses the intoxicating rhythms of the dance. Had Johann
Strauss chosen to make his compositions other than ball room
waltzes, they would now be played in all concert halls m piano
recitals. The Tausig arrangements prove this.
Are there anv other forms of the present day which a real
master might glorify as did Chopin? There was a time w en
the shelves of music stores were laden down with various Polkas
de Concert. Where are they now? Evidently the Polka has
not survived the test.
The Two Step hardly seems to possess
possibilities which might inspire a classical writer. The various
Jazz rhythms might be used in part but there has been, as yet,
no distinct form which seems to possess promise.

Keeping the Hands in Shape
How much of the present day interest in piano playing
(particularly in rural districts) can we attribute to the revolu¬
tion in American home life brought about by wliat we migh
call home making machinery ?
When daughter and mother had to wear out their hands
with brooms, scrubbing boards, boiling dish water, hot irons
and all manner of manual labor, they were in mighty poor
shape to approach a Cliopin nocturne.
More than this, the time formerly taken to run a home
made it virtually impossible for the one who had the responsi¬
bility of it to be very much more than a slave. Now, electricity
and power machines of all kinds have changed this. No sensi¬
ble woman who has higher aspirations than those of being a
drudge will strain her back, endanger her health and ruin hei
hands with a broom when she can have a modern sweeper or a
pneumatic cleaner.
.
,
The advance of the times, the love for good books, good
music, good magazines require leisure.
The domestic machin¬
ery enterprises have recognized this and have provided every¬
thin" that American ingenuity can think of to let the mothers
and daughters of our land have the chance they wanted so long
to keep up with the times, without killing themselves with un¬
necessary labor, work done far better and cheaper in the end by
a machine.
.
,
.
,
There is no question that these machines have already en¬
abled thousands and thousands of women with musical inclina¬
tions to spare their hands from household abuse, and permitted
them to make progress in musical work which would have been

Good Beginnings in Vocal Art
An interview secured expressly for Etude Music Magazine with the most famous “Carmen

and years ago? By no m
written in years to come.

who]e J[ has shown an inertia
beginning.
Some-

of movement (vis ‘"‘“''“k™'', in lts slLncss and sometimes
times the progress has been gWml
always will
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s'.ssyssi« his,‘,n ,hc n,o""t,"”s^CeSn tltiea. history it

been neepry

t. return to the Classical Springs. What is it about he eW.ir.
which makes them so greatly admired? First,
>
> ’
second, proportion; third, power. The great thinkers upon art
since its earliest developments have bem trying in various ways
to express these and allied principle; m different kinds of cogen
terms. All seem to agree that a wo A of art to possess classical
, longevity, must have clearness, bah nee and mass.

The terms

used to express this are numerous.
.
There are, fortunately, hundreds of examples of the work
of Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Handel and a few other
master minds such as Scarlatti, Gluck and Palestrina which fill
all the demands of classical art. Mendelssohn and Grieg wen
nclined to imitate in some of their compositions the earlier
works and produced masterpieces of great beauty.
Chopin.
Schumann, Schubert, Brahms and Wagner sought freer fields
and produced works in every way as beautiful as the earlier
classics.
Then came the various rococo styles laden down with ara¬
besques,—ornaments for the sake of ornaments, and not for the
sake of art. Anyone who has visited a Franconian palace h
soon sickened by the interminable designs with which every space
is filled. In comparing these with a beautiful Corinthian col¬
umn, a glorious Athenian entablature, or ar nspiring Gothic
steeple we realize immediately that in order ' keep our artistic
equilibrium it is constantly necessary to go biu k to the classics.

The Mills of God
“Though the mills of God grind slowly, yet they grind
exceeding small”
The soul of the centuries is the judge of immortality.
Inevitably it hands down its decisions and no one can vouchsafe
any other verdict. All art great and little comes to trial before
this fearful tribunal and only the eternal survives.
Pomp and
circumstance, pride, pretension, pettyness, all arc sentenced to
the penitentiaries of oblivion.
In the time of Dryden. years after the death of Shake¬
speare, the poet wrote that in London at that time the plays of
Beaumont and Fletcher were given twice to everv performance
of one of the master works of the “Swan of Avon.” Bach’s great
masterpieces wore revived largely through the insistence and ac¬
tivity of Mendelssohn after they had slumbered for nearly one
I Hind red years.
So it hasi been in the case of many immortals.
It is hard
to realize that Steibelt was as popular as Beethoven in Vienna,
-indeed he was preferred by many of the superficial public.
The public often seems to run toward the mediocre but Hie soul
of the centuries is never deceived. Only the great like the right
survives, and any real work of art will come into its own sL'

i yo^r* home1Ccommunitybm^er °f g°°d cheer and ProsPerity

of History

MME. EMMA CALVE

with their stiff, swoUen’
Abused that good piano 01 violin
fore their time, and often so a
playing was out oUheJuestiom^
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(Transcribed by Harriette Brower)
“The young singer should have some idea of the mag¬
nitude of the task she is approaching, and not think of
taking it up lightly; for it will mean endless study, if
the novice would accomplish anything worth while. Few
have any idea of the difficulties to be overcome, and the
years of constant study that are necessary to fit the
young singer for public work. It is a very superficial
idea for the student, whose family and friends may
believe she has a voice worth cultivating, to think that
if she takes singing lessons for a year, or perhaps two
years, that she can then come before the public and win
financial and popular success. There is so much more
to the art of song than just the mere fact of taking
singing lessons. These are necessary certainly, but there
is so much more to be done. If the young singer would
become an artist she must be an artist on all sides, she
must be artistic all through. She must learn to observe
—to think 1 ,
Preparation
“To prepare the soil for the seed, it is needful to get
■impressions from various other arts, especially from
beautiful sculpture and fine painting. From the former
one imbibes ideas of form, and from the latter a con¬
ception of color. Can anything be more valuable to a
young student of singing than ideas of form and color ?
If I see a girl who thinks she can one day become a
singer, yet who has no interest in either of these forms
of art, I feel this girl has not the spirit of art in her;
or if she has, it is quite dormant and *has never been
awakened. Sooner or later she must arouse herself to
see—:iii some degree—the beauty in all forms of art, and
then learn how she can apply and reveal this beauty and
understanding to her own particular'branch of study.
“One may ask, ‘how are these impressions to be ac¬
quired, which are so necessary to awaken the artistic
instincts?’ Through travel one becomes acquainted with
what has been accomplished in the world of sculpture
and painting. If travel is not possible, one can learn
much from books. But best of all, the book of nature
is always open. What can be more wonderful than a
brilliant sunset, or the sea in sunlight or a meadow
bounded by blue mountains? It is to have an awakened
sense of these things the young would-be singer should
strive for.
Diction
“Before anything can be done with singing, or even
with vocalizing, one should learn how to speak. The first
lessons should be lessons in speaking, not singing. It is
diction, diction before anything else. The word must be
spoken before it can be sung. Particularly is this true
right here in America, where the voice and articulation
are so much in the throat. Words must be on the lips
even as the voice must be brought forward from the
throat and produced on the lips.
Constant Study
“These things cannot be learned in a few months, a
year, or even in two or three years. I studied ten years

before I trusted myself to come before the public. But
coming before the public is not the end, it is only the
beginning. I keep on, I am' always studying, always
working on technic and repertoire. One cannot stand
still, for then one begins to lose and fall behind. I had
several teachers, some of them renowned. While giving
them due credit, I feel I owe an immense debt of grati¬
tude to my later teacher, Mme. Rosina Laborde. With
her I learned the value of work, and how to work. I
learned to realize that I must keep constantly at it and
never let up. I follow this principle now, for I study
every day.
Languages
“In America, young singers seem to have no realizing
sense of the value—the absolute necessity—for the study
of what they call ’foreign languages.’ I am frequently
asked to hear these young students sing, and to advise
them. When they come to sing, what do I hear ? A
voice muffled in. the thrqat, and a mumble of sounds
which are supposed to be words* but seem to have no
meaning whatever.' Even in their native *ongue they do
not make themselves understood when they sing. What
can I say? They think they can speak and sing their
own language, but their efforts are often to be deplored.
This is why I constantly preach diction and the study of
languages. Italian is the easiest to sing, then comes
Flench. German has the same vowels as the Italian;
I have never studied the language as it was not necessary
for my work. English is more difficult. The mouth
formation is different for each language; by this I mean
that the syllables must be formed in a way peculiar to
each language. Every young singer should study both
Italian and French, as well as her own language—if she
is an American. And when I say study I mean just
that—not a little smattering of so important a branch
of the art of singing.
Memorizing
“In learning a role, I begin with the words. These
are the things that give point and meaning to the music,
if the composer has expressed the word-meaning in his
music. One takes for granted that he has, and it is
the singer’s duty to know the meaning of the text. The
value of the word is great in singing, not only from the
point of view of diction, but for its significance. Un¬
less the singer knows the meaning of the words she is
singing, how is she to express that meaning and make it
clear to the audience? The composer may sometimes
make the mistake of joining a "cheerful air to words
which are either’ serious or mournful. The intelligence
of the singer can rectify this in a degree, if she under¬
stands the text, thoroughly. Thus I begin with the lan¬
guage and diction of the text, and when these are learned
to my satisfaction, I join to the music.
Bel Canto
“We hear many discussions over bel canto these days.
Bel canto, beautiful singing, is a term applied to beauti¬
ful tones, without their
being disturbed by passion
and emotion. The modern
trend is toward using music
as a means of expressing all
kinds of conflicting emo¬
tions. Thus bel canto is not
so much needed as it was
formerly. But the singer
should understand and use
it just the same.
Opera or Concert
“I find both opera and
concert equally interesting.
Opera seems to me easier
because the background and
atmosphere are already
there, created for the singer.
In concert one must create
one’s own atmosphere, which
is often more difficult. But
on the other hand, one feels
closer to the audience, and
one can command the situa¬
tion and sing as one is
moved to sing.
“Finally, it all depends on

[Emma Calve was born at Decazeville,
southern France, and was educated at a
convent. Her studies in Paris were with
Puget and' with Marchesi.
She made
her debut at the Monnaie theater in
Brussels, Sept. 29th, 1882.
She next
studied with Labor de in Milan. In 1890
she created the role of “Santuzza” in
“Cavalleria Rusticana.” Later she was
engaged at the Opera Comique, at
Covent Garden and at the Metropolitan
Opera House. She also appeared with
immense success at Madrid, Milan,
Monte Carlo, Petrograd and other cen¬
ters.
In 1895, she created Massenet’s
“La Navarraise,” and in November,
1897, the same composer’s “Sapho.” Her
triumphs in “Carmen” were so great
that the public virtually refused to hear
her in many other roles, a discrimination
very unfair to an artist of her calibre.—
Editor’s Note.]

the intelligence and mental alertness of the young student,
what she accomplishes in her chosen art. If she has an
innate love for art in its various forms, and has learned
to observe closely; if she has an eye for form and for
variety of color, an ear for shades and gradations of
tone and quality, and I might add, if she has industry,
patience and devotion to her work, plus a good naturai
voice and physique, there is no reason why she should
not succeed.”
If the small town student cannot have the artistteacher, he can at least refrain from playing “Jazz.”
Some time he may have a chance of study under a
great teacher. If he keeps up his practice of his
etudes and classics, he will not fall into the predica¬
ment of those who have been mentioned in previous
paragraphs. He will not, as they did, miss his golden
opportunity when it comes.
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Camille Saint-Saens’ Parting Advice on
Piano Study
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We should make an effort to interpret the music, as
exactly as possible, without omitting any of the compos¬
er’s indications.
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The different notes of a chord that is not marked
arpeggio must be heard absolutely together.
The two hands must play simultaneously and not one
after the other, as happens too often either out of pure
negligence or because it is thought that more grace and
charm are thus given to the execution, which, is a great
mistake; by this means only a pretentious and affected
execution is attained.
It may be good, in some cases, to give the melody a
certain freedom, while the bass or accompaniment keeps
strict time; but this tempo rubato belongs to transcen¬
dental execution. Some, who are unable to succeed in
this, try to give its illusion by dislocating the bass and
the accompaniment, in order to make them occur before
the melody, which is not at all the same thing as slightly
retarding the melody and making it hesitate (fluctuate)
around the time without marring it. It is better to play
naturally and regularly.
All methods show that there are many different ways
of attacking touch; but it is not enough to know that they
exist; they must be sought, by listening attentively and
by endeavoring to,acquire great delicacy of finger; it is
thus that the instrument will be made to sing, which—
without having the same facilities as string and wind
instruments—has nevertheless very special abilities that
are not to be disregarded. It is only the study of tone
which makes the piano so interesting.

Arthur Nikisch
t. 12, 1856—Jan. 24, 1922

A Memory of a Great Conductor
By Frances Henry
[Editor's Note
and director of a large
great
She has played
— success in Europe and in this
country.]

How can one put into words the depth of feeling that
is touched by the death of a great man, who has closely
affected a share of the lives of all musical nations?
Nikisch surely has—just.stop to think of the myriad of
Abuse of the pedal is odious; but the pedal may be used
past students of all countries, whose influence, as present
without abusing it. We should practice at first to do with¬
musicians, is affecting the whole musical world. Not one
out it as much as possible; then to study it like an instru¬
of the musicians and students of the old years in Leipzig
ment, whose varied effects should never induce confusion.
(for in the presence of this death, all thought of a
“World at War” cannot help but be, for the minute, blot¬
Unnecessary movements of hands or arms and con¬
ted out) could have heard of the -death of Nikisch with¬
tortions of body only occasion ridicule; nevertheless,
out a tear in the 'heart; and as he did so, I doubt not,
sometimes the hands must be raised rather high and made
the “Wednesday Morning Probes” were recalled with
to fall again flexibly, if it is desired to ally big tone to
a homesick longing. I know it was so with me, for I
a certain melodiousness of expression. Besides, flexibility
never missed, in the two years in Leipzig, a Probe, and
is always indispensable to the player, even in passages
hardly ever the Thursday Evening Concert, and the fol¬
requiring the greatest energy.
lowing two years in Berlin, the alternate Sunday Morn¬
ing Probes and Monday Evening Concerts.
Some persons, in order to have more power by utilizing
I can see the Gewandhaus Saal npw, exquisitely deco¬
the weight of the body, sit very high and lean forward;
rated, even to the balcony railings over which the students
they thus have a “hunch-back” attitude, as ungraceful as
leaned and alternately caught sight of friends, pointed out
it is useless; it is of great advantage to keep a natural
noted people in the seats below or turned their gaze to
attitude. Performance of the music must not give the
the musicians taking their places on the rostrum. A
impression of exercising a painful occupation; that spoils
hush would fall over the assembly, then all eyes would
and even destroys all aesthetic impression.
be turned in the same direction. Who in those assem¬
blies but will remember the quiet, impressive manner of
Be Your Own Surgeon
Nikisch as he ascended those two steps, or his deep, slow
bow to the audience, before turning to rap smartly for
By Marjorie Gleyre Lachmund
the orchestra members’ attention ?
And what of the music thereafter ? Have you forgot¬
ten those Beethoven Symphonies? Or,the Guests? Or
Every student of music should “be his own surgeon.”
the bass viol and its player standing far back on the left?
Form the habit of dissecting your pieces to find the bad
And those first violins? And the flutes? And all the
places, and then apply the proper remedy. Many stu¬
different instruments which “spoke (so-beautifully) for
dents practice half-heartedly without even realizing it;
they honestly think they are trying. How do you prac-, themselves” exactly at the right second? And in front
of all, that quiet figure, whose wave of the baton seemed
tice? When you miss a measure you do it over ten or
to bring out sound made not on earth? And when
twelve times. But—do you first find the exact note that
was missed and correct it mentally before trying to cor¬
needed, Nikisch’s exquisite piano accqi^paniments—the
rect the playing? If you do this you.can learn the troub¬
accompaniment that was always subordinate and the in¬
lesome passage without expending half the effort which
terludes that gave the piano the powers of an orchestra?
aimless repetition consumes. Once you realize that the
And then the times we were privileged to sit up in the
mind is a great factor in piano-playing you will not have
organ loft at the rear of the rostrum and watch Nikisch
so closely we could almost read his every thought. Have
so much fault to find with the fingers.

Standing Room Only
nnlv once I took “standing place”-but never again!
?n fine with hundreds of students, I waited in the
• ■
rain fall seats had been sold out), around two
pouring rain (
^ be opened Then in we rushcd
hTstaioeded wildly down the corridors to a huge unand stamp
(which was used at other times for
"r-T«“nld.«lcrr.fThrfa. .. waa
tS a row of low-backed boxes) where we each made
a frantic dive for the most advantageous spert- at Ileast
the one each considered so-from where Nikisch, the
Orchestra, and the Guest could be seen the best
Do you remember how, when each one got tired of
standing where he could see the performers he nr she)
dropped down somewhere on the floor wrth h,s back
against the wall, or a pillar-.f he could find the space?
If he couldn't he made himself as comfortable - possi¬
ble on the floor, without. I can see those stml. r
musicians now, completely tired
mo. out with s~
— -.
.... .
hours
of standing-the long wait in the line outside; ms.de
before the concert began and while it was being per lormed
I can see them (Americans, and foreigner i m the
floor among their wraps, looking for all the wm Id, like
worn out emigrants. But not a word was sp-.l,- n, nor
a note lost to all those people. It was a sight that no
one cared to miss, even though he only saw it .. and
took a seat thereafter.
It was not for some weeks after I went t - Europe
that I met Nikisch personally—it was at a private home.
When he sat down beskle me, we naturally dropped into
conversation about music and musicians. I have him to
thank, today, for my power of interpretation.
Nikisch said:
“The trouble with so many students who come to
Europe is that the one and only thought is: 1 want to
finish! ‘How long will it take me to be a great artist?’
'Can I ever be a great artist?’ ‘If the Gods hav c vouch¬
safed me their favor, I will surely be patient.'
“Another thing—a piano student arrives i Europe,
goes to seven piano concerts a week. Piano -piano—
piano—nothing else! Same thing with the v
vocalist. One sided—^11 one sided.
“Take my advice: Study as long as it is necessary.
Go to every vocal concert, violin concert, orchestral con¬
cert you can, as well as piano. Get the score <>f every
thing you hear and try to play it exactly as you hear it.
Be sure to go to the orchestral concerts and try to imi¬
tate every instrument you hear.
“In that way, you will learn exactly how others ex¬
press themselves and, at the same time, be learning how,
in the future, to express yourself artistically. Be the
best technition you can—then use it only as a foundation
for interpretation.”
Nikisch was “a King among musicians,” and has left
many subjects to mourn him.

What Berlioz Thought of Us
Read this and boil,—if you are that kind of an Ameri¬
can. It is from a letter written to Humbert Ferrand at
the time of our Civil War.
“An American Director has offered me an engage¬
ment in the Dis-United States; but his proposals arc
unavailing in view of my unconquerable antipathy to his
great nation, and my love of money is not sufficiently
great to prick me on. I do not know whether your love
tor American utilitarian manners and customs is any
more intense than my own.”
This should concern us little, for despite Berlioz
cleverness m instrumentation and his great symphonic
poems his character as a man was superficial, bombastic,
sometimes perfidious and egotistical to an absurd degree.
,

!ht study Of Harmony even though superficial,
nduces to the better understanding of good com,f<?r it renders their construction intelligi—i ina- Ce<i lt 2 the 8rammar or music and therefore
^ "disPensabie requisite for a deeper insight into
the nature thereof.”
I. Moscheles.
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Too Much Practice is Waste
How to Get Results Without Nerve Drain and Muscular Fatigue by Employing Scientific Methods

the orcheSt?’ n^e wfll of another,
subordinated 10
the philharmonic Orchestra in
My ^m;? he dition of Nikisch. Just realize
Berlin, under t
^ concerts were given some-

Translated By Arthur de Guichard
(Just before his death the great French composer con¬
tributed this article to Le Monde Musical, Paris, France.)

The duration of rests must lie precisely observed; above
all, we must avoid giving l*s time than what is indi¬
cated. The remark applies to precision of rhythm in
general, in which we must be most circumspect; thus,
when a dotted eighth-note is followed by a sixteenth-note
(the two together having the value of a quarter-note),
it is better to increase the length of the dotted eighthnote, thereby shortening the sixteenth-note, rather than
to do the contrary.
This interpretation is even frequently necessary in
ancient music.
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THE ETUDE

By WILLIAM BEN BOW
The pathologist, the nerve specialist, and the student
of piano-playing can all bring undeniable evidence of
blasted and deferred hopes due to an excess of practice
on an instrument. Nor is this the worst, for some,
like-Tausig, have literally practiced themselves to
death. Nature will have her revenge for all excesses.
The problems of fatigue in athletics, and, more re¬
cently, in industrial labor in connection with war opera¬
tions have led to something like a scientific investigation
of hours, conditions, habits and results. As a result
of such tests and experiments we are learning that
there are certain hours, certain conditions, and certain
habits which insure better results and better work. It
is significant too to find that even with highly skilled
labor in shop work, practically the same results (let
us say 3010 bolts treated) are produced day after day
with rarely one bolt, less or more. This is true in
spite of the fact that the hourly total varies. from
hour to hour. The best results are obtained ill the
early morning hours, then comes a slump in mid¬
afternoon, and then as the worker realizes that he is
nearing the final hour he spurts in order to earn all he
can at his piece-work.
Eight Hours Better Than Ten
That eight hours a day bring better proportional
results than ten hours seems to be proved also. The
extra two hours are unprofitable expenditure of human
and machine energy, not to speak of the difference in
the pay-roll. This unwise expense is due to the pro¬
gressive consumption, often leading to actual exhaus¬
tion of vital energy. Beyond a certain point it is both
futile and harmful to drive the human machine. The
experience of our forebears upon this point is sub¬
limated in the proverb. “Soon ripe, soon rotten.”
This applies as well to the fruit of our labors as to
the fruit of our trees. Even a telegraph wire requires
definite and regular periods of rest in order to recuper¬
ate. Our human nerve can carry only a certain num¬
ber and kind of messages before it turns stale and
delivers garbled messages. The human muscle is like
a horseshoe. You can make it red-hot, but if it gets
too hot it turns soft and loses temper.
Practice in the Morning
The United States report on industrial operations
shows, in these tables of results of .skilled labor hour
by hour through the day, that the second work-hour in
the morning yields the highest percentage of output.
This emphasizes two points worth remembering. The
first is that the morning hours, when Nature’s recharge
in muscle, nerve, and mind is still fresh and untapped,
are the best producers. It can hardly be doubted that
the great majority of great pianists would agree with
this finding. The world knows from age-long experi¬
ments that “the early morning hour has gold in its
mouth.” It stands to reason that one’s nerve will re¬
spond with greater efficiency before it has been sub¬
jected to the myriad sense-impressions and demands
of the day.
The other point emphasized is that the second hour
harvests better results than the first hour in skilled
work, because it takes some time for the human com¬
plex to pull itself together and concentrate upon a
highly specialized operation. Many accidents happen
in the first hour, due to lack of harmonious adjustment
of all the forces called into play. No four-in-hand can
plunge ahead at full speed. Due time must be allowed
for smooth and simultaneous co-operation.
The next question in connection with this of speeding
up the technique as quickly as possible is, “What is the
effect of rest periods?” Here again our United States
report helps us. It shows a lowered output for the
first hour after a rest-hour. Then after some improve¬
ment in technique for a time there follows the lowest
yield of the day in mid-afternon. The fact that this
period of depression leads to a later spurt upward
toward closing time suggests the possibility that the
worker unconsciously uses the slack period as a pre¬
paratory interval of comparative rest—a half breath
—before the final uprush.
We have gone into this study of the United States
report at some length, not only because it is the latest
and most satisfactory treatment of the subject of
fatigue, but also because the factors in the problem

bear a close analogy to those prominent in our piano
practice. While of course certain industrial operations
require heavy muscular labor, most other operations
demand a technique depending upon finger and hand
dexterity, quickness of vision, and alertness of mind,—
just the points prominent in our technical preparation.
Avoiding Fatigue
In showing the bearing of these facts upon the ques¬
tion of too much practice, let us recall a few facts about
the muscles. Nearly a half of the human body is mus¬
cle tissue, the other half being bone. And with every
muscle fibre runs a nerve fibre. An excessive stimu¬
lation brings fatigue much sooner to the muscle than
to the motor nerve that superintends the job. When a
muscle works it produces heat, throws off carbonic and
other acids, and brings about other chemical changes
and “fatigue stuffs.” These products in turn react upon
the tissue of the muscle itself, and affect the quality of
its work. Another important fact is that fatigue of one
set of muscles will affect sympathetically another set.
A forced march brings fatigue to the arms as well as
the legs of the soldier.
While the neurone is not as quickly tired as the mus¬
cle, it takes a much longer time to recover from overstimulation. The phases of nerve recovery are trying
enough, a period of slow improvement leading to a
spurt of apparently rapid recuperation, only to be fol¬
lowed by a most discouraging diminuendo.
Hummel summed up piano practice as: firstly, the
scales; secondly, the scales; thirdly, the scales. But
contemplating the demands of the modern Liszt and
Brahms transcendental school, it is easy for one to
realize that Hummel’s rule would place one only on the
first step of the steep Gradus. The 1921 technic re¬
quires a rigorous devotion, reminding us of the saying
of Antisthenes in Plutarch’s Lives. When he was told
that Ismenias played excellently upon the flute, he an¬
swered; “Then he is good for nothing else, otherwise
he would not have played so well.”
So keeping in view the magnitude of the technical pro¬
blem and the multiplicity of details involved, it is im¬
perative that the student focalize carefully upon the
essential points, the ganglia of the system. And the
muscular energy must be conserved at every point pos¬
sible. A recent investigator asserts that by test he
found that a cellist used four tons of energy in playing
a simple Bach aria. This elimination of the unneces¬
sary is well exemplified by Raif’s way of answering an
inquirer about his methods. He showed him a sheet of
paper with certain exercises covering the crucial diffi¬
culties, such as “crossing the thumb,” and the like.
There is a sense in which we can say truthfully that
everywhere and all the time there is too much practice.
The overwhelming majority of students attack a tech¬
nical problem like they would a tangled skein. They
pull and twist the whole mass back and forth, here a
little, and there a little, instead of patiently beginning
with a single strand and seeing it through. So the
typical student will tug and tire at a whole section or
passage instead of focalizing on a single awkwardness
of motion occurring between two neighboring notes or
chords. It is just that one separate motion which re¬
quires to be darned over back and forth.
Unnecessary Motions

only the diverging direction starting with the thumbs,
and for the other half-hour the converging form. By
this plan one gets the full benefit of the cumulative
ease and skill derived from one oft repeated motion.
Muscular Demands
This cumulative result is the basis of correct habit.
The muscular demand of an ascending scale is differ¬
ent from that of a descending scale. The descending
form virtually acts as a change, a rest, a relief from
the muscle play of the ascending form, and vice versa,
so that neither form gets the effect of accumulative
ability. Think of a penmanship exercise. Write ten
n’s in succession, connecting them; then on another
line write ten s’s in the same way. Now write “ns” ten
times, and compare results in speed and form. Josef
Hofmann says that in working up some special point,
after practicing steadily and carefully one should rest,
but not too long, else some of the acquired pace will be
lost.
Rest is great restorative, but even rest may be ap¬
plied scientifically. In Dr. Gilbreth’s book on Fatigue
he tells of the operation of folding handkerchiefs. If'
instead of massing the rest period into the usual noon
hour, the periods are distributed through the day, a
wonderful increase of output results. In this case the
operator works five minutes, then rests one minute
through the hour, except the last six minutes of every
hour, which are also given to resting. If my memory
serves me right, the number of handkerchiefs per diem
by this arrangement is three times the usual number.
This seems to suggest that as far as one single opera¬
tion is concerned in our piano technic, it would be wise
and far more productive to rest oftener than we do.
Stop That Nerve Drain
Too strenuous a drain on the nervous energy may
entail any one of a long list of troubles ranging from
St. Vitus’ dance to dementia, just as an overworked
muscle may bring on tetanus or paralysis. We remem¬
ber that Paderewski was compelled to stop playing in
the midst of a successful season, because of “pianist’s
cramp.”
Here it is wise to recall that labor with nervous ex¬
citement is far more exhausting than work without such
excitation. In intellectual, as in all forms of work,
speed is attained only by the exercise of great power.
It usually encourages emotional excitement, and that is
always expensive. It provokes a more intense dis¬
charge of nervous force. Vice versa, the mere physi¬
cal act of writing aids in using up vital power, as in
the case of a hard-worked author. Miss Amy Fay
said that when she was studying with Deppe, she had
to use so much mental concentration and attention in
practicing his' exercises that after two or three hours
of it she would feel like dropping off the chair. Josef
Hofmann advises not more than four hours for technic,
interpretation, and all. Miss Goodson says Leschetitzky
did not approve of more than four hours’ work, be¬
cause he thought that in that time with thorough at¬
tention more can be accomplished than in more pro¬
tracted but less concentrated work. By too much pract¬
ice one is apt to lose rather than gain in technique and
virtuosity.

This is equally as true of the method of the usual
Tonic Effects of Gymnastics
skilled artist. This was shown very impressively by a
A few words as to the treatment of overworked
test given an expert bricklayer. Every motion he made
muscles,
nerves
and mind. Where the muscles have
was carefully studied and recorded by sensitive ap¬
been disabled or partially palsied, electrical treatment
paratus. This “motion study” revealed many unneces¬
has proved very beneficial. Judicious massage is especi¬
sary motions and.points of friction. As he was an intel¬
ally helpful by inducing a supply of fresh blood into
ligent workman, he gradually eliminated these by
the worn tissues. Massage will bring quicker relief
practice. Where he had laid one hundred and twenty , than rest alone, but both should be used.
bricks an hour before, his new technique enabled him
Paderewski, Hofmann, Joseffy, and Henselt have
to lay three hundred and fifty an hour. Not only was
given us valuable testimony as to the tonic effect of
his output greatly increased, but he was much less
gymnastics. Joseffy advocated the use of light dumb¬
fatigued.
bells. Henselt went to the extremes of going through
To indicate how this principle can be applied in our
a series of gymnastic exercises every evening, even to
work, take Joseffy’s instance of scales in contrary mo¬
difficult evolutions on the horizontal bars. For the
same reason he walked endless distances in St. Peters¬
tion. Most students play these scales diverging and
burg. We are told that he had a little dumb piano
then converging, as usually written in the exercisewhich he used on his lap, even between concert num¬
books. But Joseffy advised that, if an hour is given
bers. Paderewski, when tired of practicing, goes into
to these scales, for the first half-hour one should use
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Fraudulent Musical Masterpieces

the fields and labors for an hour or two with his bare
hands. Of course they get stiff and sore, but the stiff¬
ness soon wears off, and he can then practice 1 with a
clear head and steady nerves.” He prefers work in
the sun, as the effect is “more restorative than anything

Saint-Saens
By Camille
Weber's B.nilr,
H « I « — * — «i
I refer to pieces, either ridiculous or mediocre, which
the most Profo“"g 'Mystification that has been more
the masses have thought they were compd ed to admuv,
falling headlong into the snares set for them by pub
lishcrs of too knavish a type.
These
Lebewohl ( Faxewe .
when imported into France,
Schuberts first ueo ,
^
jns,cad o{ ^
First, there were the Waltzes of Beethoven These
were authentic, written by the author m his y
>
Wer-C VTe ompaniment intended to support the voice,
slight, insignificant morceaux devoid of charm, in
a simple a< mp
tiine—to my knowledge, at all
way resembling the modern idea of the waltz, bu
they muted for
^ of thc vocal par, with an
simply a three-time rhythm.
interesting and strongly emphasized pianoforte part
This -vogue appeared at a time when, the Conserva
iSse diversified accompaniments being impossible of
toire concerts having begun a series of performances
execution by unskilful or immature players, a publisher
of the Symphonies, it became a matter of bon ton m
came to their assistance by bringing out under
appear to admire Beethoven. The publisher of the
‘Waltzes" supplied these admirers—hungry enough,
Schubert’s name a Lied composed by von Weihrauch,
amateur The morceau, being well written did no
of feeble digestion—with such nourishment as they were
able to swallow. He had cleverly placed.at the head ot
dishonour to Schubert’s name, but if it is closely ex¬
the collection the delightful Dcsir of Schubert, natur¬
amined a great difference between the two composers
ally attributed to Beethoven. All these waltzes were
i, seen in the banal simplicity of thc accompaniment,
played very slowly, with an excessively affected ex¬
and in the melodic poverty of the cantus which repeats
pression, contrasting in the most ridiculous manner with
the same note a dozen times. The success of the
the vapid platitude of the music.
Lebewohl was very great, owing largely to an extreme
About the same time, Weber’s Dernicre Pcnsee
facility of execution which thc authentic works ,|,d not
(known in England as Weber’s Last Walts) was at the
present; moreover, the song dealt with the immortality
height of its popularity. Here is the story of this
of the soul:
spurious composition:
La niort est line aime
A German company had performed the Frctschuts at
Qui rend la liherti;
Paris with great success; in the salons, Liszt had played
An ciel rc(ois la vie
the Invitation a la False. Weber was in the fashion.
Et pour VlternitH
Then a publisher took a waltz of Reissiger, a composer
When a suberbly-built woman, gifted with a splendid
unknown in France, and made of it the dernicre pcnsee
voice, sang these words, which ended in a surer ion of
of the composer who died in the prime of life. By
formidable chest notes, the effect was irresistible.
playing this morceau slowly and with many nuances,
Thc ‘colossal success of the Lebewohl reached the
being very careful to play with one hand after the other
ears of the true author. It was perfectly 1 .1 cable
in accordance with the strict principles of bad playing,
that von Weihrauch should loudly protest and claim his
holding the head on onfe side and raising the eyes.to
rights. Vain, however, were his efforts! The / ■ wohl
heaven, melomaniac women of romantic disposition
was Schubert’s so far as the public was concerned, and
converted the piece into something very affecting to
it will remain so for all time. Many an anian ur lias
ears of the Midas type. I was a child at the time, and
spoken enthusiastically of Schubert, though the only
completely ignorant of music as of everything else. All
thing of his that he knew was this Lebewohl. -From
the same, my instinct rebelled, and I remained cold
The Musical Times.
when listening both to Beethoven’s Waltzes and to

Some New Facts
About the
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The Artist is Always Ready
By Ernest W. Bray
A PUPIL of Hans Von Bulow once asked him for an
opportunity to play in public. At the time Von Bulow
gave him no answer, and, as time went on, his request
was apparently forgotten. However, about six months
later, he received a short note from Von Bulow inviting
him to play at a concert just five days later in one of
Germany’s large university towns. The pupil, who m
the meantime had given up all hope of an appearance
and had devoted his time to teaching, made haste to call
upon Von Bulow with the explanation that it would not
be possible for him to play at such short notice as he
W “Not1 ready;’ exclaimed Von Eulow, and then turning
aw,ay from him scornfully, said, “An artist is always
ready ” It is recorded in this incident, however, that
“stung by his contempt, the youth undertook the
concert, slept not during three nights and days of pre¬
paration, and was successful.”
How many students and teachers are in the same
predicament when called upon at short notice to play at
a concert, or to fill an engagement which may mean much
for their success 1 I realize that it is often times easy, m
fact too easy, for a student who has repeatedly sought
opportunities to play, without success, to get dis¬
couraged and without the prospect of an appearance in
sight, to lose interest. Then when the time comes when
he is invited to play, he finds that he is “not ready.” The
same is true of teachers (with more excuse, perhaps)
who are so busy teaching that, little by little, they
neglect their practice until they are not able to grasp
an opportunity when it presents itself suddenly. If it
is a long time in coming one should be all the more
prepared to meet it.
It is always possible for students to have a repertoire
of at least two or three pieces which can be played
acceptably. These need not necessarily be pretentious
and, indeed, they should always be well within the
technical abilities of the player. Nothing is more dis¬
tressing to an audience than to hear a young player
struggling with a composition which is obviously well
beyond his abilities. On the other hand, nothing is more
agreeable and pleasing to an audience than the performer
who plays something (no matter how unpretentious and
lacking in technical brilliancy) with such finish and
style that he appears very much at his ease on the
platform. I cannot sufficiently urge upon every young
player, the absolute necessity of always keeping well
within his limitations.
At all times, keep something in readiness to play, in
order that when the time does come you will not have
to say that you are “not ready.”

What Did the Ancients Mean by Music of the Spheres
By S. M. C.

Pupil : “We have lately been studying Grecian History
and I have often met with allusion to the ‘music of the
spheres.’ Will you kindly explain the meaning of
the term?”
Teacher: “Most willingly. The celebrated philosopher
Phythagoras, S80 B. C., who originated the doctrine
of the music of the spheres, thought that the celestial
spheres, in which the planets move, produce a sound,
and that this sound must vary according to the diversity
of their magnitudes, their velocity, and relative distances.
Taking it for granted that everything respecting the
heavenly bodies is adjusted with perfect regularity, he
further imagined that all the circumstances necessary to
render the sounds produced by their motion harmonious
Making Pupils Count
were fixed in such exact proportions that the most perfect
harmony is produced by their revolution.”
By S. E. Jennings
Pupil: “I thought the Greeks knew nothing of
harmony.”
A pupil fails to count because he is lacking in a
Teacher: “Not jn the sense in which modern musicians
sense of rhythm. Develop this sense of' rhythm, and
accept the term. To them it was merely a succession
soon he is counting without realizing that he is doing
of single tones and octaves. Aristotle ventured to ask
so; he counts because he cannot help counting, just as
why they did not sing fourths and fifths as well as
one instinctively pats his foot to the music of the jig.
octaves. This probably led Hucbald, about 900 A. D., to
But first the pupil’s sense of rhythm must be de¬
introduce a succession of parallel fourths and fifths,
veloped. To do this have him keep time by clapping
which are so offensive to modern ears. But to return
with his hands to simple chords played in four-fourth
to our subject.
time, a loud clap for the first count and lighter ones for
“Cicero, following the system of. Pythagoras, compares
the others. When he has learned to keep time to these,
the movements of the seven planets, and the spheres of
change to three-fourth time, then to two-fourth. From
the fixed stars, to the vibration of the eight chords, which
the chords, go to little melodies where the beat is well
composed the ancient musical instrument called octachord.
accented—simple waltzes and marches played with the
This was formed of two disjunct tetrachords, or of eight
pupil counting aloud and beating or patting the time
strings, producing the eight tones or sounds of modern
with his hands. From the simple melodies, proceed to
music, namely: mi, fa, sol, la, si, do, re, mi. The moon,
six-eighth time—selecting some slow, swaying move¬
the lowest of the planets, answers to mi, the lowest of
ment, having the pupil sway with the rhythm, counting
the eight sounds; Mercury to fa; Venus to sol; the sun
as he sways. Gradually, from these, one may proceed
to la; Mars to si; Jupiter to ut; Saturn to re; and the
to more difficult pieces where the time is more complex
sphere of the fixed stars, which is the most elevated of
and the accent less marked. But by the time the pupil
all, to mi, the highest tone, making an octave with the
will have learned to count, he will have learned to feel
lowest. These eight tones are separated by eight intervals
the rhythm and he will count instinctively. He may not,
of certain definite proportions. From mi to fa is a semi¬
if he is young and does not know much about arithmetic,
tone; from mi to sol, a minor third; from mi to la, a
be able to demonstrate immediately how a dotted eighth
fourth; from mi to si, a fifth; from mi to ut, a minor
note and a sixteenth constitute a beat, but he will get
seventh.”
the time, and that, after all, is the main thing.

Pupil: “What did the Greeks call their scales?”
Teacher: “They called them modes. There wi re seven
of these, the Mixolydian, Lydian, Phrygian, 1 >orian,
Hypolydian, Hypophrygian and Hypodorian.
These
are all in the Standard History of Music, winch we
shall soon take up as a class text. The Greek philos¬
ophers taught that these modes or scales had different
moral values. This was called the ethos of music.”
Pupil: “How interesting. What was thc favorite
instrument of the Greeks?”
Teacher: “Most probably, the lyre. Terpander is said
to have added three strings to it, making seven in all
Later Pythagoras added the eighth. Thc expression
‘to add a new string to the lyre’ was used proverbially
of a man who had distinguished himself in some line of
human endeavor.”
Pupil: “Somewhere I read that. Cicero considered
hearing the dullest of our senses. Is this true?”
Teacher: “So he did, but modern physicists would not
agree with him. It has been proven that the radiation
affecting the eye and forming the visible spectrum lies
between wave lengths of 7500 and 3500 tenth-metres.
The corresponding range of vibration frequencies is
therefore a little less than an octave in sound Whereas
we know that the human ear is capable of distinguishing
a range of about eight octaves of musical tones. Our
sense of hearing, therefore, seems to be about eight times
as efficient as our sense of sight. But just as there are
rays of light which do not affect the eye, for instance,
the ultra-violet and infra-red rays, so there are sounds
which make no impression on thc human ear.—But we
have drifted far from our subject.”
Pupil: “Nevertheless, I have had an interesting lesson
in musical history.”
Teacher: “By the way—it almost escaped my mind—
if you will read the Somnium Scipionis by Cicero, of
which there are several excellent English translations
which you can procure at the public library, you will Set
a very good idea of what the ancients meant by the
music of the spheres.’ ”

Creator of
The Nocturne
JOHN FIELD of Dublin

Secured for The Etude
by the Eminent Musicologist

W. H. GRATTAN FLOOD,
Mus. Doc. K. S. G.
Together with unique portraits of the
composer and a newly discovered
youthful composition.
AN ADULT PICTURE OF FIELD

A RARE PORTRAIT OF FIELD
(Painted by Lonsdale)
[Editor’s Note: William Henry Grattan Flood was
born at Lismore, Ireland, 1859. His musical knowledge
was largely self attained. At first destined for the
priesthood, he decided to become a musician. He re¬
ceived a few lessons from Dr. Kerbusch and from Sir
R. Stewart. After serving as organist in zvell-known
churches including the Thurles Cathedral and Enniscorthy
Cathedral, he became Professor of Music and Classical
languages at St. Wilfrid’s College in Staffordshire. In
1907 the University of Dublin made him a Doctor of
Music. He has been a contributor to the Grove Diction¬
ary, the Catholic Encyclopedia and other important
scholarly works and has written several books dealing
with various phases of musical archeology.
John Field, probably the greatest musical genius pro¬
duced by Ireland, was born at Dublin July 26, 1782,
and died in Moscow in 1837. He came from an excep¬
tionally musical family, his father being a violinist
and his grandfather an organist. Dr. Flood now points
out that Field’s mother was a composer. His parents were
so ambitious to have the boy become, great that they
treated him with the sternest discipline at home. Later
he zvas apprenticed to Clementi when the pianist-com¬

poser had embarked in the pianoforte business in London.
There he was employed to shozv off pianos in dementi’s
warerooms and zvas given the strictest kind of train¬
ing under a severe master. In 1804, Clementi sent
Field to Petrograd zvhere the young man remained, be¬
coming a great success in liis chosen work. Field zvrote
seven concertos, four sonatas and much other music for
the pianoforte. He is best known, hozvever, for the
invention of thc “Nocturne." Up to that time almost
all of the serious music written for the pianoforte took
on the nature of the strictly contrapuntal zvorks, such as,
fugues of Bach and Handel, or was written in the form
of sonatas or variations,—mostly sonatas. Field saw the
advantage of writing in a much freer style and his
composition of this type set the example for the Noc¬
turne form employed by Chopin and others zvith such
great success.]
Who has not played some of Field’s Nocturnes?
Who has not read Schumann’s eulogistic notice, almost
rhapsodical, of Field’s Seventh Concerto? All pianists
are acquainted with Liszt’s fine tribute to the Irish
inventor of the art-form known as the Nocturne. The
idea of scattered chords with sustained pedal was first

developed by Field. No doubt Chopin developed the
genre, but as Henry Vavey writes, “he did not alto¬
gether eclipse Field, the original inventor.” And yet.
it is an extraordinary fact, that although there are mono¬
graphs of Field in French, Italian, German, Flemish,
Danish, and Russian,' the only English memoir is that
which was issued last year by the present writer, and
■published in an edition de luxe by Martin Lester, Ltd.,
Dublin.
Among the new facts brought to light as the re¬
sult of a patient search among the newspaper files in
the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin, were the following:
1. Particulars relating to the father and the grand¬
father of the composer—both of whom were Irish.
2. An account of Field’s early training as a pianist
by Tomaso Geoidani, who spent his latter years in
Dublin.
3. The discovery of Field’s debut in his native city on
March 24, 1792.
4. A notice of Field as a composer at the age of
eleven.
5. An account of Field’s departure from Dublin, and
his apprenticeship to Clementi.

An Example of Field’s Precocity
This manuscript of Field hears the inscription

“ Composed

by John Field, {aged 12 years).'"

shows Field's fine sense of balance at a very early age.

This fragment
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I am privileged to place before the readers of The
Etude the accompanying photograph of a sketch com¬
posed by Field “in his 12th year,” in 1796. The photo
gives a cleaner reproduction of the original manuscript
than any copy, and was especially taken for me by my
friend Mr. Arthur J. Hill, F. S. A., 140 New Bond
St., London, who possesses the manuscript. The frag¬
ment was written by Field for a Mrs. Alpe of Hardingham Hall, near Attleborough, Norfolk, and at this
lady’s death was acquired by her grand-daughter, Mrs.
Sconce. 79 Sinclair Road, Kensington, London, from
whom Mr. Arthur J. Hill acquired it, in 1899.
Through the just kindness of Mr. Hill I was also
given the original concert programmes of Field when in
London. It is of interest to note that as early as 1798
Field composed a beautiful Concerto, which he played
at Pinto’s benefit concert, at the Haymarket Theatre,
on February 7, 1799. The Mommy Chronicle of the
following day describes him as “Master Field, a pupil
of dementi’s,” and it adds:—“This young gentleman,
though only fifteen years of age has been esteemed by
the best judges, one of the finest performers in this king¬
dom, and his astonishing display of ability on this occa¬
sion, proved how justly he was entitled to the distinction.
' In 1800 and 1801 Field was the lion of the concert
world in London, and in the latter years Clementi com¬
missioned Lonsdale, a famous , portrait painter, to
paint the Irish composer, as a souvenir of their friend¬
ship and the termination of Field’s apprenticeship. This
beautiful portrait was duly executed, and is now the
property of Col. Collard, the grandson of Clementi.
With the permission of Col. Collard, Mr. Arthur J.
Hill commissioned a photographer to take a copy of the
portrait, and presented it to me. This copy I herewith
reproduce, and it is of unique interest, representing
Field just before he accompanied Clementi on his journey
jo Russia. By way of comparison I also reproduce
Moyers’ engraving.
,
The year 1814 is memorable for the invention of the
Nocturne and soon after, Field had as a pupil the
famous Glinka, the founder of Russian National Opera
and of the Russian School of Music.
Field accepted the invitation of the Philharmonic So¬
ciety of London to play at their Concert on February
27, 1832. He also played at the Haydn Centenary on
March 31, when Cramer and Moscheles also assisted.
Two days previously (March 29) he was one of the
chief mourners at the public funeral accorded to his
old master Clementi, who was interred in Westminster
Abbev. On April 27 he played for the New Musical
Fund “for the relief of decayed Musicians;” and on
May 6th, he foregathered with Mendelssohn at a re¬
ception given Gelloscheles.
Further particulars of Field will be found in the new
.edition of Grove’s “Dictionary of Music and Musicians,”
and it is here merely necessary to state that he died in
Moscow on January 11, 1837.

Paste This in Your Instruction Book
' Common Sense Hints to Piano Students
By O. A. Kirchels
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Have confidence in your teacher.
Practice only what your teacher tells you.
Don’t miss a lesson unless absolutely necessary.
Be punctual in meeting your appointment.
Strive for improvement.
Don’t be easily satisfied; everything will come right

7. Practice at least one hour a day.
8. Be willing to make sacrifices for your music.
9. Practice each exercise, or* piece, until played in right
time; every finger correct, and in perfect time, regard¬
less of amount of time it may require.
10. Practice scale movements daily; they will enable
you to play more smoothly, make you a better note
reader, improve your fingering and execution; they will
do away with hitches and breaks, and also make it pos¬
sible for you to soon produce a good, clean, musical tone.
11. Read all the helpful literature you can.
12. Don’t undertake to play music beyond you, or any¬
thing, except it would be a credit to yourself and teacher;
advance gradually and sure.
13. Continue your studies until you become a master.
14. Associate with those who know more than you.
15. Learn to listen as you play; hum the melodies you
have played, when away from your instrument; this will
cultivate your ear, and help you to memorize music.
16. To win confidence, play in public occasionally.
17. Correct instruction and diligent practice insures
success.
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The Most Difficult Thing in Piano Study
and How to Master It

About Triplets
By Herman Spielter
•

“You are perfectly right.”

By PERLEE V. JERVIS
Professor, Then you say that notes which you call
Eighths-Triplets and look like Eighths how W'
know whether we have Eighths or Eighths-T«£«t*.
Instructor: “There are two ways to find it out
will generally see the number 3 with the ^oup of three
notes, which doubtless shows the triplet, or if not g
it out in making an addition of all notes and rests
the measure. They, altogether, must represent the co 0

O'* *

No. 2.

Here the last 3 notes are Eighths notes; if they were
intended to be Eighths-Triplets the second rest would be
3 TupilT “Now I understand that Eighths-Triplets are
smaller than Eighths.”
.
:r
Instructor: “Surely you will have smaller values it
you divide a quarter note into three parts instead ot two
P Pupil :“Then the so-called Eighths-Triplets are really
Twelfths, the so-called Sixteenths-Triplets are really
TttrAn+v-fmirtKs. and so on.”

« A «*» «*»

-

T^ntyWhyrthdon’t we have special types, for these
values?”
.,
me answer the second question first;
Instructorwould be t00 complicated were we
The reading o
{of TwelfthSi Twenty-fourths and
to have specA^fPore, (this being my answer for your
so on an.d>
we call them as they look and then add
fh?woUrd Triplets in order to show that they only represent thi,;ds„°fhitsheisn"he firttime” since I have studied
.Ptl.pt 'uu different teachers, that I have understood the
MuSIC ^dM^f the Triplet, bo you know of any Piano
qhnol took which explains the matter so plainly as you
School-too
h sq ^ the Studcnt really sees that the
value ^of* Eighths-Triplets^ is Twelfths and Sixteenths-

m°re than a dozc,n. Pian°

School-books', but have never found triplets explained ,n
this way. I shall be glad, however, if you and other
readers of The Etude gain some benefit from my

What Makes a Great Teacher?
By Alexander Block
bent be toward the classic; neither, on the other hand,
Why does one teacher become world-famous, while
can he allow it to run wild
another of perhaps as much ablility remains compar¬
In teaching a genius, something more than mere
atively unknown? Is it luck? Personality? Or what.
pedagogy is needed. A sensitive feeling for the psych¬
Most of the “unarrived” contend that it is all luck.
ology of such a student, an appreciation of what is
Mr X had good fortune to have Y for a pupil, and
beautiful even though different, an esthetic conception
Y’s'sensational success brought more pupils of the genius
that is convincing when criticism is necessary these
type, who, in turn, added to the reputation of their
attributes a teacher must have or he will not hold his
master and attracted ever more first-class working
material.
.
super-pupil.
The disgruntled ones have another grievance. They
No pupil is harder to hold than a super-talent.
say that the great one, besides getting the pick of talents,
He takes nothing on trust. He is like a fine-mettled
receives credit for the accumulated effort of others.
horse, which without a sure, experienced hand to guide
Many pupils of talent study with an unknown teacher
him, soon takes the bit in his teeth and goes his own
until the last lap is reached, then go to the master for a
way. Once the pupil loses his respect for the teacher
year or two. If success comes, little of the credit re¬
(I do not mean the artificial respect that is the result
bounds to the former teacher who has, undoubtedly,
of the relation of teacher to the pupil, but the respect
done most of the uphill work. Once a man becomes a
for knowledge and ability) then, to use a slang phrase
celebrity, they say,' his personality acquires a halo.
“the goose is cooked.” The pupil goes elsewhere. And
Every gesture, every stray remark is given a vital
significance and treasured as a priceless reminiscence. , that is one reason why so many fine talented pupils leave
really excellent teachers for the last lap. Another rea¬
If, for example, the great one says sternly, “Hold your
son, it must be acknowledged, is the prestige that study¬
violin up.” The shivering pupil jumps.
ing with a man of reputation carries with it.
The ordinary variety of teacher says, “Hold your
A great teacher, then, is able to hold the respect of his
violin up” a dozen times each lesson without making
great pupils, not necessarily by playing better—that is
much of an impression. If the unknown teacher gets
not always possible—but by convincing them that his
no talented pupils to work with, he cannot be blamed
judgment is sounder; his esthetic sense more exquisite.
for failing to turn out a successful pupil. “You cannot
It does not necessarily follow that a great soloist who
make, a silk purse out of a sow’s ear.”
condescends to take a few pupils in his spare time is a
There is, in all this, a greater or less degree of truth,
great teacher. Teaching is a talent by itself. The
but it would be unfair and ridiculous seriously to con¬
soloist may play beautifully but not know how to im¬
tend that success, or even that most success, is due
to luck. Teaching a genius is not so simple. Contrary
part his knowledge to others. Above all, it is only
to the popular idea, anyone cannot teach a genius.
rarely that a successful virtuoso has any love for teach¬
Training a genius requires experience, tact, a nice dis¬
ing, and this love and enthusiasm for the work is most
crimination as to what to restrain and what to let alone,
essential.
and then more experience. Many talented pupils have
I have already spoken of experience. A teacher
been spoiled by overteaching. There are teachers who
who has learned how to guide talented pupils to the
strive to force every pupil into one mold. This works
point of success on the concert stage, and past that,
havoc, killing or distorting any distinctive individuality.
becomes great with his great pupils. To have brought
Others, again, are so overawed by the manifestations of
them so far, every lesson must have been a separate
an exceptional gift, that they do not trust themselves
creative act and not part of a mere routine job. He
to say anything. A teacher must respect the individual¬
has learned from his pupils as well as they from him.
ity of his pupil. He cannot force a gypsy temper¬
And this ability to continue to grow and learn is one
ament into lines of classic repose, even though his own
of the sure signs of a Master.

Auber, the composer, gives a very remarkable account
of how Rossini sang his own works, particularly the
difficult Largo al Factotum della citta. “I shall never
forget the effect produced by his lightning-like execution.
Rossini had a very beautiful baritone voice, and he sang
his music with a spirit and verve which neither Pel¬
legrini, nor Galli, nor Lablache approach in the same
part. As for his art as an accompanist, it was

marvelous; it was not on a keyboard, but on an orchest
that the vertiginous hands seemed to gallop. When
had finished I looked mechanically at the ivory key
I fancied I could see them smoking. On arriving hot
I felt inclined to throw my scores into the fire. ‘It
warm them, perhaps,’ I said to myself; ‘besides, wl
is the use of composing music, if one cannot compc
like Rossini?’”

The Editor of The Etude has asked me to write an
article on “The Most Difficult Thing in Piano Study.”
There are so many difficult things—some of them de¬
pendent on the individual pupil—and there would be
such a wide divergence of opinion as to what is the
most difficult thing, that a discussion of the subject from
the technical standpoint might not be a very profitable
one. It would be better to look at it from the teacher’s
viewpoint and consider some of the mental difficulties
that retard the progress of the pupil; these mental diffi¬
culties are the underlying cause of not a few technical
obstacles.
A teaching experience of many years has convinced
me that the most difficult thing in piano study is to make
the pupil think and listen. Some one has said that the
most difficult thing for the average person to do is to
think hard. It is said that Edison has a sign on the
door of his laboratory which reads: “The average per¬
son will go to any amount of trouble in order to avoid
thinking.” Every piano teacher is familiar with those
pupils so aptly described in the 135th Psalm: “Eyes
have they but they see not; they have ears but they
hear not.” If the Psalmist had added : “Brains have they
but they think not,” the picture would have been
complete.
Why Pupils Don’t Think
What is the reason for this inability or disinclination
on the part of pupils to think? Many educators and
school teachers of whom I have asked the question
place the responsibility on our school system, which—
whatever else it may do for the pupil—they assert does
not train him to think. Granting this, we must seek
further before the question is completely answered. If
the truth were told, many of us piano teachers would
have to plead guilty to the indictment brought against
the schools. Our pupils come to us for “a musical edu¬
cation.” The literal meaning* of the word educate is
to draw out. Do we not too often make the mistake of
attempting to pour int instead of endeavoring to draiv
out? If so we are not trup teachers at all. “Accurately
speaking, we cannot ‘teach’ a pupil anything; we cannot
directly lodge any knowledge of ours in his brain. All
we can really do is to stimulate him to wish to learn,
and to suggestively place before him the things which
we desire him to learn. He has to make , the effort to
learn, and unless he makes that effort nothing can be
learned. While we cannot teach the pupil, we can help
him to learn, hence, true teaching does not consist in
trying to make him do things so that the result shall
seem like playing, but in trying to make him think, so
that the result of his efforts shall really be playing.
The good teacher does not try to make a machine of his
pupil, but endeavors to inspire him with an enthusiasm
and initiative that shall stimulate him to grow into an
intelligent muscian.” (Matthay Musical Interpretation.)
Now just here we encounter an obstacle. The aver¬
age pupil wants to be saved the trouble and effort of
thinking, he wants to have it all done for him. He has
a conscious or sub-conscious idea that all he has to do
is to be passive and let the teacher pour in as much
knowledge as possible. The teacher—especially the in¬
experienced one—frequently finds it easier and quicker
to do this than to encourage the pupil to think out
things for himself. Even the best teacher must be con¬
stantly on his guard lest he be overcome by the tempta¬
tion to try to make the pupil do things, rather than
think things so that his playing shall be the result of
his own efforts. Hence, the teacher should never tell
the pupil anything that by any possibility he can make
the pupil think out for himself. There are many tilings
that perforce must be told, but by adroit questioning,
example, contrast between right and wrong, and in many
other ways, the pupil may be led to think out or dis¬
cover them for himself. What he acquires in this way
is real knowledge and a permanent possession. Edison
says : “What some one tells me I may forget; what I
learn myself, I know.” He never said a truer thing,
except that “Genius is one per cent, inspiration, ninetynine per cent, perspiration.”
The “Good Enough” Kind of Teacher
There is a more or less prevalent belief that any
teacher is good enough for a beginner. Parents often
engage some young and perhaps inexperienced girl to
teach their child the rudiments of music, notation, time,
etc., saying: “When Mary has learned her notes and

fingering we will send her to a more advanced teacher
Now, just here, I think we shall find the real reason for
the inability of so many pupils to think; it is because the
first teacher has never trained them to do so. The most
formative period of a child’s life is between the age of
five and ten; habits established then will have a lasting
effect on all his future mental life. Yet at this critical
period, when the child should have the best and most
experienced teacher that money can buy, he is entrusted
to one lacking in education, experience and knowledge
of the psychology of teaching. This teacher begins by
telling the child the names of the keys on the piano,
then the pupil goes through the laborious process of
memorizing the names of the notes on the lines and
spaces of the treble staff, aided perhaps by our old friend
“Every Good Boy Deserves Fame.” He is next given
an instruction book, from which he plays exercises or
other technical forms, the notation for both hands being
in the treble clef. After a period of such study he
attempts to learn the notes in the bass clef, when he
finds that he must re-consttuct all his thinking. He
has learned that' the note on the first line of the treble
staff is E, and he cannot understand why the same line
in the bass clef is G. He is at once plunged into con¬
fusion from which it takes some time to extricate him.
Now, why not, teach both clefs at the same time, and
why teach the letter names of the notes at all at first
In life we learn the thing first, its name next, and analyze
it last of all. The kindergartner has for many years been
teaching the child to read before he has learned the alpha¬
bet. No player ever thinks letter names in reading and
playing; he thinks intervals, location on the keyboard,
or black and white keys. Why not teach notation in a
common sense and natural way?
To show how this can be done, take this from Cramm’s
New Rhymes and Tunes for Little Pianists,

Show the pupil that the note on the first added line is
middle C on the keyboard; do not mention the letter
name at all, simply show him the location of the note on
the keyboard. Let him play the right hand, then the
left a few times, to fix the location in his mind. Now
show him that the next note to the right or left on
the staff is also the next key to the right or left on the
piano and let him play these notes from the music.
Continue this process through the first and all succeeding
tunes in the book till he can locate any notes on either
staff. Go slowly, do not try to teach too many notes at
one lesson, constantly review those already learned, never
mention the letter names, and do not use any added
lines till the notes on the staff can be quickly located.
As these tunes are progressive and introduce a new note
with each new tune, any intelligent child will learn nota¬
tion more easily and quickly from them in this way
than by the traditional process of memorizing letter
names of the lines and spaces, there will be no mental
confusion and the pupil will get a good start in sight
reading. There need be no hurry to learn the letter
names, I have often carried young pupils through the
study of a number of pieces before associating the
letters with keys and notes and then have found that
the pupil had worked the problem out for himself.
Think First and Then Play
Now, to further familiarize him with the notes he may
be given some simple piece; an excellent one for this
purpose is The First Lesson, by Krogmann. At this
point the teacher’s troubles begin, and he will need all
his patience in what follows. The first step is to teach
the pupil to think before he plays. Nine times out of
ten he will try to play first and think—if he ever thinks
at all—afterward. In order to force him to think, ask
him to name the first note, then the finger that is to play
it. Next, make him find the key and rest the finger
on it and do not allow him to play till the right finger
is on the right note. Continue this process with every
note in this and every other piece studied and insist upon
it lesson after lesson till the habit of perfect accuracy
is formed. Young pupils who have never studied the
piano may—by dint of persistence and patience on the
part of the teacher—be trained to perfect accuracy in a
comparatively short time; he will find it a heart-breaking

task with older pupils who have formed habits of care¬
lessness through the laxity or ignorance of incompetent
first teachers.
To the average pupil a page of music seems to be
a mass of isolated notes. He should be shown that all
music is a progression, one note leading to the next like
the links of a chain, and that this is a continuous pro¬
cess from the first note of a piece to the last. In other
words, each note played should suggest the one that fol¬
lows. The next step therefore, should be to form the
habit of finding every key as a distance from the one
last played. To show how this is done, take this phrase
from “The First Lesson” mentioned above.

Rest the first finger on C, then—by releasing just
enough arm weight to produce a soft tone—play it. Still
holding the key down lightly, rest the second finger on
D and transfer the weight which is keeping G down, to
the second finger, thus playing D. Hold this latter key
down and rest the third finger on E, transfer the weight
as before and continue thus to the end of the phrase.
Every note in a piece should be thought of as leading
to the next; the process of resting on each key before
playing it—whether the touch is legato or staccato—
should be a continuous one from the beginning to the
end of every piece studied.
Creating a Tone
Next to making him think, the most difficult thing
the teacher has to do. is to make the pupil listen. There
is a marked difference between hearing and listening.
For instance, we may be one of an audience that is
being addressed by a speaker who does not interest us.
Perhaps our mind gets running on some other subject
and we fall into a “brown study,” during which we
hear the sound of the speaker’s voice but have not
the faintest idea of what he is saying. We hear but do
not listen, and in order to listen must inhibit all other
thoughts and concentrate our mind on the words of the
speaker. Hence, real listening is but another word for
concentration. Now, all.pupils who study the piano have
normal hearing but the majority of them do not really
listen at all. What is the reason for this? The ex¬
planation may be found in the fact that too much of our
piano teaching begins at the wrong end. We commence
by training the' fingers instead of the ear. “When one
studies the voice, violin, horn and other instruments,
months are spent in the development of a beautiful tone;
it is such a recognized necessity that any further techni¬
cal steps are not to be thought of till the ability to pro¬
duce it is firmly established. Only by piano teachers
is this- sine qua non of all music making , neglected at
the beginning of the pupil’s study in favor of the soul¬
killing five-finger exercise, in the practice of which his
attention is concentrated on the mechanical process of
raising the fingers and striking the keys. So much
time is devoted to this kind of study, that the pupil
gets the idea that finger training and technic are the
whole thing and fails to realize that he must be reallv
musical from the very beginning, if he ever expects to
arouse his musical sensibilities and lay the foundation
for the keen-eared self-criticism necessary to artistic
playing.” (Edwin Hughes')
Now, I believe that at the very first lesson, before nota¬
tion or any kind of technical training is taken up. the
study of tone production should be commenced and the
pupil shown how to produce, a oeautiful singing tone. This
beautiful tone quality can no more be described than can
the flavor of an orange, hence the necessity for the per¬
fect example. The teacher at the piano must fix the tonal
ideal in the pupil’s mind by playing slowly a number of
tones and requiring the pupil to listen intently. Then
the pupil’s muscles should be brought into the proper
condition for his own experiments in tone production.
This can be done with any intelligent pupil in one lesson,
hence, the first lesson should be devoted to the few simple
exercises necessary to give a clear idea of relaxation. At
the second lesson the function of weight in tone produc¬
tion can be made clear and the pupil shown how to apply
it. When single tones can be produced by releasing
weight, its transfer from one finger to the next—thus
producing a legato—may be taken up, the pupil all this
time listening intently to the tone his fingers are pro¬
ducing. To further assist him in developing a singing
melody tone he may be given a simple piece. Two very
good ones for this purpose are : Forman's June Morning,
and Lawson's Rose Petals.
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Show the Pupil How to Practice
It should next be the teacher’s duty to show the pupil
how to practice. He should be made to realize that
any passage should never be played even once through
without trying to perfect it both musically and techni¬
cally. Therefore the pupil must be taught to constantly
analyze and listen every minute that he practices. This
requires the development of a high degree of concen¬
tration on his part, and it should be the teacher’s effort
to induce by all means in his power this concentration.
To do this the teacher himself must concentrate, listen,
and analyze the pupil’s playing. He must hear what the
pupil is actually doing, he must be able to analyze any
faults perceived, he must be able to tell why the pupil
is making those faults, and he must lie able to show the
pupil how to remedy them. This would seem to be a
self-evident proposition, yet it is surprising how fre¬
quently it is neglected. I have two pupils who had
studied with concert pianists of international fame. The
pupils had never been shown how to analyze a single
technical fault, and were particularly deficient in chord
and octave technic. The only help they could get from
their teachers was the direction to “play them like this,”
or, as one of the teachers expressed it, “just trick them
off.” This does not prove anything except the fact that
great artists are not always good teachers.
The object of practice is to establish a series of finger,
wrist and arm habits, in other words, to render the play¬
ing sub-conscious or automatic. This does not mean that
the performance is purely mechanical by any means, but
that until this automaticity is established the .freest and
most expressive playing is impossible. Now, the way to
establish a habit of any kind is by repetition of an act
without the slightest variation from the prescribed order
of the first performance. It will be apparent therefore
that this first performance should be^-as far as is
humanly possible—a perfect one. There is a funda¬
mental law of psychology that all action starts in
feeling. For instance, one feels thirsty, the feeling
passes through the stage of willing, to muscular action,
and we go to the water cooler for a drink. From this
law of psychology may be deduced the law of successful
practice, which is that every note, every passage played,
should be musically felt and intended as to accuracy,
fingering, time, tone quality and tone quantity, at the
first and ever successive performance. In other words,
every performance should be made with the proper ex¬
pression. It is not a question of getting the notes first
and putting in the expression afterward, both should
be studied at the same time. Dr. Mason’s words on
this point are golden: “There is but one thing, which
is the interpretation or expression of the musical idea;
but this one thing properly considered requires equal
attention to all the factors.
Remember that “an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure," and that “a st’*“
”
ihanical playing,
ig, can naturally
■d astray by the
direction to “first get the i
A better motto is. “while
also to the expression,
troversv that better result
age is to lie played pp all
with the prescribe
2 practiced p^art o
t "debend at all upon finger strength, but
an a proper release of arm weight. . The pupil who
derstands the principles of weight-playing will not nee
practice a passage with any other
e prescribed by the
Intensity of Interest
In conclusion it may be said that the good teacher
does not try to make an automation of his pupil but
endeavors to train him to think, use his own ears, his
own brain, his own feeling, for every note and for
every minute of his practice time. Only in this way
can he really accomplish results with his pupils. The
whole matter may be summed up in the one word
concentration. While the average pupil seldom attains
ability,.knowledge, tact and enthusiasm of the teacher,
should by every means in his power, in season and out
of season labor to develop it, never forgetting that
intensity of concentration is dependent on intensity of
interest. To secure this interest will require all the
ability, knowledge, tact and enthusiasm of the teacher
We can only get this enthusiasm by being in love
with our work and putting our whole mind, soul and
life into it. There is no greater joy for the true
teacher, nothing more stimulating than this feeling that
our whole life is in our work and that we are helping
our pupils to reach a higher plane of musicianship,
that we are cultivating in them an abiding love for
music. Even if we do not always attain a degree of
success commensurate with our ideal and effort, we
shall at least have the satisfaction of feeling that we
have tried our best to help our fellows and perhaps
have been of some real use to them .
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Is Ninety Per Cent, of Present Day
Musical Criticism Worthless?
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The power of the music critic has developed to such
a degree of importance in musical affairs that it lias become a most dangerous weapon when improperly used.
,,
it- criticism has come to possess such
great commercial value, that it is looked upon by the
majority of musicians as a feature necessary to their
growth. Notwithstanding, the music critic is frequently
a small tyrant within his own realm, or perhaps a person utterly lacking in musical judgment and aesthetic
taste. The former individual is likely to be found upon
the large metropolitan dailies,’and the latter upon the
staff of the newspaper of the smaller city. Just what
actual and lasting value the comments of either of these
individuals can have is certainly a questionable matter,
yet it is nearly always necessary for the musician to be
judged at one time or another by one of these two types
of “critics.”
t
There has been considerable comment of late over the
activities of critics, and it seems evident that the knowing musical public is coming more and more to question
the dogmatic utterances of paid reviewers. Letters to
the daily press and the musical papers, written by both
laymen and music lovers, indicate the attitude of suspicion that has developed. Especially in the larger
cities. It has come to be the customary procedure, to
engage a hall and a recognized accompanist, paper the
house, invite the critics, and then, advertising upon a
favorable sentence, here and there in the reviews seek
engagements m the country at large. Frequently two or
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By PROF. FREDERICK CORDER
Of the Royal Academy of Music, London
Part VI
Mixed Time
When the time-sense has been implanted or culti¬
vated in a musician he is generally able to conceive of
any deviation from a regular duple or triple succession
of beats. But there are some in whom this feeling never
really takes root, and these find their keenest pleasure
in just those irregularities which are mere annoyances
to the steady timist. In spite of the numerous examples
of quintuple time (to take the commonest of these
abnormalities), in Folk-song, it is doubtful whether any
human being can feel this as a natural measure.
We have our oft-quoted English specimen,

The Germans have their equally well-known,

and Dante Symphonies, had employed that and many
other varieties of mixed times, and that Ferdinand Hil¬
ler had written several books of “Rhythmic Studies”—
pretty pieces—of which many were in quintuple time,
but others in much more daring rhythms. For example:
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They forgot Loeschhorn’s well known “Rhythmical
Problems” on similar lines, that Cornelius in his “Bar¬
ber of Bagdad” had simply bestrewn his score with
extra beats and abnormal measures, and that most com¬
posers had at one time of other tried, in Shakespeare’s
words, “To play the fool with the time.” One of the
best instances is in Raff’s Variations for Piano, Op. D9,
where the theme is in 5/8, the latter half of this sub¬
ject changing to 7/8. But no ear will accept 7 as aught
but a pointless combination of 3 and 4; whereas 5 time
can and should be a unit of uncertain subdivision.
In the compositions of B. J. Dale several instances
may be noticed of expanded measures so beautifully
introduced as to greatly enhance the rythmical interest.
B.J. Dale Variations

"

£)ivergencieS 0f Metronome Markings
o
By Joseph ^Geo^e Jacobson

little value on criticism obtained in this manner and
by this method an endeavor to shorten the road to suecess A publication allows the expression through its
columns of the individual opinion of its critic, but it
may easily happen through prejudice, or-ignorance, that
the opinion of the critic on the paper across the street
is almost, if not entirely, opposite. Recent publication
in certain papers of the criticism of important musical
events by various critics have shown the true value of
such articles, inasmuch as these clippings, placed side
by side, show criticism varying all the way from utter
condemnation to warm praise! Now, if a dozen men,
of more or less musical education, attend an event, and
review it that wise, evidently something is badly out of
order! While it is true that even in the fairest, unbiased .
judgment of a concert or recital, the personal element
cannot be avoided, it is. not conceivable that such a divergence could exist, if there were an earnest desire to
record the truth,—other conditions being normal and
satisfactory.
However, this is actually occurring daily in our large
cities, and the lay public, who do not carefully consider
these matters, assume that they are reading an accurate
report of musical happenings when they absorb the
contents of their regular morning sheet. It is certainly
seeing through a darkened glass!
There are a number of can es for this st te of affairs.
Perhaps the most general one is that many critics are
not experienced enough or sufficiently educated to enable them to discern the good and the bad in musical
presentations. Some of the critics upon metropolitan
dailies cannot read an orchestral score, for example, and
others who have a smattering of this knowledge, have
but little idea of the effect of the ensemble from the
composers notes. Others have but little understanding
of choral style with its intricacies, or vocal style, hence
they are unable to pass fair judgment upon choruses or
singers. These people clothe their reviews in a meaningless array of adjectives and uncertain terminology,
and carefully avoid a clear statement of anything which
might expose their musical ignorance. Others have distinct musical prejudices against certain things,—-perhaps
disliking altos, or violinists, or certain conductors, or
oratorios, yet their reviews are published and possess
the power of appearing in print in important papers.
There is another phase of this matter worthy of
attention. One of the institutions regularly employing
choral music is the church; a number of important

.lx has been told, that a lady asked one oi . 'ur g^
Prists what an eighth note was. After -tistactoy
explanation she begged the musician to please , day-one.
Recently I was asked how fast Allegro is meant to bt.
This question gave me the thought whether it would
not be of great value for all executant mu-inans ann
simplify musical study, if each of our tcclmi. al terms
were given a local tempo of its own, independent of
any fluctuation in the ideas of the composer . In olden
days the'masters were rather careful to affix the rate
of speed to be marked out by the metronome; -till one
cannot help but notice the wide disparities which exist
between them in their several metronomical apportionments in the various movements of their v ks. The
distinguishing dynamic terms were not fixed in their
characters, not adhered strictly to, and they seemingly
entertained their own views upon the relative provinces
of these terms. For example, to note some cf the more
prominent of these divergencies of opinions upon this
subject, glance over the following table of a few of the
greatest works of these famous men. From the period
0f t;me caned “The Golden Century of Musical History”
about 1740-1850, we have chosen Handel's Messiah:
Mozart.s 12„, M
Havdn’s Creation; Beethoven’s 9th
Symphony and Mendelssohn’s Elijah
The table 0f course is only an approximation, as the
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Many other specimens might be quoted, but since the
phonograph has been employed for recording folk¬
songs the lamentable fact has become apparent that the
uncultured singer has even a more total disregard of
measure than has the educated one. Consequently there
is no proof whatever that all these tunes were not origi¬
nally in measures of six instead of five beats. It is
probably in recognition of this tendency of the care¬
less vulgar to clip—whether in speech or song—that
Wagner, in his Dance of the Apprentices in “Die Meistersinger” cuts out the eighth measure of the waltz every
time it comes round; and certainly Gounod’s pretty duet
in “Mirelle” is intended to illustrate the same plebeian
peculiarity.

Vincenz Lachner, in his Ball Suite for Orchestra,
has a movement called Dreher, said to be an old Austrian
waltz, which is in real quintuple time. How two feet
found it satisfactory to take five steps I cannot think.
It is more interesting to turn to the consideration of
artificial mixed times deliberately invented by freakish
composers. When Tchaikowski’s Pathetic Symphony
was first heard it was curious to observe how many
people regarded the movement in 5/4 time as a surpris¬
ing novelty. They quite forgot that Liszt, in his Faust

•and who write every measure with a different timesignature, or use no bars at all. This may be very
clever, but it is certainly very silly.
Musette
A word of two distinct significations in music. It
was originally the name for an instrument of the bag¬
pipe class, having two drones (Tonic and Dominant,
sounding a fifth) and a chaunter of a more tempered
scale than the bagpipe. From the popularity of this
instrument at the court of Louis XIV may probably be
traced that fictitious connection of it with pastoral
music.
In utilizing the prevalent dances for instrumental
Suites the early composers did not fail to perceive the
variety which a Musette would give to a Gavotte or
Minuet, and accordingly the custom grew of taking
such for the Alternative or Trio. The drone bass keeps
the music to a fairly obvious scheme of harmony. Some
rather excruciating experiments have been made by
modern composers to extend this by modulation—a thing
quite unjustified by results. Raff’s Suite for Pianoforte
and Orchestra furnishes a good example of this.

The “thirst for knowledge” is the basis of all progress. This series
of articles, which will continue for some months, answers in a most
readable manner many of the hundreds of questions which have come
to “The Etude” office daily for years.
Professor Corder, who has been the teacher of by far the greatest
number of British composers of note of the present day, started out to
write an Encyclopedia cf Music. However, he was far too interesting
a writer to produce anything so arid as an encyclopedia in the ordinary
sense. He embodies the human aspect of Sir George Grove, combined

Nocturne
A piece suggestive of or suitable to the night—dreamy
and tranquil. John Field is credited with the invention
of this term, or at least its application to a particular
type of drawing-room composition; but of the many
composers who have since exploited the Nocturne
none has realized its possibilities at all to compare
with Chopin. In his hands the piece generally assumed
the form of a very melodious first subject with first and
second strains repeated, then a central episode or second
subject of a startlingly contrasted character—often very
stormy and agitated. After this is due recapitulation
and a Coda, usually on a Tonic pedal. The great C
minor Nocturne fulfills this program but is whole miles
away from its predecessor or successor. In fact, pro¬
digious originality is exhibted in every one of Chopin’s
Nocturnes.
Spohr wrote a Suite for wind instruments, which
he Called a Nocturne, or Notturno. Serenade is the
more usual name for works of this description.
Novelette
One of the fancy names for pianoforte pieces of in¬
definite character, which we owe to Schumann. The
title seems apt enough when applied to his fourth and
seventh Novelettes, which might be taken to suggest a
long string of incidents in a story; but it is quite unsuit¬
able to Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 5 of the same.set, these being in
conventional three-part form. Zdenko Fibich has written
a series of short pieces to which the title seems much
more aptly applied. He has divided them into Prologue,
Introduction, Chapter 1, Chapter 2, and so forth to an
epilogue which, like the last chapter in a tale, reviews
the chief scenes and character and seems to finally dis¬
pose of them. So suggestive, picturesque and full of
fancy are these sketches that the listener can easily
make believe that he is hearing a real story. It is inters
esting and instructive to compare these pieces with
Schumann’s and to observe the merits and weakness of
each composer’s methods.
Other composers have used the term Novelette when
they have written pieces in imitation of Schumann.
Neither seems to be a very wise thing to do.
Obbligato
An instrumental solo which forms an indispensable
feature in a work—especially in the accompaniment of
a song—is said to be “obbligato” (Fr. oblige: Eng. neces¬
sary). It requires much skill to avoid a clashing of in¬
terests, especially in such a case as the following. A
young composer has written a successful song; at once
the publisher has it transcribed for Violin, for Flute, for
Cornet, and so forth. He then urges the composer to
further extend the sale by adding a violin or ’cello
obbligato, or both. The composer will find it useless to
point out that if such a part or parts be not in the
original composition it or they cannot possibly be in¬
dispensable. What is really meant is that these parts
are to be non obbligato, and should simply be called
extra parts.
When he has attained position and independence, the
composer may refuse this ungrateful task, (which then
will be straightway turned over to some inferior
musician) ; but while he is young he cannot afford to do
so. He may call to mind that even Beethoven had to
provide, at the command of his publisher, some sets of
Scotch, Welsh and Irish songs with accompaniments of

with a masterly musical technique. This is enlivened by a rare sense
of humor and broadened by a life-time of rich experience as a teacher,
composer, editor and writer.
There is always a demand for musical dictionaries. The “1 want to
know” spirit is particularly strong in America. No amateur or pro¬
fessional musician can read these paragraphs by Professor Corder with¬
out acquiring a more comprehensive aspect of many of the most interest¬
ing things in the Art. This series began in October.—EDITOR’S NOTE.
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this kind for piano, violin and ’cello. The great com¬
poser executed this task; but who ever would perform
the wretched things?
In adding such superfluous parts the young composer
will be prone to give his violin and ’cello sustaining
notes in the midst of the harmony. He can hardly do
a worse thing. He must learn to take advantage of
those places where the voice is just finishing a phrase,
or resting between verses. If he will examine Goring
Thomas’s "Summer Night” he will find there a very
fair example of how a skillful composer achieves this
most inartistic of labors. Again, Gounod has added
very clever extra parts to some of his best songs. The
added violin part to the famous" Ave Maria” is of
course a brilliant and almost unique example.
Seek for possible points of imitation as your best re¬
source. This is where your knowledge of Counterpoint
should prove valuable. Perhaps the experience gained
in such labor will make clearer to you how one should
proceed in composing a song or piece with a real obbli¬
gato, for Which no actual directions can be given.
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A Concise Chronological List of American-Born
Composers and Music Workers

The Record as an Aid to Vocal Study

,« value of the phonograph as an aid to voca stu y
is being recognized by prominent teachers and singer
throughout the country. Noted opera singers who have .
made many records are warm in their praise o
sistance rendered by the permanent recording o voca
sounds. Miss Sophie Braslau, one of the most popular ot
Metropolitan artists, who is heard daily in thousand
homes through her records, is firmly convinced that he
phonograph is responsible in a large measure for the
growth of musical appreciation in the United Mates.
It was once true that the great artists found it very
difficult to sing in smaller towns where the people were
somewhat out of touch with the new things in the world
of music and did not appreciate really good music. ToOratorio
day, however, through the medium of the records, the
best music of the most famous composers and singers of
An Oratorio would appear to be, in intention, a sacred
opera cast in the form of a Greek play, or else a musical
the world is known to a large part of the people. Artists
commentary upon a sacred text. Handel’s Messiah_ is
are able to render serious numbers, sure of their recep¬
generally cited as the type of the didactic, or reflective
tion and appreciation. Speaking recently upon the sub¬
oratorio; and Mendelssohn’s Elijah is the best example
ject of the value of phonograph records in the Talking
of the dramatic type. Both works have had their numer¬
Machine World, Miss Braslau said:
ous imitators, generally unsuccessful, and the Oratorio
“All can be students from good records, for they pre¬
declined steadily in public favor between 1860 and 1885,
sent nearly perfect studies in singing by the greatest
then Mackenzie achieved a partial revival with his fine
artists. These records may not be able to tell us in
Rose of Sharon, a work on new lines. In spite of other
words how to do things, but they will show us practi¬
attempts no real success has been' made since this until
cally how to get over barriers. Ill records, too, one will
Elgar’s Dream of Gerontius, a work on a more mystic and
find the most finished examples of the individual singer’s
loftily poetic basis. But this composer’s subsequent
art, and for this reason: it is far more difficult to make
efforts in this direction, partly through lack of interest
a record than to sing in concert.
in their librettos, have failed to win public approval.
“To get proper value out of records, the first necessi¬
We must look back to Elijah before we find a model
ties are a good musical ear and strict attention in listen¬
that shows us the secret of success in Oratorio. That
ing. A method must be followed in studying from
secret, as everywhere, is—contrast.
records just as in studying anything else.
Opera
“I do not believe in making a study of any one especial
singer, but of several, in order to compare their way of
The young composer has to bear in mind that there
doing things. Take, for instance, a Melba, a Galli-Curci
are two well defined classes into one of which his work
and a Tetrazzini record of the same piece and compare
must fall: the Music Drama and ordinary Opera. For
the different methods these singers have of doing the
the last forty years at least, the Germans have been
identical song of aria.
trying to steer a middle course between the two; but it
“Records show us, among other things, what a full
is of no use.
beautiful quality of tone is; evenness of tone in runs and
The Music-drama of Wagner, Strauss and Vincent
scales; how the voice should be managed in singing diffi¬
d’ Indy is a homogeneous and continuous product, sym¬
cult intervals; the variety that may be obtained in color¬
phonic in character. All other kinds of opera are essen¬
ing the tone—that is in making it dark and covered, or
tially heterogeneous and discontinuous, composed of
light and brilliant. And, as well, they show how many
vocal music of the ordinary kind. No writer in this
department has ever yet solved—or probably ever will
varieties there are in shading these two extremes. In
solve_the problem presented by the libretto; namely,
addition there is the invaluable advantage of hearing the
interpretations of great selections by great artists.
what to do with the explanatory and unpoetic passages
“For beginners, records of simple things are the bestwhich are to be found in every play, even the best. The
young composer will be wisest to be his own librettist,
to start with, though simple songs are the hardest of all
when these difficult passages will at least seem less
to sing flawlessly. Of the simpler things, good selections
disgustful to him, and -to lay out his book with the very
to make are the old English, Irish and Scottish songs,
minimum of these passages. Even then there is a ser¬
and the old American songs of Stephen Foster.
ious doubt as to whether any opera on these old lines
“There are no better records for the singer as a study
ever again will make a permanent success; for the musicthan those made by celebrated violinists. The manage¬
drama, though not universally appreciated, seems to have
ment of the voice in sustaining melodies and in runs,
scales and embellishments is exactly that employed by the
killed the lower form of art.
master violinist on his instrument. In his playing you
can hear the great variety of tone color that gives life
Too Much Practice?
and beauty to the simplest melody. You can also learn
from it a vast amount about another important matterphrasing; that is, the management of a sung phrase or
By S. M. C.
musical division.
“While studying songs and arias we may specialize in
A nine year old violin pupil recently said to his
our own class of voice—soprano, niezzo. or contralto, as
grade teacher: “I ain’t going to study anymore. I have
the case may be—we may learn from all good records,
to put all my time to music, ’cause I’m going to make
vocal or instrumental. Whether the record be of a
my living with music.”
great tenor, bass or baritone, whether it be of a noted
An interview with the lad’s mother disclosed the fact
soprano, mezzo or contralto, it will help us if we study it
that he was merely trying "to put one over on his teach¬
with concentration.
er,” his industry in the line of music being on a par
“The fine violin record aids in vocal study, and so
with his application to his other studies.
does the ‘cello; orchestral records contribute to our musi¬
What a boon to a teacher is the possession of a pupil
cal development. Indeed, the resources presented in
who needs the curb rather than the spur. We read of
records are'almost limitless, and, best of all they are
Ole Bull, the famous violinist, that his father found
within the reach of nearly everyone of us.”
it necessary, at times, to administer corporal punish¬
ment because the lad neglected his school work for his
beloved violin. Such industry and application is, how¬
ever, uncommonly rare, and probably few teachers or
“The conventional marks of time are nothing but
none, will ever have occasion to complain about too
a barbaric relic. What could be more absurd than
much practice on the part of over industrious pupils.
the term Allegro which means gay and lively as
applied to a composition whose character is often
the exact opposition of Allegro. With regard to
"Wouldst thou know if a people be well governed, if
the four principal movements, that is, allegro an
its manners be good or bad, examine the music it pro¬
dante, adagio and presto which moreover, are not
duces.”—Confucius.

-,1?® Chaliapin, the Russian basso, who recently apFeodo
Metropolitan Opera in Boris with sensaP-earei erress He made hip debut last month with the
tl0hlfration of three records. One of these reproductions
b the well-known Two Grenadiers (88645) which M.
Chaliapin has sung in Russian The rendition loses
nothing in its appeal, however, by being sung in a language
which few of us understand. The martial spirit of this
Schumann classic is accurately depicted, the pathetic pic¬
ture of the two old soldiers of the king who still arc
ready to fight for their country though foot-sore and
starving This record is a fine example of Chaliapin's
monumental art and is well worth the attention of all
music-lovers.
Another Russian artist who has gained an enviable repu¬
tation with his recent recital at Aeolian Hall in New York
is Valdimir Rosing, a tenor of a ringing musical voice.
The Vocalion has issued his first record with the aria
Salut Demeurc (All hail, thy dwelling loveh ) (52029)
from Faust. This aria is sung when Metistofcle and
Faust appear in Marguerite's garden bringing the jewels
to her as presents. It is-one of the most lyric composi¬
tions Gounod wrote and M. Rosing interprets it with
consummate skill. The disc is excellently balanced and
is of the best operatic recordings published by the
Vocalion Company.
Among the revivals at the Metropolitan this season is
Giordano's Andrea Chenier. This opera is distinctly of
the romantic period and has always won popularity for
the charm of its music and its attractive settings and
costuming of the early eighteenth century. Mario Laurenti has made a superb re-creation of the aria Nemico
della Patria for the Edison (82251). The accompaniment is particularly well done and gives the exact color
necessary to the reproduction to make this disk a record
of exquisite beauty.
Whistling solos always have great fascination for me
Probably because I can’t whistle well and always envy
those fortunate enough to be able to pucker efficiently.
At any rate Sybil Fagan has made a splendid record of
Thome’s Simple Aveu for the Columbia.
Previous
whistling records I have heard have disappointed me be¬
cause the artist often fell off pitch just when I was
being most thrilled, but with this selection I enjoyed my
emotions to the limit. Miss Fagan has accredited her¬
self brilliantly, and for those who thrill as 1 at whistling
virtuosity, here it is in perfection.
There arc two popular dance records which arc splen¬
did selections. The first is the School House Pines
(2181) from The Music Pox Rave played by Bennie
Krueger’s Orchestra for the Brunswick. It begins with
the bell ringing, and it takes but little imagination to
see all the modern imps appear at the signal, running
with jazzy terpsichorean jumps and leaps to meet their
teacher who welcomes them shimmyinglv.
The other record is Ty-Tee (20683) per formed for
the Pathe by the Casino Dance Orchestra. It has verve
and pep, with a mixture of every catalogued harmony
incorporated. Its rhythm compels physical action and
when the muted horns blow, life without a dancing part¬
ner becomes unbearable.
Brunswick—Ltallo in Maschcra (Eri In die inacchiair)
(Is it thou?) Guiseppe Danisc (30012)
Columbia-/?,,// On Silvery Moon—Vox Trot- Two
Pianos Frank Bantaand Cliff Hess (A3535)
Edison-/,, Storm And Sunshine March Imperial
Marimba Band (50906)
<-Su'eet Home—Matzcnaucr—Contralto
Solo (27519)
Victor—Paradise—Violin Solo Fritz Krcislcr (66023)
CA,W-Fox Trot-Vcrkcs’ Flotilla

crue and accurate as the four wind
term' ^wt ."J*1*1* discard them. Not so
-these
md'Cate the trader of a compos
the hoH,WC Cann0t disPense with; for as the tin
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Prepared Especially for the Music Club Issue of The Etude

By ROSE FRIM
Please Read This Introduction Carefully
(Editor’s Note: All chronological lists
compressed within the limits of a journal'istic publication must suffer from omissions.
The following list is utilised in “The
Etude” because it seemed to be fairly
comprehensive. It is not impossible that
this list may be published separately later
in pamphlet form and we shall be glad
to hear from our friends of any music
workers omitted who have had what might
be called a “really historical part” in the
upbuilding of American music. These
we shall undertake to add to the list if
they seem worthy.
In this list it will be noted that the
latter part is devoted largely to composers,

artists and educators—that is, teachers of
large influence such as important pro¬
fessors in colleges. Here again we note
that the author has made omissions which
are regrettable owing to lack of attention
paid by several musicians -to requests
for information.
Why are several of the leading women
composers omitted? Simply because this
is a chronological list and the dear ladies
refused point blank to give the dates of
their birth. In a chronological list dates
are indispensable.
One feature of this list is the emphasis
given to the State in which the musician
was born. This will help club leaders in

making State lists. It also indicates the
gradual spread of musical culture from
the geographical standpoint since music
workers usually spring from musically
inclined parents.
In this list the following States have
contributed the following quotas to our
national musical history:
Massachusetts . 73
New York . 56
Pennsylvania . 38
Ohio .... 27
New Jersey . 11
In looking over the influential names
in American music, one is impressed with
the great part done by foreign born

musicians. Many, indeed, have come to
America at such an early age that prac¬
tically their entire musical training has
been in this country. Who, for instance,
ever thinks of Loeffler, Kinder, Matthews,
or even Victor Herbert as anything but
American in these days. Nearly twothirds of Herbert’s life and all his impor¬
tant work has been done in America. This
has also been the case with Joseffy, Stock,
and many others who take pride in calling
America their home and deserve this rec¬
ognition.
However, this is strictly an
American-born list and shows what we
have actually produced with native
material.)

Part I of this List Appeared in THE ETUDE for March

Frank V. Vail der Stucken, (1858).
Noted conductor.
Fredericks
burg-,
Tex.
John s. Camp, (1858). Organist,
composer. Middletown,
Conn.
Hamilton C. Macdougall, ( 1 8 5 8 ).
Organist and educator. WarOrnWis.
Lillian Nordica, (Lillian Norton),
1859-1914). Famous dramatic so¬
prano. Farmington,
Me.
Frank Addison Porter, (1859). Pian¬
ist, teacher, composer. Dixmount, Me.
Charles Whitney Coombs, (1869).
Organist, composer. Bucksport,
Me.
Henry Louis Reginald de Koven,
(1 859-1920). Famous operatic
composer. Middletown,
Conn.
William Frederick Bentley, (1859).
Conductor, educator. Lenox,
O.
Gerrit Smith, (1859-1912). Organist
and composer. Hagerstown,
Md.
Charles H. Farnsworth, (1859). Or¬
ganist and educator. Born in
Turkey of American parents. ^
rge Coleman Gow, (1860). Edu¬
Mass
cator. Ayer,
C. S. Morrison, (Mar. 8, 1860). Com¬
poser, teacher, conductor. Senecaville,
William C. Hamilton, (1860).
ganist, educator. Rockville,
_s Gibbons Huneker, (1860:1921).
Eminent critic; one time editor of
The Etude. Philadelphia,
Pa.
Jesse Bartlett Davis. (1860-1905).
Noted contralto. Morris,
Ill.
D. A. Cllpplnger, (1860). Singing
teacher.
O.
J. Warren Andrews, (1860). Noted
organist: Lynn,
Mass.
Alfred George Robyn, (1860). Composer. St Louis.
Robert 1Leopold ’ Llchtenberg,' *(1*86*1). ’ Noted ^
Frederick R. Russell, (1861-1909).
Journalist, composer, Jonesvule Mien.
Nohan Franko
(1861). Violinist
and conductor. New Orleans.
La.
Marie van Zandt, (1861-1919). Noted
operatic soprano. New York,
N. Y.
Raymond Huntington Woodman,
(1861). Noted organist and composer. Brooklyn,
Y’
George Whitfield Andrews, (1861).
Organist,
conductor,
educator.

Wayne,
Harrison M. Wild, (1861). Noted
organist. Hoboken,
, (1861).
Everett Ellsworth T
Organist. Rockland.
_____ (1861). Famous
accompanist, teacher. Baltimore, Md.
Award A. Mac Dowell. (1861-1908).
Eminent composer, pianist, teacher
New York,
. N.Y.
arold Randolph, (1861). Organist,
pianist, educator. Richmond,
Va.
nuis R. Dressier. (1861). Organist conductor, editor. New York, N. Y.
Educaewton John Corey, (1861). ”
Micb.
tor. Hillsdale.
,
rthnr B. Whiting. (1861).
poser. lecturer, pianist. Cam^

A. W. Lansing, (1861). Composer
conductor.
Warren R. Hedden, (1861). Con
cert organist. New York,
Hollis Ellsworth Dann, (18 6 1)
Educator. Canton,
Samuel Atkinson Baldwin, (1862)
Noted organist. Lake City,
Mi
Hugh Thomas Henry, Rev. (1862)7
Authority on Catholic music
Philadelphia,
Emma Navada, (real name Wlxoni
(1862).
Prlma donna. Nevada
City,
i
Henry Holden Huss, (1862). Com¬
poser, pianist, teacher. Newark,
Ernest R. Kroeger, (1862). Com
pianist, organist, writer

Brooklyn,

ester, (1862). Edi
Bass River,
(1862). Violinist

Surette, (1862)
Organist,
_=_,-r.
edui
Concord,
Ethelbert W. Nevin, (1862-1901)
Famous composer. Edgeworth,
elen Hood, ( 1 8 6 3 ). Composer
Pa.
W. H. Neldlinger, (1863). Composer,
teacher. Brooklyn,
B'
N. Y.
Horatio W. Parker, (1863-1919).
Eminent composer. Auburndale, Mass.
Carl W. Grimm, (1863). Educator,
writer. Dayton,
O.
Jesse L. Gaynor, (1863-1920). Com¬
poser. St Louis,
Mo.
Zelle de Lussan, (1863). Famous
prima donna. New York,
N.Y.
Frank H. Shepard, (1863-1913). Or¬
ganist, theorist. Bethel,
Conn.
““ ■ - - (1863). Educa-

Richard Aldrich, (1863). Noted crit¬
ic. Providence,
R. x.
Perley Dunn Aldrich, (1863). Or¬
ganist, composer, teacher. Blackstone,
Mass.
Robert Morrison Stnlts, (1863).
Composer. Hightown,
N. J.
Geo. L.
Spaulding,
(1864-1921).
Composer. Newburgh,
N. Y.
Frederick Field Bullard, (1864-1904).
Composer. Boston,
Mass.
Benjamin Lincoln Whelplcy, (1864).
(1864).
_
composer,
_,-,
teacher.
Shiremanstown,
Pa.
Walter L. Bogcrt, (1864). Conduc¬
tor, lecturer, teacher. Flushing, N.Y.
Thomas Tapper, (1864). Educator
and author. Canton,
Mass.
Sidney Homer, (1864). Composer.
Boston,
Mass.
Jean Paul Kiirsteiner, (1 8 6 4).
Teacher, composer. Catskill,
N.Y.
Philip H. Gocpp. (1 864). Critic,
organist, composer. New York, N.Y.
Ella Russell, (1.864). Famous opera¬
tic soprano. Cleveland,
O.
William C. Carl, (1 865). Virtuoso
organist. Bloom ”
Maurice Arnold. (Jan. 1
Clarence G. Hamilton, (1865). Pian- ""
ist, educator, author. Providence. R. I
Harvey Worthington Loomis, (1865).
Composer. Brooklyn,
N.Y
composer.

Philadei-

(1865). _ —r_—
in Europe of American parem».
Henry Dike Sleeper, (1865). Educa¬
tor. Patten,
Me.
Sibyl Sanderson, (1865-1803). Fa¬
mous prima donna. Sacramento, Cal.
Gustave Saenger, (1865). Violinist,
editor. New York,
N.Y.
Max Bendlx, (1806). Conductor.
Detroit,
Mich.
Harry T. Burleigh, (1866). Famous
negro singer and composer. Erie, Pa.
Clarence Lncas, (1866). Compos¬
er, conductor, critic. Niagara,
Can.
Rossetter G. Cole, (1866). Compos¬
er, teacher. Clyde,
Mich.
Amy M. Beach, (Mrs. H. H. A. Beach),
(1867). Eminent composer and
pianist. Heniker,
N. H.
Florence Newell Barbour, (1867).
Composer. Providence,
R. I.
Evan Williams, (1867-1918). Con¬
cert and oratorio tenor. Trumbull
County,
Margaret Ruthven I
(1867).
_
Ms
Composer. Boston,
William E. Haesche, (1867). ComNew Have
William W. irinshaw. (1867). Oper-~
atic bass. Union,
Karleton S. Hacket, (1867). Teacher,
lecturer, critic. Brookline,
M:
W. D. Armstrong, (1868). Composer
Alton,
Paul Ambrose, (1868). Organist,
composer. Hamilton,
C
Mary Wood Chase, (1868). Pianist,
teacher. Brooklyn,
7i
Hubbard W. Harris, (Jan. 19, 1868).
Composer. Chicago,
Abram Ray Tyler. (1868). Organist,
educator. Brooklyn,
- ry, (1868). Pis
_ - JwelL (1868-1920). Emi¬
nent violin virtuoso. Peru,
1
Henry F. B. Gilbert, (1868). Com¬
poser. Somerville,
Mai
F. N. Schackley, (1868). Church
music composer. Laconia,
N.
Alvah G. Salmon, (1868-1917). Com¬
poser. Southold,
N.
Charles S. Skilton, (1868). Composer
teacher. Northampton,
Mai
F. A. Williams, (1869). Composer.
Oberlin,
William Henry Humiston, (1869).
Composer. Marietta.
Ellison Van Hoose. (1869). Opera¬
tic tenor. Murfreesboro.
Ti
Sol Marcosson. (1869). Violinist,
teacher. Louisville.
Patty Stair, (1869). Organist and
composer. Cleveland.
Rose L. Sutro, (1870). Ottille Sutro,
(1872). Famous two-piano
formers. Baltimore,
Edith Walker, (1870). Operatic
tell.
ward 1
Tosenh Carl Broil, (1870). Composer
Pittsburgh,
Louis Adolph Coerne. (1870). Com
poser, teacher. Newark,
Leon Rains. (1870). Operatic bass
New York,
Francis Rogers. (1870). Baritone
teacher. Roxbury,
Leonard B. MacWhood, (1870). Ed
ucator. Brooklyn,
Allan H. Sneneer. (1870). Pianist
teacher, Fairhaven.
Nicholas
Dooly. (1 870).
Singer
Philadelphia,

Preston Ware Orem, Music critic,
composer, organist. Philadelphia, Pn,
Theodore Spiering, (1871). Violinist,
conductor, teacher. St. Louis,
Mo.
Walter C. Gale, (1871). Organist.

Arthur Finley Nevin, (1871).
poser, teacher. Edgwortt
Bertram Shapleigh, (1871).
poser. _ Boston,
iek S. Converse, (1871). Com¬
poser. Newton,
Mass.
Henry K. Hadley, (1871). -Composer,
conductor. Somerville,
Mass.
Russell King Miller, (1871). Organ¬
ist, composer. Philadelphia,
Pa.
Albert L. Lockwood, (1871). Pianist.
Troy,
N. Y.
Victor Benham, (1871).
Pianist.
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Frank E. Ward (1873). Composer,
Wysox,
Pa.
Ward Stephens. (1872). Composer,
organist, pianist. Louisville,
Ky.
Henry P. Fames, (1872). Pianist,
teacher. Chicago,
III.
Charles Fonteyn Manney, (1872).
Composer. Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Rupert Hughes, (1872). Composer,
musicologist. Lancaster,
Bio.
Arthur Farwell, (1872). Composer,
teacher. St. Paul,
Bllnn.
Edward Burlingame Hill, (1872).
Teacher, critic. Cambridge,
Mass.
Evelyn Fletcher Copp, (1872). Kin¬
dergarten specialist. Woodstock, Can.
Rubin Goldmark, (1872). Composer,
teacher. New York,
N.Y.
Louise Homer, (1872).
Operatic
contralto. Pittsburgh,
Pa.
G. A. Grani-Shaefer, (1872). Com¬
poser. Williamstown,
Can.
Paul Bliss, (1 872). Composer, editor,
author. Chicago,
Ill.
Thomas Carl Whitmer, (1873). Com¬
poser, teacher. Altoona,.
Pa.
Herbert Witherspoon, (1873). Basso,
teacher. Buffalo,
N.Y.
Clarence Dieklnson, (1873). Organ¬
ist, conductor. La Fayette,
Ind.
Daniel Gregory Stason, (1373). Com¬
poser.educator, critic. Brookline, Mass.
Peter W. Dykema. (1873). Music
supervisor. Grand Rapids,
Blich.
Liborins Semmann, (1873). Educator.
Grafton.
BVIs
Arthur B. Elson. (1873). Musicologist.
Boston,
Tl
1
S
^Iass'
(1873).
Musicologist,
editor.
Jersey City,
N. J.
Harry Patterson Hopkins. (1873).
Composer, organist. Baltimore,
Bid.
John Adam Hugo. (1873). Com¬
poser. Bridgeport,
•
Conn.
Walter Keller. (1873).
Pianist,
teacher. Chicago,
III.
Emilio de Gogoraa, (1874). Eminent
baritone. Brooklyn,
N. Y,
Glenn Dillard Gunn. (1874). Teacher,
conductor, pianist. Topeka,
Kan.
Charles Heinroth. (1874). Concert
organist. New Yor’(1874). Violinist. CamOlive
Henry Clongli-Lelghter, (1874). Com¬
poser. Washington.
D.
Arne Oldberg, (1874).
Composer.
Youngstown,
Lillian E. Blanvelt, (1874). Oper¬
atic soprano. Brooklyn,
_ _ N.
ard LI
editor. New Yorl<
Chai"
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Charles N. Boyd, (1875). Educator.
Pleasant Unity,
Fa*
L. B. Dana, (1875). Educator. MidFanny°M: Ra.s.on, (1875). Teacher.™'
„e^ryP°l.er'Fry" (ffi.
Organist.
Osbornet McCo,.a.h,v, (1875). Music'’"'
supervisor, educator. Pittspoint, Ky.
Camille Zeekwer, (1875). Composer,
pianist, teacher. Philadelphia,
I*n.
James Francis Cooke, (18/5).
Teacher, journalist, author, comErnestr'schelllngt,y’(1876). Eminent
pianist, composer. Belvidere,
N.J.
John Alien Carpenter, (1876). Composer. Chicago.
. ID*
Henri Seott, (1876). Operatic baritone. Coatesville,
. Pa*
Alice Nielson, (1876).
Operatic
soprano. Nash vn
^ ^
^Tfjin.
r. y.
Oley" Speak's. (1876).
Composer,
singer. Canal Winchester,
Allan C. Hinckley, (1877). Operatic
bass. Gloucester.
_.M|
Robert G. McCutchan, (1877). Ed¬
ucator. Mt. Ayr,
- • --ence Erb, (1877). Organitor. Reading,
■(1877). Singer,^

0

Louis'CarnpheB-Tlpton, (1877). ComBePssler' Abott?g°i878-1919). Prima
donna soprano. Riverdale,
N.Y.
Albert Rlemenschnelder,
(1878).
Organist, composer. Berea,
O.
J. f7 Fryslnger, (1878). Organist,
composer. Hanover,
Pa.
A gusto Cottlow, (1878). Virtuoso
pianist. Shelbyville,
HI*
Leonora Jackson, (1879). Virtuoso
violinist. Boston,'
Mass.
Alexander Mac Fadyen. (1879). Com¬
poser, pianist. Milwaukee,
Wis.
Walter Rolfe, (1880). Composer.
ICrKlainater, (1880). Composer,
conductor, c ranist. Lansing, Mich,
(1880). Composer,
Arthur f epnerd,
’
Paris,
Idaho.
Marcia Van Dresser, (1880). Oper¬
atic soprano. Memphis,
Tenn.
Charles Wakefield Cadman, (1881).
Composer. Johnstown.
Pa.
R. Nathaniel Dctt. (1882). Talented
negro composer and teacher.
OI ga " S a in a ro ft"' St o k oivsk i, (1882) Ca"'

1

ueraiaine r «rri»r, v-loo*/. w-“
soprano. Melrose,
Mass.
John Powell, (1882). Pianist, composer. Richmond,
Va*
Edwin Arthur Kraft. (1883). Organ¬
ist. composer. New Haven.
Conn.
Bainbridge Crist, (1883). Composer.
J„mVrep"CDunn.' (1884). Composer/"*'
Charles" Tomlinson Grilles, (1884-** ’
ChS
O 88^’)m,cao'mpoSer^
CccenCBur.cBirgh:kla885). Violinist*' '
composer. Wyoming,
, *•
Deems Taylor, (1885). Composer
wandM.CriFc,ton?V8°7r)k' Composer^'
ArPcS,.Ieaar.PMaummcr. (1887).

Com- P"'

Harouf’ Vincent Milligan, ^18S8) n
A.CWaPtereKran^rtO(T890). Composer,
Daevtd°W. GulonT°(1895 ). Composer '
of negro spiritual type songs.^^
Ballinger,

Play that Exercises Muscles
Used in Piano Playing
By C. W. Fullwood
Muscular exercise is muscular exer¬
cise, no matter how it is accomplished.
There are many games which help the
muscles used in pianoforte playing quite as
much as keyboard practice. A judicious
study of the games of the child can be
used in the exercises for technical practice
in connection with his music study.
The rubber ball exercise is valuable to
make a pliable wrist. The game of jacks
is also good practice for the wrist and
fingers. The quick grab for the jacks
while the ball or pitching jack is in the
air is a good application of the quick hand
movement and the staccato touch of the
fingers. What better exercise for the
arms, hands, wrists, fingers and back mus¬
cles than the skipping rope?
You can interest the average toy by a
careful study of the details of baseball as
to similar practice in his music, study. It
will amply pay to be interested in the chil¬
dren’s daily sports and games. As the
pupil studies the music page the teacher
should study the pupil.
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UNMUSICAL BEETHOVEN
THE DUAL-KEYBOARD PIANO
The February Etude contained an ac¬
count of a new double-keyboard piano in¬
vented by Emanuel Moor, which permits
the doubling of octaves, and can be con¬
verted into an instrument of the harpsi¬
chord type. With due regard to the
Editor’s warning that The Etude has no
information to give as to the commercial
possibilities of the instrument, we venture
to quote part of what Mr. Ernest Newman
has to say about it after attending a
demonstration of the instrument given by
Professor Donald Tovey, of Edinburgh
University.
Writing in The Manchester Guardian,
Mr. Newman tells us that by means of a
pedal-coupler, “you can do many things
that the best pianist in the world cannot
do, and never will be able to do. You can
rattle off octaves at a great speed in an
absolutely perfect legato.” He warns us,
however, that “there is reason to think
that to simplify the playing of certain
octave passages will to some extent defeat
the composer’s intentions. He (the com¬
poser) has unconsciously thbught in terms
of a certain weight of wrist or fore-arm
action; and so substitute a finger-action for
this is to deprive the music of some of its
mental force by depriving it of some of
its physical energy." Mr. Newman, never¬
theless, sees in the instrument great possi¬
bilities both for the amateur who needs to
have his music simplified, and the composer
who desires to explore new tonal combina¬
tions.
As to the harpsichord effect, he says,
“we necessarily miss something of the old
harpsichord tone; but to my thinking there
is full compensation for this in the applica¬
tion of the pianoforte action—with all its
possibilities of power and gradation of
tone—to the harpsichord. Tastes differ
in these matters. Many people are charmed
with the harpsichord and spinet tone
for a minute or two, but after that find
it monotonous. But that, paradoxically
enough, is because they do not hear enough
of it. The modern ear has become so de¬
bauched by the incessant use of the piano¬
forte that it is incapable, without education,
of appreciating the tone of the older in¬
struments ; and we have only to possess a
harpsichord or spinet of our own and use
it long enough to get over the first feeling of
disappointment at its seeming thinness to
take the greatest delight in it and to feel
that there is very little of the old harpsi¬
chord music that we ever want to hear
again on the pianoforte. After all, much
of this music was written for some such
instrument as is now brought within our
reach by Mr. Moor—a double-keyboard
harpsichord
with
coupler. Professor
Tovey played us Bach’s Italian Concerto
with the harpsichord apparatus. I do not
see how anyone who calls himself musical
can prefer this typical harpsichord work
on the piano, though I am bound to say
that a professional pianist sitting near me
was shameless enough to say he liked it
better as a pianoforte piece.”
Mr. Newman, not easily moved to en¬
thusiasm, finishes on a high note. “At the
end of the demonstration we felt that won¬
derful as much of it was, we are as yet
only beginning to grasp the possibilities of
the new instrument. It will probably
bring us, in time, that new composer of
genius for whom the pianoforte is waiting.”

Beethoven is a genius. But he created no
music. There was a greatness m to soul
of which he was conscious and which
expressed in notes that said nothing to the
^Very goto, Mr. Stravinsky, but if
Beethoven’s music says nothing to the
ear how did you find out about the great¬
ness In his soul?
EYES AND HANDS
“I can’t read that piece at sight,” said
the young lady.
“Yes, you can,” answered 'her teacher,
“but your eyes are slower .than your
hands. They don’t take in the notes at
the same rate your fingers ‘travel over
the keyboard. Take the piece away to
the table and look it over. Let your eyes
get used to the notes, figure out the time,
watch the accidentals and changes of key,
imagine just how you will finger it,
then bring it back to the piano and go
ahead. Make yo«r hands and eyes work
together.”
_
CARUSO’S MISTAKE
Much has been said of the late Enrico
Caruso, but this remains to be said—he
died too soon. Caruso was never the
three-quarters fool the Sunday papers
sometimes made him out to be. His head
was on his shoulders, his heart was in the
right place, his lungs to the last were
magnificent, but his stomach—alas 1 He
dined not wisely but too well. If he had
lavished one-tenth the care upon his di¬
gestive organs he did upon his throat and
lungs he might have lived with Mario to
be eighty or thereabouts. He was ever a
good trencherman, and often said that he
needed good food and lots of it to sustain
him through his strenuous career. No
doubt he believed it. Apart from that he
had th& immense vitality any active artist
needs. How few would-be great artists
there are who know that abnormally
good health is one of the first requisites
of a concert i - operatic career. Lungs,
heart and digestive organs must be equal
to draughty hotels and auditoriums, irreg¬
ular meals, insufficient sleep, and exact¬
ing nerve-strain. You cannot stay before
the public long on coffee and cigarettes—
nor on too much beefsteak.
THE SONGS OF ROBERT FRANZ
“Most of Franz’s songs com? and go
like a gleam,” says Dannreuther, in The
Oxford History of Music. “They arc
nearly all too short and frail for perform¬
ance in public. The master is ingenious
in weaving up the voice parts and the
accompaniment, without interfering with
the flow of words. He quotes Franz as
saying: ‘“I merely illustrate the words,
and my music does not pretend to be much
by itself. In this respect my Opus 1 is
no better, and no worse, than my last ’
(Opus 52).”
Dannreuther further adds, “His style is
an amalgam of Bach, Handel, Schubert
the German folk-song and the Lutheran’
chorale-all of which Franz, from time
to time, absorbed and reproduced in his
own way.” Considering the brevity of
most of Franz’s songs they are very full
of meat, according to this author.

CENTENARY OF THE “R.A.M.“
The Royal Academy of Music in Lon.
don, perhaps the oldest music school in the
English-speaking world, intends next July
to celebrate the hundredth year of its exis¬
tence. “The original plan for this institu¬
tion was proposed by Lord Westmorland
(then Lord Burghersh)” we read in Grove,
“at a meeting of noblemen and gentlemen
held at the Thatched House Tavern on July
5,1822.” The purpose was to admit forty
boys and forty girls between the ages of
ten and fifteen, “all to be boarded at the
establishment,” and musically educated.
Champions of the equality of the sexes
may look upon this as an early attempt at
co-education. The noblemen and gentle¬
men seem to have been filled with an
enthusiasm for which perhaps the cellars
of the Thatched House Tavern were in
part responsible, for they met again a
week later, drew up the rules and regula¬
tions, and appointed a committee, loyally
nominating the king as the principle Patron.
Not until the following November was the
famous house at No. 5 '1 enterden Street
taken for the new school, and the opening
deferred until March, 182.1. when the first
lesson was given by Mr. Cipriani Potter
to an aspiring youth rejoicing in the edible¬
sounding name of Kellow Pye. The ven¬
ture suffered financial strait- at the start,
but eventually the difficulties were ironed
out, so that today, in its new quarters in
Kensington, it is easily one of the largest
and most famous institutions of musical
learning in the world, and as Etude readers
well know, owes not a little of its success
to one of the wisest and most "human” of
Professors of Composition, Mr. Frederick
Corder.
MUSIC IN SAN FRANCISCO. 1849
“Young San Francisco -warmed with
gambling-houses; they were easily distin¬
guished on the street because they were
brilliantly lighted by decoy-lamps, and
were always inviting attention with a
ceaseless din of musical instruments. The
gamblers are psychologist-: they know
that a glare of light and a blare of music
helps to intoxicate the senses, and to lead
the reason captive. The reckless music
tends to make men throw prudence to the
winds, and to fill them with the reckless
. spirit, the spirit of the Pit.
“A visitor to these vile dens in early
San Francisco would see a large number
of tables for faro banks; also for the
monte game, a modified form of faro,
and the general favorite because the dealer
has fewer chances for cheating. These
tables were thronged by copper-colore
Kanakas, by Mexicans in their serapes,
by Peruvians in their ponchos, by convicts
from Australia touching elbows w* |
bearded and sunburned Americans. A
kinds of bad liquors were dealt out at < *
bar. In a balcony a female viohms
strove to turn dead air to music; 01
perhaps a group of negro minstrels weft
grinding out their folk-songs, with tW
help of lusty banjos and wheezy accor¬
dions. At another place, perhaps, tner
would he a musician with Pandean P>P^
fastened to his chin, with cymbals in 1
hands, and a drum strapped to his bac
and beaten with drumsticks fastened
his elbows. This poor buffoon furnish*
a cheap entertainment for the cheap s°u'
that drifted about him.”—Edwin Mark
ham. in Californio the Wonder 1«
(Hearst’s International Library Co., Inc'

Intimate Facts, Humor and Comment with the Great Music) Makers of To-day ana Yesterday

By THE RECORDER
have been sealed as to the actual conditions in their
grandson is proud to the core of his Irish heritage despite
Victor Herbert is heralded for his Irish birth, but
'native land. Even in confidence they refuse to reveal
his American citizenship. Once the Recorder went to call
little is said of his almost exclusively continental train¬
many things,—all of which indicates more eloquently than
on Herbert at his New York home. As he went in, the re¬
ing or of the fact that nearly two thirds of his busy
words the real state of affairs in Russia.
ception hall was decorated in various shades of green.
fife has been spent in America and practically all of
Siloti is as well known as a conductor as a pianist in
Fine ! A tribute to the auld sod. Then, as one climbed up
his most important work done under the Stars and
Russia. For some time he conducted the Moscow Phil¬
to
the
top
floor
where
Victor
has
his
musical
hot-house
it
Stripes. As a matter of fact, he was sent to Germany
harmonic Society. ' In 1903 he organized his own or¬
seemed to get greener and greener until the composer
when he was seven, and spent the better part of his youth
chestra
in Petrograd with which symphony concerts
himself was reached. His working suit was a beautiful
and young manhood on the continent, studying, and
were given with regularity until a few years ago. , This
green tweed, but his cheeks were red and his teeth were
later making tours of France, Italy and Germany as a
orchestra was the musical craze of the Russian capital
white
and
his
eyes
were
blue!
solo ’cellist.
Siloti (sometimes his name is spelled 3#loti) explains
Perhaps some of the Etude readers remember Victor
that his- Italian sounding name is derived from early
Ernest Schelling has a parlor trick which would
when he first came to America in 1886, as the ’cellist
Roman emigrations to Russia.
His mother’s name
make the fortune of a vaudeville artist, if one could be
of the Metropolitan Opera House Orchestra. His earn¬
Rachmaninoff is, however thoroughly Muscovite. Never¬
found skillful enough to duplicate it. In their magnif¬
est, hearty, smiling face, to say nothing of his wonderful
theless Siloti is thoroughly Russian in his aspect. A
icent home in New York, Mr. and Mrs. Schelling re¬
playing, made him an immediate favorite. His climb
man of immense musical erudition but with an amaz¬
cently entertained a group of musical friends, a fist of
into American popularity was rapid. He became the
ingly boyish and scintilating intellect, he relishes nothing
whom would have read like “Who’s Which in Music.”
solo ’cellist of the Thomas orchestra and of the Seidl
more than fun. When Russia was in the throes of war
A number of the guests “obliged” as they say at church
orchestra, frequently taking over the baton of the noted
there was strict ruling barring everything German, in¬
entertainments. Finally, Schelling was persuaded to go
Beyreuth conductor, greatly to the delight'of the au¬
cluding German music. Siloti was a great admirer
to the keyboard. Some one brought him an orange. This
diences. At Brighton Beach, where the Seidl orchestra
of Bach but when he put Bach’s compositions upon his
he placed upon the black keys and by rolling it up and
played in the summer for several seasons, Herbert was
program he was informed by the Czar’s government
down the keyboard with his right hand and playing the
one of the big “cards.”
that it was wholly and completely German, even though
regular
accompaniment
with
the
left
hand
the
audience,
Early in life nature endowed him with the ’cellist’s
two hundred years old, and could not be on any program
which included' a dozen piano virtuosi of fame, was
hair. Never heard of the ’cellist’s hair? The Recorder
in Russia. Next he submitted a program on which there
amazed to hear a mighty good performance of the
takes the credit or having discovered it. The “’cellist’s
was fisted “Ecclesiastical music of the Seventeenth and
Chopin Etude on the black keys. It looked delightfully
hair” may be distinguished by a tongue of hirsute growth
Eighteenth Centuries.” This the censors permitted to be
easy and the Recorder tried it when he reached home,—
pointing down over the forehead with somewhat arid
printed. On the evening of the concert Siloti marched
the only thing that was easy was the glissando at the
areas on each side extending back toward the crown of
to the conductor’s desk with a huge score under his arm.
end, which Schelling cleverly effected by rolling the
the head a little further than ordinary. Once the Re¬
On the cover of the score in letters one foot high was
orange down the whole length of the keyboard.
corder called the attention of the famous composer,
BACH. The audience which likewise had little sym¬
America is proud of Schelling because he was torn
’cellist, conductor to this and he said :—
pathy with the commingling of Art and War roared
here and has made this country his home. His training,
“Gad man, that’s amazing! Think of Holmann, of
its approval, and the masterpiece of the little old Leipsic
however, was received largely in Europe. His first ap¬
Gerardy, of-(naming a half dozen famous ’cellists),
cantor was relished by all.
1
pearance was as a prodigy, aged four, at the Philadel¬
but then there’s Casals as bald as a billiard ball, but I
phia
Academy
of
Music.
At
the
age
of
six
he
went
suppose if he had any hair it would grow that way.”
Many contend that Siloti has the gift of bringing
abroad to study with Chopin’s pupil Mathias, then with
Few men have had such a varied experience as Herbert.
back
the
spirit
of
Liszt
as
few
pianists have done. He
Pruckner, Huber, Barth, Moszkowski, Leschetizky, and
In 1893, he was conductor of the Gilmore band (tradition
was with the Weimar wizard for three years. Siloti is
finally for many years with Paderewski. His playing is
seemed to call for another Irishman to succeed the im¬
very tall, very genial, very intense—and to complete the
both poetic and brilliant and he is achieving larger
mortal Pat). For eight years he was conductor of the
analogy with Liszt, he possesses the required number of
artistic dimensions every year. His brother, Prof. Felix
Pittsburgh Symphony. He was also one of the famous
warts on his countenance, each tufted with a cluster of
Schelling, head of the English Department of the Univer¬
directors who have conducted the New York Phil¬
hairs. Indeed, in many ways, he resembles Liszt, whom
sity of Pennsylvania, and a great authority upon the
harmonic. For years he has had an orchestra of his own.
he adores, quite a little more- than he does his cousin
Elizabethan
Drama,
also
has
pronounced
musical
gifts
Herbert’s fight operas'have been amazingly successful.
Rachmaninoff
whom he taught for three years. To
and has some published pieces to his credit.
He combines the vivacity of the Celt, with the finish of
hear Siloti play, is to enjoy a genuinely musical ex¬
Vienna and the esprit of Paris. There are over thirtyperience shorn of all attempt to pose. His technic is
The appearance of Alexander Siloti in America brings
five of them. Then he has done two notable grand
enormous, so great that the most difficult passages are
to mind the numerous sympathetic obituary notices about
operas and several pieces for grand orchestra that are
rolled off so that they seem as simple as Schumann’s
him which appeared a few years ago, when it was said
frequently performed.
, .
,
i
, .
Kinderscenen. Indeed, when he was here in America
that he had starved to death- in Russia. When the
Recently, before the Kiwams club of Philadelphia,
years ago one of his managers complained to the Re¬
Recorder laughingly referred to this, the great master
Herbert put in a plea for greater respect for American
corder that Siloti played with so little effort that
of the keyboard very seriously intimated that it was too
musicians. In his inimitable way, with an irrepressible
audiences at that .time, accustomed to keyboard ‘contor¬
near the truth to be a joking matter. The lips of all
touch of brogue he said: “Just yesterday I was looking
tionists, did not appreciate his art.
Russians who have been permitted to leave their country
at a picture of Camille Saint-Saens in Paris. It was a
grand affair. There was the
The New York Hippo¬
casket on a great wagon
drome is one of the baro¬
that looked as though it
meters of the increase in
was made of pure gold, so
the demand for good music
fine was it and it was drawn
in America. Only a few
by twenty horses or so.
years ago when those enter¬
Then behind that came a
prising showmen, Thompson
whole army of officials and
and Dundy of Luna Park
soldiers, to pay proper re¬
fame, opened the great build¬
spect to the great composer.
ing in New York, it was de¬
On the streets there was
scribed as a “white elephant.”
hardly room to breathe for
This it proved for them, as
the crowds. Suppose all
it carried them to, failure.
the composers in America
Since then, fortunes-have
should drop dead tomorrow.
been made there. Most amaz¬
Do you imagine that there
ing of all is the fact that
would be anything like
nearly every Sunday night
that? Divil a bit. There
during the season the great
wouldn’t be a corporal’s
auditorium is packed to the
guard.” Unfortunately Her¬
doors with music lovers.
bert is pretty nearly right.
Artists of the highest rank
Herbert is naturally proud
have appeared there because
of his grandad, Samuel
it is the largest building of
Lover, the great Irish poet,
its kind in New York, ex¬
creator of Rory o’ More.
cept Madison Square Gar¬
Indeed, Lover was an un¬
den. The “acoustics” are
usually good musician and
good. The Recorder has
AN UNUSU-AL GROUP, INCLUDING MANY NOTABLE MUSICIANS.
had several songs to his
heard famous singers from
Photooravh taken at the .4'etc York Home of Ernest SchelHnp after the famous Moszkowski Concert.
credit. What a proud man
Top Row (Reading Left to Right) : Mrs. Hutcheson. Mr E. Urchs, Howard Brockway, James Frai
all parts of the great hall
he would be if he could
Arthur Schnabel, Alexander Lambert, E. Hutcheson, Efrem Zmihalist, J. Llievmne, O. GabrUlowitsch,
and the effects are most sat¬
in" Harold Bauer, Mr. Van lloogstrnten. Leo. Ornstein. A. Casella, Miss Mary Opilyke.
*
“
know of Victor’s long chain
isfactory, when the artist
Bararre, Middle Row: Richard Aldrich, Oermnlne Schnitzer, Walter
"
of successes 1 He ’ would
Arthur Bodanskv. Elly Ney, Mine Lhevinne, Wilhem Bachaus. Mrs
knows how to sing.
McCormack, S. Stojowski, John McCormack, Miss Deyo, Rub
also like to know that his
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Little Hints on Piano Technic

The Indispensable but Misunderstood
Art of Reviewing

Marcus A. Hackney
In the first study of a new piece or an exercise, deci¬
sion and accuracy rather than delicacy should be the aim;
be sure every key is struck clear down and held clear
dozen until the time-value of the note is complete. The
most refined pianissimo is that which comes, not from a
timid, experimental kind of a touch, but from nicely con¬
trolled strength.
tn giving slow and repeated practice to a difficult pas¬
sage, be sure that those fingers which strike the black
keys hit squarely on the top of the key. A finger which
hits on the edge or corner of a black key will, at a more
rapid tempo, be likely to miss it altogether, or slide off
to the white key below. If you hit a black key a little
one-sided (in practice) do not repeat the note, but in¬
stead work the tip of the finger on to the proper place as
promptly as possible.
Formerly, owing to the quite unfounded belief that the
backs of the hands should always be held parallel to the
surface of the keyboard, it was a terrible task to educate
the fourth and fifth fingers to attain a proper degree of
efficiency and strength. There is, however, a certain
position of the hand which greatly favors these weaker
fingers, and in case of sudden and exceptional demands
on them (as for instance in a trill accompanied by a
chord played by the other fingers) great help may .be
had by assuming this position. Lower the thumb-side
of the hand, at the same time turning the wrist slightly
oiit,' until the fifth finger reaches about as far on to the
keys as does the fourth finger. Do not attempt to hold
the palm of the hand perfectly still, but let it move, if
it will, in such a way as to favor the motion of the fin¬
gers mentioned.
_

Counting Aloud Before Playing
By Francis Kendig
A mother once asked me what I considered to be
the one most important thing which her child could do
to improve his playing. Unhesitatingly I replied that he
should count aloud during three-fourths of his practice
period.
.
Counting aloud should always be rhythmic. Rhythm
is the regular recurrence of accented and unaccented
pulsations. The pupil should be able to feel this, and it
is here that playing for the pupil is especially valuable.
Clapping the rhythm, and counting at the same time,
with attention to the accents, is needful with young
students. A waltz which has regular note divisions
may sometimes be counted strong (f), weak (pi.
weak (p). All this will give swing to the playing of
the pupils’ music. Students are keener to work on
pieces *in which their inner self feels the give and
take,—the sway of strong rhythm.’ This is what
Paderewski meant when he said “Rhythm is Life.”
Rhythm should be taught by imitation, and, the explana-tion comes after—rather than before—the pupil feels
its measured beat.
The trouble is that the teacher starts the pupil count¬
ing with the playing, whereas it is always better to
plan to have the pupil count aloud, stressing the rhythm
for three or four measures before beginning to play.
In fact, a very good way is to set the pupil counting
like a little human metronome, and then when the time
and the rhythm are right, give the command, “Ready,”
“Play.” Say “Ready” at the beginning of the previous
counted measure.

When the Conductor is Necessary
Few people seem to realize that the real work of the
conductor is in the preparation, the rehearsal of the
work. Of course in very intricate compositions the
players are very grateful for the skilled help of the keen
musical mind and the accurate baton of the master con¬
ductor,' tat in a great many instances where the work
has been prepared with-great care or where the players
know the intention of the conductor, the baton is largely
unnecessary. Anton Seidl used to delight in sitting down
and hearing his orchestra play by itself without a con¬
ductor. Mendelssohn did much of the same thing. It
is said that he would seldom beat much more than the
first section of sixteen measures of a movement from a
symphony or an overture and then would put down his
baton, take a comfortable seat and enjoy the work, ap¬
plauding with the hearers. Everything depends of course
upon vyho the performers are and how they have been
rehearsed.

backbone, this careful, conscientious method of reviewing
develops character, concentration of mind and mental

That wise old Greek Pythagoras once said that we

incorporated Into 0«W
Let'me ask an embarrassing question. What; is
usual repertoire of the average school girl or boy

The Teachers’ Round Table

St Onfof the important elements that goes to the making
u
nvactlv this painstaking care and

By the Well-Known American Composer-Pianist
. Hemy Holden Huss
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Conducted by N. J. COREY
This department Is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,” “What to Teach,” etc., and not technical
problems pertaining to Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered

artTfwas said of the great Joachim-one of the most suJb 0f yiolinists-that when he first had learned a new
pnrerto he did not do himself complete justice the first
f.
he piayed it in public,’ and it took several performITces lasting through several months and amounting to
^veral reviews, before it became the marvelous art crea¬
tion which stamped’ it as a Joachim performance.
So young artist be up and doing! Go at that lovely
old piece you haven’t played for “stcen” months, play it
slowly in small sections, one hand alone, in the varied
wavs I have suggested-these are the identical methods
great artists employ in their own practicc-and make a
thing a triumphant beauty of your old piece earning the
blessing of your own conscience and the plaudits of your
enthusiastic audience.

be tan... and trank .tan. *
to confess that it usually consists of two pieces mo
less—mostly less 1—That is:
Firstly the piece you were supposed to have lear
last month, and which you are already heartdy sick and
tired of, and which is already beginning to be moth-eaten
at the elbows, and frayed at the seams.
.
Secondly, the piece you are now studying and cannot
yet play correctly.
, . ,
.
A noble repertoire surely, and one which must make
you tingle with pride 1 1
,
Some charming young pianist.with glowing eyes and
indignant air pipes will say “Why I think you are pe fectly horrid, I can play a lot of my old pieces, that is,
parts of them anyway, besides I am sick of most of them,
and it’s more fun to study new pieces than keep going
over the old ones!” Let your pieces alone for a while.
Now my dear young pianist, you have struck a most
important point, DO NOT MAKE THE FATAL MIS¬
TAKE OF CONTINUALLY GOING OVER AND
OVER YOUR OLD PIECES. LET THEM ALONE
FOR A LONG TIME, THEN GO INTO THEM.
NOT OVER THEM! ! ! 1
You are perfectly right in saying that you—and for
that matter everyone within earshot of your piano gets
“perfectly sick of hearing you play your old pieces over
and over again.” It is one of the best ways of ruining
a piece permanently. No! As I have just said, leave
it alone for a lon^ time after you have first learned it,
until you experience a positive craving to hear it again,
then—and now comes the most important part—take up
the piece with the same care with which you approached
it the first time you had it in your hands, pretend, in
other words, that it is an absolutely new piece, go over
all the difficult places very slowly, in small sections, one
hand alone, paying the most exact attention to the notes,
fingering, phrasing, rhythm, accent, and interpretation
and pedaling, these two last elements coming later, per¬
haps after the fourth or fifth.period of review.
Perhaps you say “but that’s hard work with an old
piece.” Of course it is, and it will prove whether or
no you have real character and back-bone.
On the other hand, take the usual way of inexperi¬
enced students in reviewing an old piece, they generally
play it only rapidly in most places, mostly with both
hands together, and in long sections; now these methods
will not only not, bring the piece to a greater state of
perfec(iori than formerly, but it will not go as well as it
once- did, for tlie very good reason that .through mere
mechanical repetition,, of a piece in fairly quick tempo
the mind .fires-Of it,, the attention is relaxed, all sorts of
errors and, blurs creep in—careful, analysis and most of
the love for the piece is extinguished.
Now my dear, yOung, pianist if you will only try the
method I suggested of carefully analyizing every phrase
which offers the slightest difficulty, and try the modern
way of making little exercises out of the difficult pas¬
sages, playing them in various rhythms, shifting the ac¬
cents, transposing them into other keys, playing the
legato passsges. staccato, and the staccato passages lega¬
to, and above dll playing EIGHT TENTHS OF THE
TIM(l VERY SLOWLY, all these modern and intellect¬
ual ways of study make the piece sound like a new and
different composition; they will prevent your getting tired
of a piece—and prevent others also wishing you and
the piece had |ever been born!
These jyays *bf study because they have done it in hun¬
dreds, hay thousands of cases in the past, make the piece
grow iiito a lqjvely art creation beautiful in all its parts.
Why even that hard cadenza will go rapidly and beauti¬
fully now, and what is more important and significant,
you, my dear young pianist, will have really advanced
and climbed a little higher on that difficult mountain that
leads to the temple, if not of fame anyway of beauty.
Now is. not this worth while? Is not it worth all the
trouble and loving (
Speaking of character and

Teach More Facts
Mae-Aileen Erb
“It is not worth while for. Mary to take a lesson this
week as she has been ill and has not touc hed the piano
since her last lesson.’’
Doubtless every teacher has heard the above remark
many times in his teaching experience. I he teacher who
allows his pupils to pay at each lesson or who does not
charge for missed lessons (which is an injustice to him¬
self) hears it far more frequently than the one who has
a frank understanding with his patrons that all lessons
must he taken or forfeited.
The average mother, if she has not studied music her¬
self, does not realize the vastness of the -object, neither
is she sognizant of the many different branches of it,
knowledge of which should lx- included in a well rounded
musical education. The teacher should therefore be
able to convince the parents that even the u h the assign¬
ed work is unprepared, the time could, i crtheless, be
profitably employed.
Even broken arms need form’ no barrier to the con¬
tinuance of lessons. The writer has had occasion to
demonstrate the truth of this statement in two instances
this season. Six weeks is a long time ter a pupil of
music to be so handicapped, and in both these cases the
accident occured to the left arms, but tin children, at
the end of their disabilities, resumed their active practice
with so great an increase of interest and musical know¬
ledge that the parents were fully convinced as to the
great value of the six lessons.
Through-out the teaching season, teachers would do
well to devote entire lesson periods to the study of facts
—musical facts. It is a mistake to feel that a lesson, to
be a lesson, must be spent at the keyboard. When a
student comes to a lesson after an illnc-s. or when
fatigued, or in a frame of mind not conducive to good
playing, the discerning teacher will seize the opportunity
to vary the monotony of a regular period.
’ Merely a cursory list such as the following will reveal
the possibilities which lie hidden in a lesson of this typeSight reading of notes.
Sight playing.
Time beating exercises—rhythm study.
Ear training.

I

Scales.
Transposition exercises.
Writing of studies from memory.

Recitation and discussion of scales formation.
Rapid recognition of key signatures.
Introduction of some new form of technic.
Interesting facts in Musical History.
Biographies of famous musicians.
Stories of the various Grand Operas.
Current events in the musical world.
Pupils taught in this manner will have something
addition to their ability to play. Their appreciation to
music and things musical will not only be aroused, l>«
they will know how to speak intelligently on the su
ject whenever opportunity arises.

department.
Crutches
“Is It advisable to use the word “and" between
counts where there are one or more notes to a
beat? I was not taught this, but notice that other
teachers make use of the device in teaching."—
A “crutch is often a necessity, but it should be dis¬
carded as soon as possible. As to whether or not a
pupil may need such assistance a teacher should be
able to decide. Fundamentally there is nothing wrong
in allowing a pupil to use “and on the half beats ^ in
four-four measure, any more than there is in counting
eight in an adagio four-four measure as is often done,
even orchestral conductors sometimes beating double
the number of counts in very slow tempo, Counting
means little or nothing to a pupil unless the rhythmic
beat is felt. Nearly all beginners must perforce play
slowly, so slowly when they begin an etude cr piece that
they do not feel the time beat. Counting one-two-threefo-ur briskly, with sharp accents on one and three, and
continuing for some measures, they will learn to feel
the metrical divisions. Dragging it out slowly with
no accents, they will not. Hence it is often wise to
subdivide the measure beats, discarding the extra counts
as soon as correct tempo is approximated. You should
teach your pupils to count the measures without play¬
ing, until they can count steadily and regularly em¬
phasizing the accented beats, until they realize what a
measure really is. Then the notes must be made to fit
these counts, not the counts to drawl into the notes.
In all of this it is important that the pupil learn to tap
the time on the table with the hand or with a pencil.
Some teachers use words to teach the rhythmical di¬
visions of beats. The word Florida, for example,
represents the following figure:
4

JTj FTj JTj FT,3 |

A celebrated Boston teacher used to use the word
dromedary with pupils who were practicing the scales
in four note groups, in order to secure an accent on
the first note of each group. Some use the word
merrily to teach triplets. Regulate the amount of such
work needed by the pupil’s ability. Some are naturally
gifted with the time sense, others sadly deficient in it.
First Time in Public
One thing I found out, which I think every public
performer must or should know; I had always to hold
myself especially well in hand when I was playing a
composition for the first time in public. It is only by
trying a composition before an audience that one is
able to realize fully just where the pitfalls may lie when
it comes to actual performance. A passage which may
not seem to present any unusual difficulty in practice,
may prove a stumbling block in public, so that it is well
always to be wary. At such a time I always made it
a point to keep my mind especially free and sit apart
to watch, listen to and criticise my playing.
In my opinion, nervousness, so called, is of two sorts;
the mental nervousness which is born of uncertainty or
lack of concentration, and the purely physical nervous¬
ness which is nothing more nor less than stage-fright.
Mental nervousness results from a lack of thorough
preparation as well as from a habit of too rapid
practicing; and these are two things of which almost
all students are guilty. Practicing slowly is a habit
which cannot be over-cultivated, and once acquired
it will bring about thorough preparation. Much prac¬
ticing with each hand separately is most valuable.
A Great Help
Class lessons are a great help to mental discipline.
All the students gather with the teacher as the directing
force, and each student plays in turn while all the rest
listen-and criticise; it being a well-known fact that
students are the most remorseless critics. The player
who can pass through this ordeal successfully has
little to fear from a public performance.
While mental nervousness can thus be cured or taken
care of in advance, physical nervousness must be met
and conquered almost at the moment of performance.
It is, as I have said, stage-fright; and like any other
kind of fright it produces a stoppage or a serious
disturbance of one or more of the physical functions

Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.

as for instance the circulation of the blood. After a few
experiments I found that the most successful way to
deal with this was to give the pupil who was about
to perform several sharp slaps on or over the shoulder
blades. This raised perhaps a bit of involuntary resent¬
ment which did no one any harm, and it at the same
time started the blood to circulating freely, so that the
pupil was able to play with satisfaction to himself and
his teacher, and to the pleasure of his audience.
Wavering Lines and Grace Notes

chord is reached the time is obliterated, the preceding
notes melting into the chord which should be arpeggiated
rather slowly, beginning with the octave bass; all of
which accords with the spirit of the passage, which is
soft. At this point it may be suggested for all young
teachers living remote from large centers and oppor¬
tunities for coaching, that remarks made here should
I looked upon as principles to be applied in other cases,
and, therefore, thoroughly thought over in the mind.
Ex. 3

„ tempo

“How would you teach a pupil to play the broken
chords and other graces In the following examples?
Some of these signs do not show what tones suc¬
ceed others, or whether the principal note is de¬
layed, or what tones are to be treated as alter¬
nates, or as anticipatory. Sometimes I find arpeggiated chords written out in small type. Why
is this?”—L. B.
There is no question that recurs more frequently than
that of Grace Notes of various kinds. I have a letter
before me now asking for “more, and still more” articles
on Grace Notes. I have still other letters asking for
copies of articles I wrote years ago, which are now out
of print; particularly for one I wrote for the Music
Teachers’ National Association entitled Grace Notes and
False Noses. This has been referred to occasionally in
print and the last word in the title changed to Notes,
which destroys the intended meaning. My contention
was that certain methods of’ playing grace notes in
modern composition distort the phrases somewhat as a
false nose distorts the face.
The whole question is in a transition period, hovering
between the traditions of an old’ idiom, and a re¬
translation of the various signs in modern music. Con¬
fusion arises here, because even composers do not seem
to be in agreement, to say nothing of teachers. At
present the problem must be largely a matter of personal
opinion. I am not in agreement with some of the most
eminent authorities on the subject, and would feel more
inclined to apologize to the few who are not dead and
gone, were it not that I see a constant and increasing
tendency among musicians, many of whom have had the
traditions thoroughly pounded into them to make a
re-statement of the question to fit modern conditions.
Grace Notes are often an abbreviation, and hence are
sometimes subject to different interpretations in various
compositions. This applies in a more limited extent to
arpeggiated chords.

In this case the first beat of the first measure should
be played exactly like that in the first example. In the
second measure the arpeggiation should precede the beat
by the infinitesimal portion of time it requires so that
the D and the B come exactly together. The two grace
notes, the mordente, should also slightly anticipate the
beat. Although traditional usage would reverse the
directions for the last two measures, yet it would not be
in the spirit of modern practice.

In this example the acciacatura should anticipate the
beat by about one ten-thousandth of a second. The B
and the G in the melody should come exactly together.

Ex. 1

As written the first chord evidently does not play from
the bottom to the top, but the two hands play together.
As to time I do not think it necessary to take this into
consideration. The arpeggiation is played so quickly
that any attempt to write it out, as is sometimes done,
only distorts the intent. There is no notation that re¬
presents it accurately. The chord at the beginning of
the second measure is a little more troublesome. The
low D is tied to the same note in, the next measure,
hence may be considered a part of the arpeggio. The rest
of the chord follows immediately after the sixteenth
note F in the melody, the top notes of the two hands
coming together, on account of the sforsando.

This passage is very similar. The piece is rhapsodical
in character. Furthermore the directions a little farther
back are rail, poco a poco. By the time the arpeggiated

It was the custom of Beethoven and other composers
to write out the notes of an arpeggiated chord, like that
in the example, in order to indicate that the lowest note
should come exactly on the beat. In this piece of
Cadman’s therefore, it will be fair to assume that he
had the same desire. The wavering line is used in the
third measure because he assumes that having indicated
how he wishes it performed, the player will perform in
a similar manner in other measures.

In this excerpt the grace note G should anticipate the
beat, so that the chord over it may come on the beat
with the right hand notes. If the playing should be made
to correspond with the teachings of the older music, the
second group, B and F in right hand, would fall
together with B and F in left hand, producing an in¬
complete effect. In this case the grace note cannot be
rated as an ormamental note, as grace notes often are,
but as a makeshift of necessity, the left hand not being
large enough to include the fundamental note at the
same instant.
Several other measures were sent in by L. B„ but they
involve, no principles not amply covered by these that
are given.
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By DR. A. A. STANLEY
Professor of Music, University of Michigan
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When Rubinstein Lost His Memory

his biography, a very excellent translaRUfNSTthe RuSan by Aline Delano, (Little. Brown
Hon from the R te,is hoyw.hc {cU memory slipping in
and Lo.,
)<
fforts t0 conceal his deficiencies,
Several others will appear
middle hf - Almost tragic in its relation:
later from time
The story is a
g ntil my fiftieth year, was pro“My TTstcTthen I have been conscious of a growto time
digious; but s
’
fee, an unCertainty; something
mg weakne .
takes possession of me while
’ Tr.W « 1” presence of . tar,, andienee.
A. A. STANLEY, TOtlAY
1 T t One can hardly imagine how painful this senhe I often fear lest memory lietray me
indulge in m, .mhilion without neglecting
In responding to the courteous but insistent request of
SrJgetfulness of a passage, and that 1 may un¬
the Editor of The Etude to present “before and after
consciously change it. The public has always been afr
representations of my physical self, I do so with a full
j to see me play without notes, for 1 have never
sense of the honor conferred, but must say with reserva¬
uSThem- and I will not allow myself to r,-l> upon my
tions as to the desirability or using space that might be
used tne ,
..... to supply the place of some
better filled. The first photo shows me at the beginning
opportunity ^f'coiUriliution to the paper shortage.^ But
own [es°u
liecause 1 know that there will always
of my student career in Leipzig just fifty years ago; the
I took the aforesaid N. E. conscience with me ana
[“many among my audiences who .being familiar with
second as I now look back over that long vista. A halfoointed out to me the absurdity of lecturing on music
the niece I am performing, will readily detect any alter¬
century is a good bit of a man’s life, and few can feel that
Then the students had no music. Therefore, up
June
ation This sense of uncertainty has often n.hc.od upon
the years have brought a realization of all that their am¬
30 of the current year, when my resignation topk: effect
me tortures only to be compared with tin se of the
bitions held before them at the beginning. While in my
and I was free to join the “ranks of the forgotten my ■ Inquisition, while the public listening to me imagines that
own case my life-work has developed along unantici¬
best energies were directed to the creation of a real apI am perfectly calm. Yes, this nervous agitation has
pated line’s, I feel that I have had more of blessing than
preciatimf of the best music on the part of the University
developed itself since my fiftieth year.
I really deserve. The last thirty-three years of my
and the community, and the establishment of the agenems
career have been spent in academic work at the Univer¬
through which such a result could be attained. This
sity of Michigan, but with that scholastic activity I have
has been accomplished in greater measure than I had W
The Charm of Accentuation
been obliged to function as a conductor and administra¬
right to expect, so now that I am what the old sea-cap
tor I may as well confess right here that when I left
tain called a “Septuagint,” my greatest joy is the feel
Leipzig, my teachers and musical friends predicted for
n^1VPian^ovteMpiasiuf makS? nS^lWiV'hSSS
mg that I have given to many young men and women a
statement about accentuation:)
me fame as a composer. A busy professional career in
glimpse of the power of the divine art.
Providence, Rhode Island, made it impossible for me to
“The accentuation characterizes the performer, and one
may say, that its treatment reveals distinct style. One
virtuoso will mainly cultivate refinement >n the accent,
another distinctness and correctness, while the third seeks
A Musical Biographical Catechism
to draw out its full power. Who has not heen forced to
Tiny Life Stories of Great Masters
note the strong impetus of accent of the I-i-zt school, the
piquant charm of dancing rhythms in Th. Kullak s play¬
By Mary M. Schmitz
ing, the fine declamatory and very regular accent of
Thalberg, or A. Dreyschock’s full, noble tone and ex¬
[Editor’s NoTE.-We^re^presentlng^ herewM*
text™ as ThfcMWe oT1
quisitely sensitive accent, distinct in the
test piano,
mid11 ThePStmdard°ffMorv *o/CMusic. ]
as characteristic of the styles of these artist-.'
Rubinstein's manner of accentuation is, like his whole
Franz Joseph Haydn (17320809)
playing, ravishing—of most brilliant power, most delicate
poetry—but not always faithful in details, sometimes even
A. No; he neglected Haydn and failed to give him the
1. Q. Where and when was Franz Joseph Haydn
not lovely in form. His creatively inspired r production
instruction the singers of the cathedral choir were
often gives prominent importance to insigniticant tones.
entitled to.
„ _ ,
bT In Rohrau, Austria, April, 1, 1732.
9. Q. How did he happen to leave St. Stephens
By contrast, one can imagine no more finely balanced
7 Q Was Haydn’s family a musical one?
accents that! in Tausig’s limpid, reflective style; no
Cathedral.?
A They mrc not musical but his father loved music
A. Haydn was full of pranks and one day he cut off
greater mental power, than is shown in Bukov - rhythms.
and played the harp by ear, not knowing a note of «««■
the pig-tail of one of the choir boys and the precentor
—Finally, the deplorable habit should be mentioned, of
3. Q. How did Haydn happen to get a chance to
dismissed him from the cathedral choir. It,was a cold,
multiplying irregular and marked accents for the sake ot
rainy November night; Haydn was then seventeen years
an effect of virtuosity which must be censored. R«“
’T "oily, when Haydn was five years old he was
old.' Haydn’s voice had begun to break and Reutter was
effect lies in truth, not in startling touches.’’
playing a make believe violin while the rest of the family
glad of an excuse to turn him off.
were singing. A relative noticed how well he kept time
10. Q. Who helped Haydn when he was thrown out
and persuaded Haydn’s father to let the boy go with him
The Bright Smile
on the street without money or friends?
to Hamburg to learn music.
A. A man by the name of Spangler, a tenor singer,
4. Q. How long did Haydn stay in Hamburg?
who zvas very poor himself but he invited Haydn to share
By May Hamilton Helm
his poor home with himself and family.
A. For two years.
_ .
5. Q. What did Haydn study in Hamburg.
j [ q Who was the famous musician for whom
One of my small pupils held the preconceived idea that
nusic.
Haydn worked, waited on and blacked his boots and then
A. Singing and the rudiments of music
“staccato” referred to a certain trick of the muscles in
church procession
p|ayec[ accompaniments for him while he taught vocal
6. Q. What did Haydn play
| rV',,r
touching the piano keys. Though not otherwise dull,
that showed his talent for music;
music ?
she could not see that the end of one phrase was stac¬
A. His name zvas Nicolo Porpora, an Italian, zvho
A The man who played the drum m the procession
cato—cut off—from the beginning of the next. When
zoas a great teacher of singing; Haydn learned very much
could not come so Haydns cousin, Mr. Frank, showed
there was a dot over the last note under the slur, s'e
Uttle Frans Joseph (who was not yet ^^ycwsM),
from this man.
would invariably raise her finger to attack what she
how to make the stroke and when to come in with it m the
12. Q. Who was the great Prince who became
called staccato, thus breaking the phrase. All niy stoC ’
music. Haydn had no drum but he f^hedacMh
Haydn’s friend?
illustrations, the paper dolls with joined hands (se
across a meal tub and practiced on that. The meal dust
A. Prince Estcrhazy, a man devoted to music. Haydn
Etude, Sept, .’20). as well as vocal demonstrations,
covered everything, but Haydn learned Ins par and played
lived ih the Estcrhazy family for thirty years.
failed with her. In playing a phrase of four notes s e
Perfectly in the procession. They had to find a hunch
Q. What did Haydn do for his patron Prince
played both the third and the fourth notes staccato.
. back to carry the drum because Haydn couldn t reach it
lazy;
Esterhazy?
“Don’t you see,” I said'despairingly, "that you cut <lie
when carried by an ordinary man.
A He had to write music for the orchestra, conduct
little rope that held the four together too soon?
,
7. y.
Q. Where
did Haydn go after
7.
wnere uiu
- his two years
tjie orChcstta
■ihestta ana
and singers and
ana was cxpectea
expected to lay a -™'
nezv
THAT penetrated her consciousness, so she has 13
Hamburg
fainburg?
„ . . ,
composition on the Prince’s plate every morning at breakno further trouble.
A. To St. Stephens Cathedral in Vienna. Haydn find
i
Part of a Series of genial retro¬
spects by well-known musicians.

;__——-—

5&W£s--a?5.w4t|«

i very lovely voice and the precentor of t. tepens
(zohose name zvas Reuttcr), heard him sing at Hamburg
him for mis
this great cathedral.
and secured lnm
. ,
8. Q. Was the precentor a good friend of Haydn s.

How many symphonies did Haydn write?
T„.., 125,
,« of zvhich 18
is zverc notable.
, About
IS. Q. What else did Haydn write? •

“Major is active and masculine; minor is PasS‘V®
or feminine,” said Robert Schumann. That was be¬
fore the days of the militant suffragettes.
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AN IBISHLOYI SONG
WITHOUT WORDS

FRANCESCO B. DE LEONE,Op.33,No.2

lii characteristic style with the true Hibernian lilt. Grade 4.
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A fine example of the combination of melody and accompaniment in the same hand. The melody tones are to be brought out by a pressure touc ,
accompaniment subordinated. The bass,which carries a melody of its own, should be played smoothly and firmly. Grade 4.
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ANDANTE CONHOTO
from 5th

SYMPHOW

One of the finest of all slow movements. This arrangement is BOgg00|j])O
of the complete musical content.
K _

Andante con moto M.M.J -9*
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L. van BEETHOVEN
orchestr.l
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THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING
PRIMO

R. VOLK MANN, Op. 11, No. 3
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BOATING IN THE MOONLIGHT

HGAI 1 .±\

An ornate drawing-room piece,not difficult to play, but requiring
Lento

Grade 3^
3\
a smooth and finished style. Grade

R.S. MORRISON

Andante cantabileMALJ-eo

^ Brambach Baby Grand
An artistic achievement in Piano Building. The
Brambach Baby Grand is gifted with a well-rounded,
mellow, musically satisfying tone and a responsive
touch that delights the trained fingers of the musician.
A beautiful instrument at a remarkably moderate price.
Displayed ip leading dealers everywhere.

BRAMBACH PIANO CO.

MARK P. CAMPBELL. President
640 West 49th Street
'New York City

The Simplex Method
overcomes hand fatigue
"WbU probably have spent thousands of dollars and
X years of study to perfect yourself in your music. But
no matter how unusual your talent may be, unless
you keep your hands flexible and in perfect condition
for playing, you cannot preserve the full beauty of
your great accomplishment.

flip

Of all routine household tasks none is harder on a
musician’s hands than ironing—and yet it can so easily
and so economically be shorn of all its bad effects.
To countless women who value youthful grace of
figure, the charm of unspent vitality, and the relaxed,
expressive hand of the true musician, the Simplex.
Ironer is proving an unbounded blessing.
No need now to neglect your home or your music.
The Simplex Ironer will not only save hours every
week for practicing, but it will eliminate tired, tense
muscles in wrist and fingers that in time cannot fail
to break down even the most finished technique. Yet
the Simplex is within reach of every home—usually
in actual dollars it saves more than the amount neces¬
sary for the small serial payments required.

Will your complexion
bear close scrutiny ?
PAN you be sure that an intimate gaze will
find your complexion fair and wholesome?
Are you confident that your skin bears no
trace of sallowness, no hint of coarseness?
You can achieve a clear, radiant complexion,
just as thousands of attractive women have,
if you begin at once the daily use of Ingram’s

Bennett s one of many attractive wumtnm
'lures" who use and endorse Ingram s Milk¬
for promoting beauty of com-

With this standard reliable ironing machine you
can sit comfortably, and in a single hour iron—beau¬
tifully—practically everything in an ordinary washing.
Not table and bed linen alone but house dresses, soft
shirts, aprons, middies, rompers, and fine lingerie—
at a cost of 2c for power. Sign and return the attached
coupon, and we will send you at once full informa¬
tion regarding a special free trial offer we are making
to readers of The Etude.

ed Cream
ZTc

jffc
containing i'ampfet 'of0Ingram's Xlilkweed
Cream. Ingram's Rouge. Ingram's Veiveola
•
— ’" J'r-down pov>other leadii

Frederick F. Ingram Company
Established 1885
43 Tenth Street
Detroit, Michigan

Ingram's
Milkweed
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AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO.
172 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO.
172 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Entirely without obligation on my part, I should
like to receive information regarding the special
FREE TRIAL OFFER on the Simplex Ironer.
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rWhen the conversation
turns

THE NEW HALL OF FAME
OF CONCERT AND OPERATIC STARS

to the Great Artists of today,
can you uphold your end
without embarrassment?
World-Great Artists
now on
Double-Faced Records!
Of supreme importance to every family
with a phonograph is the recent decision
of Brunswick to offer Standard Artists’
numbers on double-faced records.
It marks the first step of Brunswick’s
nation-wide movement to place greatest
artists and greatest music within the reach
of every American home.

T

HERE is a New Hall of Fame of concert
and operatic stars—great artists of today,
succeeding those of yesterday.
Their names are on the lips of well-informed
people the world over—Godowsky, Huberman, Ney, Dux, Chamlee, Pattiera, Easton,
Danise, Richard Strauss, Max Rosen.

Brunswick Gold Label
Records!

Do you know them ? Their most noted tri¬
umphs ?—the amazi ng virility of i nterpretation
which inspired world’s critics to acclaim them ?

Just twice the music as before! Two
selections in place of one! An inexpen¬
sive way to quickly acquire a distin¬
guished musical library. Start by obtain¬
ing three or four of these records from
the new release each month.

To bespeak a cultured person’s familiarity
with the present-day world of musical art,
you must.

Leopold Godowsky, Richard Strauss,
Elly Ney, Giuseppe Danise, Mario
Chamlee, Max Rosen, Bronislaw Huberman, Florence Easton, Tino Pattiera,
Claire Dux, and other internationally
acclaimed artists of the New Hall of
Fame will contribute, continuously and
exclusively, to the new Brunswick Gold
Label Records. Flay on any phonograph.

Now recording—
play on any phonograph

You can hear them now in your own home;
can quickly become conversant with the most
widely discussed musical attainments^of the
day.
For without exception, all have chosen Bruns¬
wick as the most fitting means to perpetuate
their art. And Brunswick records can be
played on any phonograph.
Thus the world’s de luxe recordings, including
those of the great Richard Strauss himself,
are made available to every home.
Note, too, that they come on

double-faced

records—a radical Brunswick departure, ex¬
plained elsewhere on these pages.
Why Brunswick was chosen

By means of exclusive Methods of Recording
and of Reproduction, Brunswick brings
phonographic music into the realms of higher
musical expression.
“Mechanical” suggestion — discord and vi¬
bration are refreshingly absent. Tones are
sweeter and more beautiful. Expression is
clearer. The true musical expression, both
of the artists and their art, is reproduced in
amazing fidelity.
For that reason, foremost living artists are
now recording exclusively for Brunswick.
And for the same reason, you will find Bruns¬
wick in the homes of greatest musicians, both
in Europe and America.
Hear-Compare

Hear the Brunswick, phonographs and
records, 'tou will find them featured as the
Standard of the Day, by those shops devoted
to that which is best in music, in every city
and town.
There is a Brunswick dealer near you, who
will gladly give you a demonstration.
The Brunswick plays all makes of records,
and Brunswick Records can be played on any
phonograph.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

CINCINNATI

S W I C

and

RECORDS
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Various Composers
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Allegretto
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J = 84-96

ROBERT SCHUMANN, Op. 3, No. 2

Etude Workers

* J-4

W\

In addition to the regular lib¬
eral commission and pre¬
miums now given, we shall
present a

Valuable Series of
Rewards
to the individuals (not con¬
nected with any agency or
newsdealer) who send us
subscriptions as follows:

Here are the Additional
Rewards

) ^
ffif

)

To Our New Representatives
. Here is an opportunity to engage
in a clean cut profitable work which,
can be easily interspersed in your
regular professional or business
duties. It is dignified and enlight¬
ening and will add substantially to
your income. If you are not fully
familiar with commission and re¬
bates paid for securing subscrip¬
tions, write to The Etude—Circulation Department—today 1
Those who start earliest stand the
best chance of getting the most sub¬
scriptions. Bear in mind that this
is not a prize contest—there will be
a reward for every Etude repre¬
sentative complying with the above,
thousands of Etude representa¬
tives have met with success. Why
not you?
REMEMBER 1 Above rewards
are in addition to commission, re¬
bates or premiums.

Etude Music Magazine
Published by THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Philadelphia

LJ1"
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f
)fg ^ akXtr
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^
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m arx

sp-4 spA®
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Opportunities

Everywhere
There are numberless prospective
F-tude subscribers ready to enroll
around you if you make the
slight effort necessary' to interest
them. In the natural course of
your work, a suggestion to a music
loving friend at the right moment
means a subscription.

A New and Revised Edition of this
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We wish to express our ap
preciation for the splendid
work done by our Etude
worker friends in the past
year.
We realize that a
large measure of success of
The Etude is due to their
efforts.

Subscription

M
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Pairanini’s characteristic violin pieces have proven most fascinating as vehicles for translation into the idioms of the piano.
^iszt,
Brahms Schumann have all tried their han’ds at it. Schumann’s transcription of the Caprice in S is one of the most successful. Gra e .

Appreciation

A Gold Watch of standard make
to every representative sending
us 50 subscriptions between Feb• ruary 1st and April 30. 1922.
The incomparable Groves Dic¬
tionary of Music m f, volumes
beautifully bound in red cloth to
every representative sending in 30
subscriptions between February
1st and April 30, 1922.
A Green Gold Plate Mesh Bag
to every representative sending in
15 subccriptions between February
1st and April 30. 1922.
A Sapphire-Pearl Lavallier and
Chain—solid gold -to every
representative sending in 10 sub¬
scriptions between February 1st
and April 30, 1922.
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MIDNIGHT BELL
Ding dong dell! Ding dong dell!
Hear the deep-toned midnight bell,
Calling fairies to their play,
Haste before the break of day.

Elfins, goblins, Nightmares all,
Jack O’Lanterns hear the call,
King and Queen with royal court,
Comes again to view the sport.

WM. BAINES

A good little bell piece. Grade 2.
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FRANZ von BLON

A lively little intermezzo in the style of a “patrol.” The composer is known chiefly as a writer of popular marches.

Grade 8.

Moderato m.m.J = 72
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Ped. segue
a) The double notes of the 4*. in this measure and the two following measures form an ascending Seale; that is: they stand in a certain relation
to one another as well as to the downward motion of the melody in the r.h.
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THE HAY COQUETTE
In the style of a, caprice or fancy dance. Grade 3^

Ala Caprice

m.m.J=108
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MY OYPSY LOVE
J. LAMONT GALBRAITH

splendid song for low voice, rngged and vigorous.
A ,
Allegro con fuoco

ten.

British Copyright secured
Copyright 1981 by Theo. Presser Co.
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SOMETIMES AT EVENTIDE

EDWARD LOCKTON

WILLIAM HAROLD martin

HERBERT RALPH WARD

A lovely, quiet song for the home or in a recital group.

Moderato
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BEAUTIFUL WORLD OF MY DREAMS

A charming sentiment with an exquisite melody.
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When
Dark

all is still and stars gleam one by one,
as the nightwith-out the
stars di-vine!
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Arr. by G. Federlein
Broad and melodious phrases, adrqirably adapted for bringing out the singingquality of the instrument.

M.L. PRESTON
Andante

Violin

CONSOLATION
Adagio nontroppo m.m. J = 63

Prepare {q^,. - Clarinet and Tremolo
Mendelssohn’s fondness for organ-like passages crops out frequently in his Songs without words, a number of which require but little adaptati
to turn them into real organ pieces.

Manuals

Pedal

Copyright 19 22 by Theo.Press.et Co.
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FAITH

/Sw. Diaps.
lGt., 8'4 4' coup, to Sw.
Prepare < Ch., Clarinet or Viola da Gamba
I coup, to Sw.
\ Ped., Soft 16'coup, to Sw.

Andante

The So-called Art of Faking and Changing Keys
for Voice Accompaniment

,

F. MENDELSSOHN, Op. io 2 No.6
rVmTOK’s Note : Here is a novel and inJesttag article. Many of The Etude readt the facility
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Many vaudeville per¬
formers have had a fine musical background,
but others are largely self-taught in a school
nuite different from that of the a'
sician. The editor remembers that
. __...l accompanist
he proffered
. . cript benefits given in
e ,,,
of those
e aid of a Crippled Childrens’ Home, at

accompanist who
how to follow my_
have any. aspirations
...
play for movin
pictures or vaudeville, you are sure to fin
this article entertaining. It is printed a
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First: This is for beginners. Trans¬
posing is not playing by ear! And to do
it well you do not have to be a Paderewski,
or a Godowsky.
Second: If you aspire to play for vaude¬
ville acts or for a singer in picture houses,
social functions, etc., transposing will be
a very essential requisite to the pianist or
organist.
By observing the following rules you
will avoid many mistakes as well as much
embarrassment when asked to play for a
singer who cannot sing in the original key.
(The key in which it is written.)
Rule I. Find out the range of the
singer’s voice on the keyboard. Have him
tell you which is his high note, or better
still, have him sing up the scale to find the
highest note within easy reach of his voice.
Rule II. If the song is too high for the
voice,’ drop it a second or third lower, by
reading the melody one or two notes lower,
not one or two tones lower. If by so
doing you put the song into a key with
more than three sharps or four flats, raise
or lower it again a half tone. This will
make it easier to play.
Rule III. Do not quibble with the
singer about the key, and if the new key is
one-half or a whole tone lower than his
highest note, do not say anything about itl
Remember that even professional singers,
as a rule, know very little about written
music, and some sing altogether “by ear.”
They will resent your teaching them any¬
thing about music before the public.
Rule IV. For playing higher, for
women’s voices especially, make believe the
melody is written entirely in the bass clef.
By so doing the key becomes one third
higher. For instance, a song written in
C major will sound in E-flat if you just
imagine you are reading in the bass clef.
For organists and pianists, this should not
be a “hard stunt,” as they are used to
reading in two clefs.
Rule V. In transposing, all accidentals
in the melody and harmony should be
changed to sharps, flats, or naturals, to
conform with the new key in which you
are playing.
Rule VI. Never say, “I can’t trans¬
pose.” If you do you will never be asked

to play a professional job where i smger
is part of the entertainment.
Rule VII. As to the base notes and
harmony of the song, try to figure the bass
notes and harmony mentally in the new
key. If you hit some “blue ones” do not
despair as even fine pianists, who do not
make a study of transposing, admit that it
is difficult. Transposing becomes second
nature with practice.
Rule VIII. Remember that pianos used
in halls, theatres, ball-rooms, etc. are either
international or concert pitch, or neither;
which means nothing to the embryo grand
opera, star or “Our Favorite Entertainer.”
He must be pleased.
Rule IX. Some singers never know
whether you are playing in the original or
some other key. This sounds untrue. How¬
ever, it is true, with some vocal artists.(?)
Try it.
If when transposing you must resort to
“faking the bass” do not be ashamed of it.as it is the singer’s fault for not handing
you the music properly written and ar¬
ranged in the proper key for his voice.
Sometimes they will like it, provided you
use the correct harmony.
Rule X. Most important. Never try to
transpose more than a third lower, by read¬
ing in the treble clef. It is too confusing. To
play a fourth lower, imagine the melody is
written in the bass clef and play two notes
higher; a fifth lower—only one note higher
a sixth, as it is, reading it in the bass clef.
To play one note higher than the original,
which is the same as playing seven notes
lower than the original, play one higher
than' the original, but in the treble clef.
By following the above rules and hints,
you will be able to play easily any melody
in eight different keys, which is quite suffi¬
cient for the average performer’s needs.
Use these eight keys for your keynotes
and you won’t go wrong. They are: C, D.
E-flat, F, G, A, A-flat and B-flat. They
are within the reach of the average pianist’s
technique.
Lastly, keys in four, five, six or seven
sharps and flats will never be missed by
singers who ask you to transpose.

A

A Gymnasium Echo
By Rena I. Carver

Copyright 1922 by Theo.Presser Co.
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How Some Vaudeville Accompanists Transpose

A very frail-iooking boy entered the
convervatory. When he played it was
with a mighty thump.
After a clear explanation of the differ¬
ence between gymnasium work and piano
playing, after a few weeks spent in free¬
ing the playing mechanism and followed
by the practice of these two simple exer¬
cises, he lost the punching-bag habit.
No. 1. Practice with the hand flat on the
table. Use % time and count slowly. Use
each finger in turn. Let all other fingers
rest quietly and lightly on the table. Drop
the finger easily on the third count of

every one measure and raise it gently on
the third count of the next. Let the finger
“drop” as if it were going down through
the table.
No. 2. Now place the hand on the table
with the fingers curved and the wrist rest¬
ing on the table. Use % time. Raise one
finger. At count “4” tap the table with a
quick staccato touch. Let the finger re¬
bound high. Wait until count “4” of next
measure to play again. Use each finger in
turn. Keep the finger curved. Watch the
up-action of the finger.

IVERS & POND
PIANOS

The newest ideas in construction, the latest taste
in case designing and the highest development of tone
quality are combined in our new

Five Foot
Colonial Grand
Requiring but little more floor space than an up¬
right it offers advantages in action touch and tone-sus¬
tainment usually found only in large grands.
500
American Educational Institutions and nearly 70,000
discriminating homes now use Ivers & Pond Pianos.
When you take up the matter of a new piano, you
will want a -grand. Why not start now by letting us
mail you a catalogue showing the Colonial and all our
grands, uprights and players ?
Request a paper
pattern, showing the exact floor space this little Grand
requires.
Wherever in the United States we have no dealer,
we ship direct from the factory.
Liberal allowance
for old pianos in exchange. Attractive easy payment
plans.
Write us to-day.

Ivers & Pond Piano Company
141 Boylston Street

BOSTON, MASS.
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The task of the teacher of voice culture
presents itself in two aspects: • first, the
development of the voice, so that it is
produced freely, and with proper quality
and1 resonance; second, the application of
the trained voice to actual singing in the
interpretation of songs, arias, etc.
It is with the first aspect’ of the teach¬
er’s task that this article is concerned.
For the present purpose, it is sufficient to
say in regard to the second phase of the
task, that it call’s for a wide acquaintance
with song literature and esthetic princi¬
ples.
Phrasing and interpretation, the
use of the organs of speech in connection
with tone production, distinct enunciation,
diction and the use of tone color to
emphasize the moods, the atmosphere, of
song or aria are constituents of singing
that are met at this stage of the work.
None of these can be satisfactorily
achieved until tone production is spon¬
taneous and easy. This part of his work
the teacher must' have thought over,
understanding thoroughly its details and
its relationship to the fundamentals of
tone production. He must know when to
take it up, whether it is wise to anticipate
any phase of it, and, finally, in it his own
musicianship must be equal 'o all de¬
mands.
The Task
Upon the successful accomplishment of
the first aspect of the task, known as the
cultivation of the voice, depends the
future career of the student as a singer.
The slightest failure here will not only
hamper, but too frequently, prevent the
consummation of his aspirations.
It
bristles with difficulties, and demands
from the teacher a comprehensive knowl¬
edge of the principles of tone production
and of the physical mechanism involved.
This knowledge must be • fully assimi¬
lated, distinctly classified, and its manner
of presentation clearly understood and
worked out.
This transmission of vocal principles,
and, their practical application, involves
powers of statement 2nd ability, to per¬
ceive the student’s mental reception of
them. Hence, to make his instruction
effective, the teacher must not only know
thoroughly and comprehensively what he
would teach, but also be equally conver¬
sant with the mentality of the student and
his personality. It is of vital importance
that the mental attitude of the student
and the processes, by means of which he
applies in practice the instruction he
receives, be understood. This article is
an attempt to analyze this aspect of the
task, and to emphasize its most important
features.
Simplicity and Complexity
The student of voice production is
engaged in a work in which simplicity
and complexity are curiously commingled.
He is dealing with a mechanism which,
through the peculiar powers of the organs
of hearing, regulate gradations of tone
and pitch of surprising range. In the
matter of pitch, the voice, instantly re¬
sponsive to the will, reproduces a series
of tones varying through a range of two,
or more, octaves, not only in the regular
order of the scale, but also with facility
and accuracy in small, or wide, intervals,
as may be demanded by the melodic line.
When it is remembered that the produc¬
tion of these pitches .is caused by vibra¬
tions numbering hundreds to the second,
and doubling in number with each octave,
the remarkable power and responsiveness
of the vocal organ becomes impressive.
Realization, also, is had of the complica¬
tions which may arise during the act of
singing, when one considers the muscular
activities—delicate, responsive, accurate,
yet powerful—which are concerned in the
control of a mechanism capable of per¬
forming such functions.

The Singers’ Etude
Edited Monthly by Noted Specialists
Editor for April, ARTHUR L. MANCHESTER
Conductor ‘of the Elmira Symphony Orchestra

The Task and Qualifications of the Teacher of Voice
Culture
By Arthur L. Manchester
The student finds himself occupied with
a physical organism, upon the successful
management of which the production of
these various pitches and the delivery of
free, pure, properly resonated, tone de¬
pends.
Muscles of body, throat and
mouth are involved. Some of these are
directly . controlled by the will—while
others, whose functions are of the great¬
est importance, are managed by indirec¬
tion. Jde is performing a physical act in
which power, delicacy of action, and
certainty an,d quickness of response are
absolutely essential.
This combined dictation of pitch and ac¬
tual tone production proceeds from the will
and must be so mastered that it becomes
purely automatic and entirely free from
mental or physical strain, leaving the mind
entirely • free for the culminating act of
interpretation. There must be set up over
this complex mental and physical activity
a control that establishes poise, balance
and spontaneous cooperation. It is only
when this point is reached and maintained
that ease of production and continuous
mastery give to the act of singing a
naturalness and spontaneity that impresses
both singer and hearer with a sense
of simplicity.
And it is only when
such perfection of control is reached and
singing produces this impression of ease
and naturalness, giving distinctness to
enunciation, purity to vowel and consonant
and the true timbre and expressive color
to the tone, that singing becomes a real
pleasure to singer and hearer.
Establish Right Ideals
It is with this complicated performance
that the teacher of voice culture deals. He
proposes to give to students whose ideals,
powers of comprehension, mental processes
and physical condition are of widely vary¬
ing types such training as will enable them
to master it. To achieve his purpose, he
must establish right ideals, awaken and
give keenness to powers of comprehension,
develop controlling mental processes and
overcome physical obstacles. His impartation of the requisite knowledge and his
efforts to mental and physical mastery
must be such as will bring about the co¬
ordination, poise, balance and automatic
control that result in absence of effort and
the freedom of voice that are the attributes
of good singing. In the past, reliance was
largely placed upon formulae of vocal
exercises, imitation of the teacher’s method
of tone production and criticism of the stu¬
dent’s efforts.
The decline in good singing, so notable
for many years, is significant of the failure
of’ this mode of procedure. Mechanical
iteration of vocal exercises, even if persist¬
ed in, will not avail. Nor will imitation,
by the student, of tone properly produced
by the teacher, unsupported by understand¬
ing of reasons for wrong effort, be entirely
satisfactory. Hearing these tones may as¬
sist the student to idealize them but it will
not enable him to realize the particular

point wherein he has failed in his own ef¬
fort to produce them. Nor will a theoret¬
ical knowledge of the functions of the vo¬
cal organ and of methods “of placing the
voice” be sufficient. A certain amount of
such knowledge is undoubtedly essential,
but unless this knowledge extends to the
practical application of theories, there will
be an abyssmal gulf between theoretical
knowledge and actual singing. The truth
of this was strongly impressed upon ’the
writer recently. In several conversations
with a singer, who had given an unusual
amount of attention to voice production, a
wide acquaintance with theories of tone
production was indicated. These theories
were explained with great definiteness.
Tone placement was expounded and it was
clear that a deal of reading and thought
had been done with intelligence. Listening
to this singer’s exposition of the theory of
good singing, one was led to believe that
here Was one who had grasped the details
and surely must be above the average. An
opportunity to hear this advocate of sound
theory put into practice eventually came,
and an astonishing disillusionment resulted.
Worse singing, the waiter has not heard
in many a day. The whitest of white
tones, an almost entire absence of color,
a nerve-racking “wobble,” resulting from
forcing, and a painful lack of musi¬
cal quality left the hearer dazed. The the¬
ory was unquestionably sound, its applica¬
tion left much to be desired. Something
more than theory and simple reiteration of
vocal formulae is necessary.
Knowledge must be transmuted into
practice. The mind of the student must
be reached in such way as to establish a
connection between theory and practice, a
mental control which brings obedience of
muscle without friction and hesitation.
Certain things must be comprehended,
things that reach such comprehension only
by coming into direct contact with the stu¬
dent’s mind. Their nature, their cause,
their effect upon the tone and how control
over them is obtained must be clearly
understood. These things are the mental
and physical conditions incited by the act
of tone production. They are as definite as
the senses of touch or smell; they are ac¬
companied by sensations which, although
delicate, are equally as definite and can be
classified and traced to their source. When
these things are understood and made sub¬
servient to the will, they resolve themselves
into a feeling of ease, mental and physical
poise and a sense of freedom from mental
and physical strain. Then tone is pro¬
duced with confidence and is responsive
to the will of the singer.
Instantaneous Perception
Unfortunately,.it is extremely hard for
the inexperienced student to correctly
gauge these conditions. As in the case of
the singer just alluded to, he may have ac¬
quainted himself with the theory but in
the application conditions arise many of
which are Unperceived, while the cause

and effect of those that are recognized he
is unable to define. Conditions whose
cause is not discovered are certain to re-1
main and if they are such as to interfere
with the free flow of the tone they will be
hindrances to good singing. The student
must have a clear and instantaneous per¬
ception of the mental and physical condi¬
tions evolved in the physical act of singing
The relationship of these physical acts tb'
the conditions set up by them must be
understood, as must, also, their effect upon
the tone. The singer’s purpose is too often
defeated because wrongly directed effort
prevents the delicate adjustment of the
exquisitely sensitive muscles which cooper¬
ate in tone production. Illustration of
wrongly directed effort is seen in attempts
to produce pitch. The muscles of the
larynx should act unconsciously to the
singer, adjusting themselves automatically
in response to the mandate of the will as
expressed through the medium of the
breath. Yet, in this very act of tuning the
voice occurs a most flagrant instance of
wrongly directed physical effort. By
stiffening the jaw and tongue and contract¬
ing the throat the student seeks to aid the
larynx, thereby setting up a condition
which defeats the very thing he is trying
to do.
The manner in which many singers use
the breath is a further illustration of this
truth. Breath control is established by
direct action of the will on certain muscles
which are exerted with considerable power.
The muscles thus concerned are definitely
located and the action should be confined
to them but, through misapprehension, or
from some other cause, this action is ex¬
tended upward to the upper chest, throat
and jaw, interfering with the larynx, dis¬
turbing its adjustment, and also bringing
about a condition that interferes with the
resonating of the tone and seriously de¬
teriorates tonal quality. Here, again is an
instance of wrongly directed effort which
makes freedom of tone impossible. No
amount of theory, explanation of the diffi¬
culty or illustration with the voice of the
teacher will make clear the fault, enabling
him to overcome it, until he has been taught
to perceive and understand the physical
sensations which accompany both right and
' wrong efforts to control breath.
Definite Concepts
All this leads to the statement that the
student must be given certain definite con¬
cepts which are as distinct in his mind as
the mental pictures he is able to call up
after continued, minute and thoughtful
observation of a landscape or of some
painting or sculpture that has interested
him. He must have a tonal concept which
causes him to hear mentally a truly pure,
flowing, beautiful tone. This concept must
be so strongly developed that it dominates
his estimate of tone so that any divergence
from it is instantly recognized. This con¬
stitutes the goal toward which his vocal
efforts are directed. But this tonal concept
once established, he must be given other
concepts equally dear and as fully de¬
veloped.
These are physical concepts,
mental recognition of sensations, right and
wrong, which arise while he is endeavoring
to reach the tonal goal. He must be taught
to perceive them; he must know what
causes them, and how; he must be able to
trace them to their source and understand
their relationship to the kind of tone that
results from them. If they are wrong he
must know how to eliminate them. If they
are right he must become so familiar with
them that they dominate his mental efforts
to such an extent that the slightest de¬
parture from them is instantly registered
on his consciousness. And, finally, he must
learn how to establish them as automatic
processes needing only the impulse of h's
will to function promptly and correctlyHere is presented the hardest part of the
teacher’s task. He must convert abstract
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theories into concrete mental and physical listening to the tone, they will be ignored,
sensations. To accomplish this he must the relation to the tone will be unperceived
appeal to the student’s mind more than to and they will go uncorrected, and no mattei
how earnestly and persistently the student
his ear.
Every item of his own knowledge, both repeat the process no progress toward
theoretical and practical, must be shaped correct tone production will be made.
and presented in such manner as to reach
The Acquired Qualifications
the inner understanding of the student. He
This resume of the task of the teacher
must, himself, have these concepts so
clearly established that his presentation of of voice culture reveals the necessity of
them is clear and penetrating. With the thorough preparation and a comprehensive
majority of students this is no easy task. and fully defined knowledge of the vocal
In no branch of instruction does the art and its methods of practical applica¬
teacher feel the exterior nature of his tion. It also shows that there are certain
position more forcibly than in attempting personal qualifications necessary, which
to develop a voice. It is astonishing, and should be cultivated to the fullest extent.
oftentimes disheartening, how incapable These personal and acquired qualifications
even intelligent students are of recognizing react upon each other, a full measure of
muscular conditions in throat, mouth and success being unattainable if any be lack¬
body that seem to be shouting aloud for ing or undeveloped. To perfect those that
recognition. Faulty efforts which, through can be acquired demands patient study,
long use, have become habits not only seem close observation and the training that
The
to be unremovable, but also seem to have comes only through experience.
so effectually deadened the consciousness ' development of these qualities rests on a
as to be unrecognizable. The writer is now fundamental knowledge of tone quality,
working with a student who has been the physiology of the voice and of . prin¬
prominent as a singer for some years. The ciples of tone production. Each phase of
voice is an unusually good one. The pro¬ this fundamental knowledge should be
jection of soft tones, however, is practically given thorough study. Its various points
impossible; they lose quality and do not should be analyzed and fully classified
■carry. When full Voice is attempted the and combined in a logical system. This
tones become harsh and pinched. The fault system should be tested, until its reliability
is clearly to be defined, yet it has been ex¬ and adaptation’ to. its purpose are thor¬
tremely hard to get the student to recognize oughly demonstrated. This basic knowl¬
edge acquired and ready for use, its man¬
Comprehension of tone production, and ner of presentation to the student must be
This is a most important
the correct association with it of the mastered.
natural physical activity, is an act of the qualification of the efficient teacher. It is
student’s mind in which the intuitive and both personal and acquired. It is inter¬
woven
with
his own completely assimi¬
reflective faculties interpret the true mean¬
ing and purpose of the instruction and ex¬ lated knowledge of the subject and his
ercises given by the teacher, and the inter¬ power to put himself in the place of the
pretation is right or wrong according to student, viewing each phase of the work
the understanding of the pupil. The thing from the student’s standpoint and realiz¬
resolves itself into a question of the mental ing the obstacles to successful accomplish¬
attitude of the pupil and this, all too fre¬ ment US' the student realizes them. More
quently, is separated from the intention of will be said about this later.
The first item of fundamental knowl¬
the teacher by a desert of misconception
over which it is very hard to pass. In very edge of which the teacher must be abso¬
lutely sure is a tonal concept that is
large measure the trouble is intensified
irreproachable.’ His conception of what
because the student judges his efforts by
constitutes a pure, beautiful, flowing,
results without perceiving their cause and
resonant tone should be beyond question.
tracing their cause to its source. He lis¬
If the product of his work with his pupils
tens to his tone, making it the basis of his
is to be tone of this character—and it
criticism—which is good so far as it goes—
cannot be questioned that it should be—
and repeats it endeavoring to remove the
it is certain that his ideal tone must be a
restrictions that hamper him, overlooking
beautiful one, properly produced. It is a
the fact that this tone is the result of pre¬
trite, but true, saying that a stream cannot
existing activities that have set up conditions
rise above its source, and it is equally .true
which must be corrected before the tone
that the student will not sing with a tone
itself will be pure, flowing and beautiful.
better than that conceived by his teacher.
His mind, concentrated on the act of hear¬
This tonal concept so established that it
ing, is untouched by physical conditions
dominates the teacher’s efforts, a knowl¬
Which make good tone impossible. He
edge of the physiology of its production
may iterate and reiterate a vocal exercise
becomes essential.
This includes an
but these conditions will persist in foiling
understanding of underlying principles of
his purpose until he perceives them and
tone production, of every detail of breath
their relation to the tone he is making and,
control, phonation and resonance.
It
removing them, establishes those that in¬
locates each of the muscles concerned,
fallibly accompany beautiful tone.
understands their form of activitytheir
Tone a Product
functions and their coordination in the
Tone is a product, and unless the student act of singing.
These muscles—of
knows practically what enters into its pro¬ breathing, jaw, tongue, mouth and
duction, is able to distinguish between the throat—should have detailed study, and
product and its cause, understands the their combined use be well understood.
effect upon it of any modification of these The sensations accompanying their activ¬
causes and knows how to bring about and ity, the effect of over- or under-exer¬
control these modifications, his efforts to tion of any one, or of any group, must be
cultivate his voice will not result satis¬ realized and traced to its source.
factorily. This knowledge must precede,
The effective use of this fundamental
as well as accompany, his singing of tone knowledge in teaching is dependent upon
studies. Illustrative of this truth is the a qualification whose vital importance
effect of breath action. The act of breath¬ cannot be overestimated.
The teacher
ing is begun before the actual production must have an ear trained to • the most
of tone, and accompanies it determining its acute, discriminating and critical hearing
character and resonance. The manner in of tone. His ear should report to him
which breath is taken and delivered to the with absolute accuracy the quality of the
vocal cords sets up conditions of stiffness tone. The slightest variation from the
of jaw, tongue and throat and of pressure ideal tone should be recognized instantly,
at the larnyx, should the physical effort be and without doubt. Such hearing of tone
misdirected, or one of freedom and ease if will include the recognition of every
it be properly done. These conditions are
muscular action participating in the act
distinct in character and are definitely
of production, Its influence on the tone,
located. If the mind be concentrated upon
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its,degree of cooperation, and whether it
be right or wrong, should be infallibly
perceived. The participation of any mus¬
cle that should be in a state of passive
relaxation should be revealed. Herein,
the attitude of the teacher differs from
that of the student. While the student
should concentrate his attention on the
perception of sensations, the teacher’s
concentration should be on discriminating
and accurate hearing. The student judges
his efforts by sensation; the teacher’s
estimate is based on the product, the tone
itself, and it is his ear alone that can
report the product, his knowledge and
experience enabling him to make the
proper deductions regarding the manner
of production.
This ability to hear accurately, and
inclusively, results from a naturally acute
ear, developed by long training and close
and intelligent listening, which acts as
the connecting link between knowledge of
the mechanics of tone production and
their practical application in singing.
Much of the bad singing done by ambi¬
tious students can be traced to the in¬
ability of the teacher to hear correctly,
and when to this is added a defective
conception of tone, the evil increases.
The failure of the teacher to hear accur¬
ately leaves faults of production which
inevitably grow worse. No amount of
theoretical knowledge, or high standard
of tonal conception, will suffice if the
teacher be not able to perceive, in hearing,
tonal deficiencies, and be able to trace
them to their source. The student, in his
early study, while always listening for the
ideal tone, should depend upon physical
precepts, training himself to recognize
sensations, to classify them and their
relationship to the tone he is prpducing,
basing his conclusions on an accurate
knowledge of conditions imparted by the
teacher. On the other hand, the teacher

precepts of the tonal and physical acts in¬
volved in voice production. He must in¬
fluence the mental processes of the student,
causing them to master the complicated de¬
tails of breathing, pitch-making, placing
the voice and resonating the tone until
complexity becomes simplicity and every
phase of the act is regulated by a single
fundamental, all-embracing principle of
mental control which governs each detail,
uniting it in a smoothly working, complete¬
ly coordinated whole.
To this combination of comprehensive
knowledge, psychological sympathy and
acute aural perception must be added pow¬
ers of explanation, description and illus¬
tration. The principles, and details of
tone production must be presented in logi¬
cal order and with sufficient—but not
over—fulness to make clear those things
the student should know without confusion
and vague theorizing. Ability to diagnose
the condition and needs of each student,
resulting from keen analysis, and, to carry
the medical allusion a little further, to
prescribe correctly for the vocal ills re¬
vealed in the attempts of the student is an
essential qualification.

Personal
The efficient use of these acquired quali¬
fications is greatly influenced by personal
characteristics. These may well be called
natural. They can be disposed of here
briefly, for certainly the thoughtful reader
has already concluded that to develop the
qualifications described, natural aptitude is
needed. It will be readily inferred that the
teacher of voice culture must possess certain
intellectual qualities. He must have a mind
fitted to gather the facts on which his vo¬
cal knowledge is founded, to properly
collate them, analyzing, classifying and de¬
ducing principles on which to base methods
of instruction. He must be imaginative,
for it is this faculty that gathers together
the material for his scientific handling of
the subject, holding before him a model
to be copied. Imagination also is the
faculty that enables him to put himself in
the student’s place understanding as does
the student, misunderstanding as the stu¬
dent misunderstands and feeling as the
student feels. Sympathetic imagination is
the connecting link between student and
teacher. Constructive, or creative imagi¬
nation, drawing upon memory, seizing
stray concepts and submitting them to the
judgment, combines them into form for
effectual use. Enthusiasm, inspiring to
persistent effort and investing the work of
preparation and instruction with perennial
interest, is a qualification that should never
be lacking.
The teacher of voice culture undertakes
a work which includes instruction, provid¬
ing necessary knowledge, the development
of the student’s mind, insuring intelligent
use of knowledge, and the training of the
body by constant and well directed use to
perform the functions in singing, thereby
adding skill to the student’s equipment.
It is a work of no small proportions and
student’s mind, placing therein concrete preparation for it should be thorough.
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Too often, with an intense desire for
ideal success, we neglect the obvious, the
apparently easy elements. We may de¬
feat our purpose by strenuously striving in
a difficult line that may never reach its
goal, and may fail where inferior ability
succeeds.
Perhaps no profession needs this warn¬
ing more than that of the organist. He
must reach, not the musical critic, not an
audience of highly trained amateurs, but an
audience of an average musical perception,
assembled for worship.
It is not enough to say that the taste
must be raised and the congregation train¬
ed to enjoy the best music. For the main
purpose of a service is, after all, not musi¬
cal education but religious edification.
A special instance of the obvious, though
often neglected element of the service is
the Hymn. On the whole it may be said
that good hymn-playing is probably the
most difficult part of an organist’s pro¬
gram. Above all is needed a sense of
rhythm, that may constantly be improved.
There is an inspiration for rhythm, as for
melody or harmony. With this sense of
rhythm must come just the right humor¬
ing of the congregation at the cadences,—
another element of true leadership.
As to the pace of a hymn, the finest kind
of perception is needed. The intimate
feeling of one hymn may be killed by too
great speed, the magic and secret charm
of another lost by dragging.
An excellent thing to remember is that
hymns are not music to be performed be¬
fore an audience. The whole duty of the
choir and organist is to stir the worship¬
pers into joining their song. The more
refined, not to say sentimental, the inter¬
pretation of a choir, the more the congre¬
gation is tempted to listen with closed lips.
An effective way, even for a well-ap¬
pointed choir, is to sing at least some of
the verses in unison. It makes a splendidly
clear outlining of the tune and invites
every one,—-man, woman and child, to join
in the singing. It will discourage the ugly
growling of uncertain basses and the
straining of ambitious tenors. And the
organ may then swell out in strong volume
in new harmony and added counterpoint,
with stirring effect.
After all the fine part singing of a hymn
by a choir is or ought to be lost on a con¬
gregation. One cannot both sing and
listen. And the organ cannot peal forth its
diapasons without smothering the inner
Highly important is the precise attack
of each verse together with the sustained
steady motion, save a possible retarding in
the final line.
A common, a very “common” .way of
starting each verse is a preliminary note or
a rolling chord of the organ. Much better
than such stereotyped mannerism is the
concerted counting by the choir of a bar,
or. sometimes a bar and a half, between the
verses. The gain is a natural leading of
the choir, supported, not dragged along by
the organ.
In teaching, organists are prone to neglect
the matter of hymns. A pupil may per¬
form his perfect recital—program of Bach
and the French school, and yet fail at his
first trial by a faulty playing of hymns.
In a way, it cannot be taught, because we
cannot command a congregation during the
lesson. Yet it is a prime duty of the teach¬
er to do all he.can to .instill in the pupil the
art of hymn playing.
To return once more to the main point,
the power of leading a congregation lies
primarily not in the organ, but in the cho;r,
The organ is distinctively an accompanying
instrument by reason of its lack of per¬
ceptive quality.
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Organ and Choir
By Philip H. Goepp
The magic, the captivation of the per¬
fect rhythm,—reams could be written of
its pervading need in every branch of mu¬
sic. The besetting sin of singers, and
therefore of choirs, is dragging. The
temptation is ever strong to prolong the
note and lose the motion. Yet a slight
hesitation in the attack by one of the four
voices will break the spell of the rhythm.
And here we strike the difficulty of right
retarding. We have all heard of the
canny choirmaster’s direction: “When you
see a ‘retard’, sing faster.” A “retard”
must begin gently and almost impercepti¬
bly, leaving room for the full effect. You
cannot begin too slowly and then make up
by singing faster—before the “retard” is
completed.
Importance of Rhythm
Much may be said about the actual pace
of choral effect. Here the real inspiration
of the choirmaster comes into play. A
slight excess will be fatal; a lack of speed
will defeat the charm.

In Berthold Tours’ Easter anthem, “God
hath appointed a day,” the final chorus is
overwhelmingly impressive, if taken at the
right pace. In many of the charming
carols that have been lately revived, or
composed in the ancient style, the naive
effect depends upon an almost dancing
measure.
A certain courage is required of us
church-musicians in responding to the
demand of the composer. There is a kind
of pall that overhangs much of churchmusic. As Shakespeare has it, “the native
hue of resolution is tickled O’er with the
pale cast of thought.”
It is strange how we humans begin life
with a natural sense of motion in child¬
hood, and then love it in a kind of self¬
sophistication. Here rhythm is a good
deal like innocence. On the other hand,
a complete sense of rhythm, in slow
motion as well as fast, is late in being
acquired. Children quite lack the feeling

Organ Music and How to Choose It
By Edwin H. Pierce
. In churches worthy of the name and
I do not refer to any one denomination,
although there are certain pre-eminent in
this respecty the communicants regard
even the church building as a holy place,
where they may, as perhaps nowhere else,
realize the presence of God. They wish
all the surroundings and conditions to
minister to this end, including the archi¬
tecture, the ornaments, their own deport. ment while present, and above all, the
music. This demands muisc of particu¬
lar type, sharply distinguished from that
in use for secular purposes. Its original
basis was the ancient “Gregorian tones,”
and in early ages it was even dis¬
tinguished by its style of counterpoint, the
“chord of 6-4 on the dominant,” for
instance, being tabooed as too worldly.
While it would be a pedantic anachronism
to insist on these particular rules at the
present day, the spirit of the require¬
ments remains the same, even though the
technical .method has changed. The great
and central point of the service is not the
sermon, but the Sacrament, called in both
the Anglican and Roman Church, “Holy
Communion.” To dignify and worthily
embellish this, is the true and greatest
function of church music. The remainder
of the music should never on any account
be allowed to overshadow or be out of
keeping with it. Just as an artist in paint¬
ing a picture, after noting where the
strongest high lights were to be, would
be careful not to kill their effect by too
great brightness elsewhere.
We note with astonishment that one
writer in a past issue. allows himself to
speak in a slighting manner of what he
calls the “Offertory,” which he defines as
“dropping coins on a collection plate,” and
as being “too silly to merit serious con¬
sideration.” He recommends the use of
a waltz, as suitable music.. I have indeed

heard a waltz used during a collection
taken up to buy flowers to send to a sick
brother in a fraternal organization, arid
the effect was very pleasing, but to use
it in a church would be the height of im¬
propriety. The collection of the alms is
an integral and essential part of the ritual
of the Sacrament, and has a symbolic
significance on which I shall not enlarge
here, except to remind us that they are
presented at the Altar as an offering to
God. If any of the congregation are
“soured by the necessity of giving,” it
simply shows that they have no business
to be present. “The Lord loveth a cheer¬
ful giver.” Incidentally, I have noticed
that those religious societies which have
cut out all the beautiful sacramental ritual,
always seem to have a much harder time
to secure liberal giving from their own
' members, and are reduced to all sorts of
humiliating and irregular devices to
extract money.
In the matter of ministers who, as a
writer complains, try to domineer over
organists, there may be some who are oc¬
casionally arbitrary and notional, but on
the whole an organist cannot do better
than to follow the suggestions of the min¬
ister, if only on the score of an artistic
ensemble of effect; for the minister knows
what is to be the nature of his sermon,
and what mood it will be desirable to
create in his listeners. If the minister
and the organist work together as a
unit, the whole service will be coherent
and well-balanced in form, following out
the principles of Wagner as illustrated
in his music-dramas—a union of the arts
not a piece-meal assembly of fragments.
That the musical portion of a service
should .be beautiful, I wholly agree, but
should it be a sensual and worldly beauty,
or one spiritual and uplifting?

for regular slow motion. It is one of the
first fruits of a musician’s life: this per¬
ception of the beauty of a tranquil rhythm.
A discourse on the organ could not end
without a word on the subject of the pro¬
gram. One of the many endless disputes
in the field of music concerns the perform¬
ance of secular works in church. Perhaps
a quick solution may be found by question¬
ing the meaning of the word “secular.”
In a sense, through the centuries all relig¬
ion and all worship have been growing
more secular. The secular world tradi¬
tionally included all that lay outside the
dogmas of the church. These in them¬
selves have undergone a constant process
of broadening, or elimination. The intro¬
duction of the Chorale, by Luther, was a
kind of secularization. And fittingly, the
music of this form was often drawn from"
the realm of profane song. Indeed, this
was a kind of repetition of history, “for
in the early centuries it was the practice,
of the Church to use the tune of a wellknown folk-song as the main theme of
the Mass.”
Program of the Organist
Today, hardly any worshipping Christ-,
ian Would care to mark a strict separation
of the realm of religion from that of
poetry. Religion can no longer be con¬
fined within the walls of a church. Many
of the classic tragedies, and even come¬
dies, are as religious in essence as sermons
or constructed prayers.
So it is with
church music. What can be more relig¬
ious than the great Andantes of Beeth¬
oven, or some of the songs of Schubert?
When one considers that many worship¬
pers throughout the length and breadth of
our country hear no music, save in church,
it seems a cruel wrong to deny them a
hearing of these great elemental melodies.
On the other hand, it is of the highest
moment, in a true sense, that a false note
shall not jar upon the mood of worship.
Strangely, it is here the elusive, indescrib¬
able element that counts for most: as in
great emergencies where the wrong word,
may mar a promising conclusion. As in
other phases of public assemblage, it is a
certain temper of rare feeling that crowns?
a?-d completes a memorable service. Here
the organist must feel his responsibility.
Many a melody of a master will give a
more fitting touch than some stated piece
for the organ, with however appropriate
a title.
Some people are. more sensitive than
others to the moods of music. It is a;
matter beyond reasoning a definition. The
moods of music are too infinite and subtle
to be catalogued. For a mere example—
after a stirring sermon that rises to a
lofty plane of contemplation, it would
seem to the writer impossible to play
such music as a Nocturne of Chopin or
the Andante of Tschaikowsky’s 5th Sym¬
phony; while the crowning touch might
be given with the prayerful Andante front
Beethoven’s Appassionato Sonata.
A very wonderful series of melodies
can be culled by the organist of broad
culture, from the music of the masters,
of which the following are typical in-'
stances: Of Schubert, the main melody of
the Symphony in C; the whole of the
slow movement of the Unfinished Sym¬
phony; the main melody of the Impromptu
in G-flat, and of the Impromptu in AUdt, Op. 142. Wonderfully expressive of
a religious mood is the Allegretto of
Beethoven’s 7th Symphony, as is the
kindred melody of Schubert’s “Death and
the Maiden."
In the above-mentioned
Impromptu in G-dat, the rhythm can easily
be played more simply (in triplet quarters
instead of eighths) without a loss of
effect. Strikingly beautiful is Beethoven’s
Andante from the 7th Trio, or, for a
modern work, the main melody of the
Andante of Grieg’s . Concerto for the
piano. The Andante of Mendelssohn’s
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ambitious student will find a wonderful
spur and play for -his sense of color, and
for a certain musicianly resourcefulness.
Experience shows that many a student
who may be slow in the academic routine
of composition, will take a sudden stride
when roused by a problem,that appeals to
his own initiative. To cite merely two
examples, a student will find stirring and
grateful subjects in the Sakuntala Over¬
ture of Goldmark, and the Finlandia, of
Sibelius.

The Record of an Organist
By Philip H. Goepp
It is a part of human experience that
praise of the performer does not always
run with the enjoyment of the perform¬
ance. How many of us, gazing at great
cathedrals, know anything of the de¬
signers?
As far as dynamic sound is concerned,
the organist is a potent factor in the
service, yet he dwells somewhere in a
special .obscurity of his own. Probably
few of the worshippers enter into the
mysteries of his musical utterance; perhaps
too few lend a discerning ear, in either
sense of the true critic.
It is an important matter for the future
of the church, this just appreciation of
the choir and organist. And besides the
right musical performance, we must in¬
sist on the element of sincere devetion.
We cannot, for instance, centre our wor¬
ship on the sermon, and view the organ
music as a kind of light interlude. Wes
must withhold from our organist the
temptation to dazzle or amuse us with
some brilliant bit of virtuosity. The two
things go hand-in-hand: the response to
worshipful music and the rejection of the
purely frivolous. •
Such thoughts are stirred by a remark¬
able record that has been printed, of the
organ music prepared at services and
recitals by an organist in a Unitarian
church, George M. Brewer, F.A.G.O., from
September, 1912, to June, 1920, organist
Church of the Messiah, Montreal, Canada.
Probably nowhere else could be found
such a list of the'best organ music. For
there is all the difference in the world
between a publisher’s catalogue and the
record of actual personal performance
Alone as a comprehensive list, it is of
rare value, in the broad range from earli¬
est masters to the latest modern work.
Here are names which we usually see
only in the historical index; pioneers in
the’ art of organ music like Buxtehude
and Frescobaldi, of the seventeenth cen¬
tury, with their ancient ricercares and canzonas, forerunners of the fugue. Of the
great Bach, there are of course the mas¬
ter-works, and a wonderful list of the
choral preludes that are too little known
out of Germany. Just one work is absent,
the “Prelude and Fugue in A-mmor,
as if to fall short of absolute complete¬
ness. Handel has almost a page, with
six concertos and a goodly number of
transcribed choruses and overtures. But
the list is equally distinguished for mod¬
ern, as for ancient art. To be sure,
Cesar Franck in these days of bewildering

novelty is hardly modern any longer.
With his deeply religious vein, he is clearly
the greatest composer for the organ since
Mendelssohn. And here Mr. Brewer leads
the way with a generous group that
includes the “Piece Hero'ique” and the
“Grande Piece Symphonique.”
Among the later moderns we are think¬
ing rather of Reger, who has been called
(in Germany) the Bach of the New Testa¬
ment. No one but an organist could have
an inkling of the devotion needed for the
mastery of these listed works of the Ger¬
man contrapuntist. There are almost a
score of pieces of Karg-Elert, the Dane,
dreamer of ravishing latent harmonies.
Between the ancient and the moderns is
a splendid group of the French school: a
whole page of symphonies of Widor; a
like list of the works of Dubois. Mendels¬
sohn, of course, is there with all his
sonatas; and Rheinberger, who is too
much neglected, is not omitted. A part
of the record may stir some question, or
even criticism: the secular music tran¬
scribed for the organ. Prominent here
are many excerpts from Debussy; a pre¬
lude from Charpehtier’s opera, “Louise”;
piano pieces of MacDowell; many num¬
bers from Wagner; even a strain from
Stravinsky’s brilliant “Bird of Fire.”
In answer to a somewhat insistent pro¬
fessional protest, it must be said that all
of religious instrumental music Is not
contained in the catalogue of organ music.
Unitarians believe that the best thoughts
of men are truly religious, and so it is
fitting that the greatest melodic inspira¬
tions should be played in the service of
the church. The Suggestion may be ven¬
tured that here we could wish for more
of the music of Beethoven, Mozart, Schu¬
bert, Schumann, and Brahms. Our own
criticism, therefore, is that Mr. Brewer
in one sense does not go far enough. We
might differ in the secular numbers
selected. We should certainly like to hear
him play the Debussy pieces—in particu¬
lar, “The Sunken' Cathedral.” But with
so generous a provision, it is ungracious
to cry for more.
In conclusion, It Is the element of per¬
sonal sanction that gives a striking value
to Mr. Brewer’s list. It is one thing, to
suggest what might be played, and quite
another, to point to the performances. In
printing his record, Mr. Brewer has
rendered a great service to organists and
the cause of good organ-playing. To the
lay-worshipper it must be a revelation of
faithful devotion and broad scholarship.
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How Puccini Lived La Vie de Bohfcme
Bohemc may be found in the fact that
Puccini himself played a part in real life
not unlike the famous characters in the
Henri Murger novel. Indeed, Puccini was
■ that he was dependent upon charity

stratagem was to place the spirit lamp on
the table and over it a dish in which to
cook eggs. When the frizzling began, the
others would call out to puccini to play
„,ike the very deviy. and going over t0

“olla^a1 month afroma the Congregation of
Charity at
at Rome.
1
of Charity
Rome. The
following fascinating story comes fr
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letter on a certain day, and he and his
companions usually had to suffer the landlord to open it and deduct, first, his share,
for the rent. Many were the scenes they
had with this worthy possessor of real
estate. He had forbidden them to cook in

source
did not
up five flights of stairs to deliver it in
whatever receptacle took the place of the
usual cellar: so Michael Puccini, the
brother, used to dress up in his best clothes.

cheap restaurants, where at least the one
national, dish crf spaghetti

a “pot-hat,” and take with him a bhackbag._ The others said, ‘Good-bye, bon voy-
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Playing an Octave Higher
In the case of the piano or organ,
playing a passage an octave higher, offers
no difficulty whatever. The arrangement
of the keyboard and the width of the
keys are the same in all pctaves from the
top of the piano to the bottom. Any
passage can be played in any octave
without any change of fingering. With
the violin it is quite different, as it in. volves different fingering and after the
note C (third space) is reached position
work must be used. The intervals lie
closer together also, as we ascend.
The violin student should devote some
of his daily practice to learning to play an
octave higher, at least as soon as he takes
up the study of the higher positions.
Passages marked 8m (an octave higher)
are liable to be . met with at any time in
violin music, and especially in orchestra
scores. Facility in playing passages an
Dctave higher is absolutely necessary to
the violinist and student, who is even
fairly well advanced. The thousands of
amateur violinists who play in Sunday
School orchestras, or accompany choral
work, are also anxious to learn to play
;he notes of the hymns or choruses an
octave higher to get the added brilliance
which results from the higher registers
of the violin, since in the lower and middle
registers the effect is somewhat dull in
accompanying a chorus.
A correspondent writes to the violin
department that the only way he is able to
play a composition an octave higher is to
play in the fourth position on the next
higher string, using the same fingers as in
the first position in the. lower octave. The
following passages will give an idea of
his scheme. In the first line we have
seven bars of America, our national
anthem, written in the first position with
first position fingering. In the second line
we have the same seven bars written an
octave higher, to be played in the fourth
position. It will be seen that the same
fingering is used, 'on the next higher
strings to that employed in playing in the
first position. For instance in the first
position we use the third finger on the D
string in playing the first note. When
playing the same note an octave higher in
the fourth position we play the third
finger on the A string.
The last note in the example would be
the third finger on E string.

etc'

4th Pos.
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It would be best for the student who
wishes to learn to play an octave higher,
not to try to get by, by using schemes like
the one described above. The problem
should be conquered legitimately and thor¬
oughly. The first thing to do is to learn
the notes by name in the first position, and
then learn their positions in the higher
octaves. For some reason or other violin
students in the earlier stages are negligent
in learning the notes by name, whereas
piano students always learn them as a
matter of course. An excellent help is
also for the student to get some music
paper, and write out a great many first
position parts an octave higher. He should
then finger these parts according to the
rules of fingering and shifting. This, of

course, involves a quite thorough knowl¬
edge of the positions, and it is work
which takes great experience. In order to
acquire ability to do this work, all the
positions must be studied so that the pupil
may learn the proper fingering and the
best points for shifting.
It is quite difficult for any one but an
experienced violinist to play music of any
difficulty an octave higher, because he is
not only obliged to read the notes cor¬
rectly in their new position, but he is
obliged to apply the correct rules of
shifting, and the best position to use for
any given passage. Really difficult octavo
passages often require considerable study,
even for a finished violinist.

Relaxation in Spite of Exertion
The crossing of strings for the violin¬
ist, especially in rapid passages, staccato
runs, etc., certainly requires great ex¬
ertion, but they are impossible unless there
is at the same time equal relaxation.
Theodore Spiering, who was probably
as great a master of relaxation as any
player, gives this advice on the subject:
“Relaxation to many erroneously means,
limpness. It is an almost indefinable
term, and neither limpness nor rigidity,
but a condition between the two, in
which the muscles remain firm, but are
allowed to move freely at any speed, and
with any amount of force. To trill
rapidly and with sufficient force to makg
th^ tones distinct, requires the highest
standard of relaxation and great strength.
It is absolutely necessary to drop the finger
with sufficient force clearly to stop the
string, and yet it is as necessary that
the finger move with great rapidity, a
product of perfect relaxation. It can
readily be seen therefore, that relaxation
and force are not incompatible allies in
violin playing, though the balance between
the two is very finely hung.”
Taking the trill for an example of re¬
laxation with the exertion of force, one
may point out that the gist of the whole
situation is the fact that the stroke can
possess perfect relaxation only when the
finger drops with a sharp blow. Many

players make the mistake of dropping the
finger slowly; and increasing the pres¬
sure after the finger has fallen. This
does not tend to produce a rapid trill and
only stiffens the muscles. It does not
take a great deal of pressure to make a
clear tone, and rapid passages require
more of a sharp distinct blow than slow
heavy pressure; the basis of the trill will
then be found in the quickness, and not
in the force of the stroke. In slow
passages, it would be well to remember
that the pull of the bow on the string is
proportionately greater, and that the
pressure must be maintained after the
sharp stroke, but in this case, the weight
of the finger, with a slight pressure, is
apt to be quite sufficient.
The difference between rigidity and re¬
laxation may seem difficult of explanation
but one has only to think of the purely
physical action of walking to observe
correct balance. One cannot walk easily
with the muscles rigid, and one cannot
walk at all, if all the muscles are limp.
The natural function of the muscles
(during which action one does not
definitely try to make the muscles per¬
form certain functions,) is in the trill,
the same as in walking. And as we spend
a certain period of time in learning to
walk, that is learning to preserve the
balance between force and relaxation, so
should we, in violin playing, try to find
the balance between the two.

Mistaken Economy
By H. Timerman

It cannot be too strongly urged upon
This method of conquering the problem
the violin student that he provide himself
of playing an octave higher, is an in¬
with a good instrument, even though he
genious trick at best, and its use-would be
be obliged to pay for it on the installment
so limited that it would hardly be worth
while for the violin student to bother with plan. For a player to handicap himself
it. In the first place it could only be by purchasing a cheap violin that will
neutralize
his best efforts is poor business.
employed in playing passages an octave
higher, which did not go above the note E A violin costing a hundred dollars, or over,
(fourth space of the staff). To play any is the least expulsive any adult can afford
notes an octave higher than the fourth to consider; it is a mistake to suppose that
space E, positions higher than the fourth just because a fiddle is smaller than a piano
would have to be employed. In the next it should cost less. In violins you pay,
place many passages of any considerable not for size, but for tone. The soft beauty
difficulty could not be conveniently played of tone possessed by a really good instru¬
in the fourth position, as they would lay ment is not only inspiring, but enhances
too badly to be played in that position. A the value of one’s playing to an almost
passage for instance which might lay very unbelievable degree.
The procuring of a satisfactory violin
easily for the third and fifth positions,
would be extremely awkward for the is not an easy matter. The principal fac¬
tors in the solution of the problem are
fourth and sixth.

luck and a determination to search per¬
sistently until a violin suitable to one’s re¬
quirements is found. When making a se¬
lection, do not be prejudiced by wellrepaired cracks, or by appearance. A
violin should be judged entirely by its
tone. Avoid fiddles that give forth a
metallic, a nasal, or a muted sound, and
try to find an instrument with a smooth,
round, open, pleasing tone, one which
comes out easily. For, just as certain
pianos have a hard action, so some violins
are very hard to play. Even an artist
cannot hope to make them sound well.
As for volume of sound, it must be re¬
membered that a noisy violin will not nec¬
essarily carry well in a concert hall. The
old Italian violins, with their marvelous
carrying properties, do not sound particu¬
larly loud in a room of ordinary size.

The tradition of the superiority of
antique cellos has followed that of the
violin. We find people paying a thousand
or more dollars for old instruments that
are in no wise superior to well made new
ones costing a third of the price, while in
some respects they are positively inferior.
This tradition is fostered by two classes,
the dealer in old instruments and the lover
of antiques. Both are probably honest in
their belief that the old is superior to the
new, and it is easy to see how the lover
of things ancient should be carried away
by a sentimentality; for he is seldom a
good player who can appreciate an in¬
strument on its merits alone. But why a
dealer, who is usually an expert, should
be misled by a phantasy is a different matHe is not only misled—he works upon
the credulity of the unthinking public by
the glowing description of rare instru¬
ments that he prints in his catalogues!
More than that, he claims to be able to
restore old dust-covered, worm-eaten,
battered up instruments to things of beauty
and value, with an emphasis on the value.
The result is that anyone who possesses
a cheap copy of a Stradivari with a fake
label inside believes that he holds one of
the world’s masterpieces at his disposal,
and judging by the prices that appear in
the usual dealer’s catalogue, he feels that
he ought to be able to sell it before night¬
fall for money enough to buy and stock a
good farm. A trip to a dealer will be
prompt to dispel any such illusions, for
he learns that the dealers possess all the
fine instruments, while those of the world
at large are fakes. But for all that, the
idea persists among all classes of people
that no violin is of any value unless it is
old. Teachers are particularly insistent
upon this, and often find through such
insistence a means of adding materially
to their incomes.
Beyond a doubt the fine specimens oi
the best Cremona makers are the best in¬
struments upon earth, and fortunate is
the fiddle fan who has the price to buy
one when he finds it. It will always be
the thing of beauty and the joy about
which the poet sings. But anyone seeking
such an instrument experiences great dif¬
ficulty in finding anything authentic; al¬
though he will be offered many rare
bargains that he will do well to decline.
It is astonishing how many Stradivari
spring up in little towns where the owners
claim to be able to show an unbroken
period of family possession for two hun¬
dred years, when any fiddle maker would
know that some of them were not twentyfive years old. Sometimes a proud owner
offers such a Stradivari wearing on a flat
surface at the back of the scroll the
damning phrase, “Conservatory Model,’
and he becomes needlessly indignant when
asked to explain just why Stradivari used
the English language in tagging, his wares.
But occasionally one does run across a
fine old instrument, a work of art in. the
highest sense. In workmanship, in the
glory of the varnish and the nobility of
tone they surpass anything of the younger
generations, and thrice blest is the man
who finds one. But such instruments are
so rare that their discovery seems a mat¬
ter of mere chance.
Of the old cellos that are available to¬
day few are modeled on patterns suitable
to the modern demands. For the ’cello
models did not become standardized like
violins, and the undesirable models reveal
their inferiority very quickly in the hands
of an exacting player. An- unsatisfactory
string length or the ff holes wrongly
placed, or too much arch to top or back,

In full sheet music form—price, postpaid, each, 35c.
The set of ten $3.00; mention “Etude Collection".
Complete list on request.
T. S. DENISON & COMPANY
“DRAMATIC .PUBLISHERS”
623 s, WABASH AYE., DEPT. 98, CHICAGO

Freckles
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of
These Ugly Spots

VIOLINS

OF A COLLECTOR
A few very fine Instruments

Write tor appointment for an examination to
M. B. DOYLE, 162 12th Street,
Lon; Island City

will produce an acrid or nasal or rough
or otherwise unsatisfactory tone.
Now the new ’cellos are made on the
most approved models and are valuable
directly in proportion, to their excellence
of materials and workmanship. The tone
is even, strong, far-carrying, rich and
musical. At least it seems thus to the
audience. To the player it often seems
raw at first, but with use it soon becomes
smooth and agreeable.
The eminent
cellist, Cornelius Van Vliet, for several
years did his solo work on a ’cello less
than a quarter of a century old. His tone
was always remarkable for power, pathos,
clarity and richness. The audience would
conclude at once that his instrument was
one of superior grade. And of course it
was, but nearly everyone would lose in¬
terest on learning that it was new.
Yet in the instruments of the best
makers of to-day the scale is quite even,
the workmanship and general appearance
excellent, everything, in fact, except the
varnish, comparing very favorably with
the good instruments of antiquity. The
varnish seems to be the one thing that
makes the modern instrument take low
rank as a work of art. Since 1760 it has
steadily deteriorated, and if appearances
furnish any sign, there is little hope of
general betterment. To-day each indi¬
vidual maker thinks his own particular
varnish is fine and all the rest bad, while
the public under the spell of the laudator
temporis acti feels that it is all bad. But
regardless of appearance, many of the
new instruments are quite good enough
for an artist to supply the rather exacting
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demands of the public, which seems to be
the real function of a ’cello anyway.
But even a good new ’cello is not easily
secured. The best makers make them to
order only and are not anxious to do that,
as the ’cello involves in its manufacture
much more work than the violin and is,
for various reasons, less apt to prove satis¬
factory. The low pitch reveals defects
that would not be noticed in the higher
voiced instrument. Occasionally one does
see a choice new instrument that is super¬
ior to any but the very finest Italian. Of
course the stock in most music stores con¬
sists of cheap factory products of France
or Germany, made primarily to sell. But
even one of these, carefully adjusted and
well strung is more apt to meet the de¬
mands of a good musician than an indif¬
ferent old one. The writer once heard
Lucien Schmit, of the Trio de Lutece, play
a concert before about five thousand peo¬
ple. The ’cello he used was a very cheap
German instrument about ten years old,
which he picked up in the town, having
lost his own in transit. The audience
thought him the star performer and at¬
tributed his success in a measure to the
fine instrument that he used. Poor Mr.
Schmit probably suffered many pangs at
the idea of playing on a “dub,” but they
were not shared by the audience. Cer¬
tainly a good grade of modern ’cello,
properly strung and adjusted makes a very
satisfactory instrument for anyone whose
demand is for utility, and who is not con¬
cerned with questions of Cremona, Bres¬
cia, or the Tyrol, or any phase of the
antique.

The Violin Concerto of Mendelssohn
By Joseph Kelley, Mus. Bac. Oxon.
The individuality of a composer is
strongest in the best of his compositions,
and the violinist who hears the name of
Mendelssohn is at once reminded of the
“Concerto” op. 64, so full of melody and
deep thought. To the student it is one of
the most pleasing ever written in which
the melodic element predominates. It
stands alone as a tone poem, every idea
developed in such an easy natural way,
that there is realized a series of beautiful
themes, passing like dissolving views.
Mendelssohn was a man of marked indi¬
viduality, well developed on all sides.
He was a deep student of Shakespeare,
and a friend of all the great literary men
of his time. He was also a clever artist.
His sketches are said to Have been real
works of art and it might be said, that
his themes sometimes appear like beautiful
landscapes.
His Violin Concerto vas completed in
1844, a year of varied experiences for
MendeLsohn. If. events of the year had
any influence on his work, one might
mention the earlier months as most prom¬
inent, but we certainly cannot think that
his surroundings in Berlin harmonized
with that laughing finale; for he seems
to have been very anxious to leave that
city, for a locality more congenial to
his musical nature. If anything influenced
this work, it seems most natural to look
to the period from May to July, during
which time he visited other parts of Eu¬
rope. However it is not the intention
to dwell at any length on the circumstances
surrounding the life of the composer, only
so far as environment influenced the
character of this composition.
With all the seriousness of his nature,
he had a keen sense of the humorous, and
the great aim and object of his life seems
to be that of making other people happy.
Mendelssohn believed in the theory of
music as a language. He has himself
said, “Notes have as definite a meaning
as words, if not more so.” This theory he
has brought before us cleaily in some

of his compositions which belong to tfie
class called program music. Others he
has left for the listener to translate. One
of these is this Concerto.
In the first movement (Allegro molto
appassionato) we have a strange contrast
of light and shade in the two themes. The
first, so well known, has a peculiarly
plaintive tone. It seems to describe a wild
mountain scene, overlooking the valley,
gloomy and desolate, thickly wooded with
stately pines. There is also something
more than a landscape described in* this
melody.
It shows us the character of
a hero, in which we observe a restless
desire, an ambitious nature. This theme
is worked up gradually and we observe a
perceptible increase in vigor, when a
forcible triplet movement accompanied by
sharp chords in the orchestra enters.
This is carried to a climax which prepares
the way for the second theme. The
close observer will note that the orchestra
is carrrying a mysterious and wild,
though soft melody, while the soloist is
playing an accompaniment.
From this point the melody changes like
a dissolving view, until at last is heard a
sort of preface to the second theme, played
by the clarinets, while the solo violin holds
G, how quiet after the restless opening.
At the close of this phrase the violin takes
up the theme. So plain and simple and
yet so full of meaning. It is in this
manner of writing that Mendelssohn ex¬
cels, for so often his melodies sing of
content and happiness. There is also an
absence of periodic form, the melody
running on smoothly, rising to a climax
and then gradually diminishing. This
seems to describe a plain but noble home
life. It might also show another side of the
character of this hero, that of a gentle,
firm, but aggressive man. At the close
we hear a portion of the first theme. The
phrase after being rendered by the solo¬
ist is beautifully developed in the orchestra,
the evolution of the theme being quite
extensive. Nearing the Cadenza, the col¬
oring becomes more dark and mysterious;
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New Music Works

NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication Offers —
Brahms’ Album .
Broekhoven’s Harmony.
Carnaval Mignon—Schutt.
Casse Noisette (Nutcracker) Suite—
Child’s First Book of Melodies—Honska
Child’s Flay—Tompkins .
Choir Collection—Pike.
Class Method for the Violin—Oscar J.
Evangelistic Piano Playing— Schuler. .
Famous Hymns for Men’s Voices—
n Timber” Songs—Lieurance. ...
Kindergarten Book—Bilhro .
Music and Morals—Haweis.
Original Four Hand Pieces.
Preparatory School to Bach—Liftl. . . .
School of the Pianoforte, Vol. Ill—
Theodore Presser .
Secrets of the Success of Great Musi¬
cians—Pirani .
Short Melodious Exercises in Touch and
Tone—Corbett.
Transcriptions for Organ—Stewart....
Violin Studies—Kreutzer .
Young Folks’ Folio of Piano Music. . .
Our Talking Machine
Department
'The March list of records issued by the
Victor Company is a particularly inter¬
esting one, as a special Caruso record,
No. 87335, has been released. The title
of the selection recorded is CrucifUcus,
(Crucified to save us) from the Messe
Solonelle by Rossini. The week be¬
ginning February 27th was observed
throughout the nation as Caruso anni¬
versary week, a fitting memorial .to the
great tenor, planned and inaugurated by
the American Foundation Society which
bears his name. In view of the great
demand for Caruso records that this
tribute to him has created, we suggest
to our readers a few of his best recordings
—songs which will, undoubtedly, per¬
petuate his memory for generations to
87017
87044
87070
87095
87122
87159

Rigoletto—La donna c mob
Tosco—E lucevan le stellc
For You Alone—English..
Love Is Mine— EnglishBecause .
Your Eyes Have Told
English .
87243 0 Sole Mio.
88001 Martha—M’appari
(Like
Dream) .
88004 Favorita—Spirito gentil (8
So Fair).
88061 Pagliacci—Vesti la g
8S280 Good-Bye (Addto) (Tosti).
88339 Blisir d’amore—Vna furtiva lagrima .
88376 Dreams of Long Ago—English
(His own composition).
88425 Agnus Dei (Lamb of God).
88459 Les Rameaux (The Palms)...
89001 Forza del Destino—Solennc in
A new artist appears on the Victor
list for March in the person of Feodor
Chaliapin, the great Russian Basso. His
selections are that noble old classic. The
Two Grenadiers, Schumann, The Song of
the Flea, a remarkable composition by
Moussorgsky, a Russian composer and
Kenemann’s heroic and martial number.
When the King Went Forth to War.
The popular department of the March
list is replete with new ballads, quartets
and catchy dance numbers by Whiteman’s
and other famous orchestras. Send for
booklet and complete lists of both Victor
and Brunswick records.
The leading

features of the Brunswick March list are
the following:
n the Ould Country Down’ ’ “Lassie O'Mine”
Theodore Karle.
10050 “Melody Stn J
for Piano by
20000 "Stradella” Overture “Mi
Wires oj Windsor” Overl
by.Walter Roger's Band.
Other selections are by Bronislaw
Huberiiian, Violinist, Irene Williams and
popular dances by Isham Jones’ and
Fenton’s Orchestras.
Our mail order department is now in
a position to fill all demands promptly
and guarantee safe delivery. No postage
is charged on orders amounting to $3.50
or more. If you do not own a talking
machine and are missing all the pleasure
and entertainment that one brings into
the home, let us send you booklets and
explain to you how easily you may secure
either a Victor or a Brunswick through
our Easter Club Plan.
Recent Song
Publications
The vocal catalog of the Theodore
Presser Company has forged ahead very
rapidly in the last few years and numer¬
ous Presser song publications have become
firmly established in the repertoire of
singers as well as in the teaching work of
vocal instructors.
Among the very recent numbers there
are a number worthy of special mention,
but at this time we wish to call par¬
ticular attention to We Shall Fever Part
Again, by Walter Rolfe. This song is
destined to become very popular, having
an alluring melody and being written in
a style that is reminiscent of the good
old ballads everybody loved.
Singers
using this number will find it rouses audi¬
ences to enthusiasm by its popular appeal
and vocal teachers well know that a
ballad of this type is very encouraging to
pupils and is a welcome recreation from
the routine of vocalizes.
We recommend this song to all singers
and especially those who must please an
audience of average individuals. As a
home song it is ideal because it is of a
clean type with a most singable melody.
A copy of this attractive number will
be sent to any Etude reader for 30 cents,
postpaid.
We Shall Never Part Again has also
been arranged for piano solo and violin
and piano.
Order Diplomas, Medals,
Awards and Gifts
for Graduation Early
Every season brings to us an increas¬
ing number of patrons who find use for
a variety of articles appropriate for
graduation. Most of these items are easily
and promptly supplied from an ample
stock but with the best of management it
occasionally happens that some article,
ordinarily plentiful, is sold out and is
unobtainable in time for the special occa¬
sion for which it is wanted. To avoid
disappointment and annoyance it is al¬
ways best to order anything of this kind
just as far in advance as possible. This is
particularly true as regards gold or silver
medals that are to be engraved, or
diplomas and certificates that are to be
engrossed. This work is naturally the
heaviest at commencement time and
orders should be placed early enough to
allow for the extra time required at this
season and for possible delays in the mails.

Music Supplies Conveniently
and Economically
Obtained by Mail
.
Tiie aim of the Theo. Presser Co. is to
supply promptly and at the best prices,
the needs of schools, teachers and con¬
servatories of music. Despite the con¬
tinued increase in the costs of production
we have refrained from making any great
increase in our selling prices and al¬
though war conditions temporarily de¬
pleted our force of experienced clerks we
are again normal and taking up the task
of filling every order the day it is received.
With a catalog of over 20,000 numbers
and a large stock of standard publica¬
tions from all over the world, the Theo.
Presser Co. is in a position to handle
every order, large or small, from music
purchasers everywhere. This equipment
furnishes untold resources for taking care
of requests of every description. Just
at this time teachers are looking for attractive commencement material and the
progressive teacher is planning summer
classes. Commencement numbers, vocal
or niano, as well as study material for
for examination. dust write us a letter
explaining your needs or what you are
planning and bur selection department
will make up a special package that will
be sent according to our On Sale plan.
The On Sale plan, whereby any teacher
can obtain material for examination, is a
convenience of untold value to the busy
teacher. The teacher can send for a spe¬
cially selected package of music and thus
have on hand material of the type and
grades needed for pupils, or special occa¬
sions. The music not used is returnable.
Space here does not permit giving de¬
tails of our discounts and various con¬
veniences for those desiring music sup¬
plies, but we would be only too pleased
to send further information on request
and to supply also graded catalogs of
any classification desired.
Thousands
have proved the merits of dealing with
us by mail and those still among the un¬
initiated are invited to send a trial order.
Commencement Music
Commencement programs are being
planned now and While many teachers
and directors are prepared for the occa¬
sion, there are many others who for lack
of time or for other reasons have not yet
decided upon a definite musical program.
For the assistance of all who are con¬
sidering this problem we offer all the
facilities and expert service of our es¬
tablishment. We have issued a sugges¬
tive and helpful list of music suitable
for commencement and this list may be
had on application, or if more direct and
particular aid is desired we are prepared
to send for examination a varied assort¬
ment of specially appropriate musical
numbers of all kinds—returnable if
not used.
Music most in demand for commence¬
ment and graduation exercises embraces
ensemble numbers for piano four and six:
hands, two pianos four and eight hands,
two, three and four part choruses, etc.
We shall cordially respond to requests
for material of this kind.
Music and Morals
By H. R. Haweis
We have come into exclusive possession
of the only edition of this great work.
This, undoubtedly, is the most popular
work that has ever been written on music,
and if a person were to possess only one
book on music, this is the one to be se¬
lected. It is written in the most fas¬
cinating, inspiring and educational style
and can be read by the professional and
amateur, by children and grown-ups
with equal benefit. It is a book that you
will want to read through several times.
We are delighted to be the publishers of
this work in the future and we want to
give it a wide field of usefulness. It was
written by an educated enthusiast, H. R.
Haweis, a minister in England and a
dilettante. Years ago we had the pleasure
of hearing him lecture and play the violin.
The first part of the book treats of
Music, Emotion and Morals. Some idea
may be had of the volume by the headings
of the chapters in this section. There are
no less than forty-four, among them; The
Fount of Color, The Fount of Sound,

Music and Other Arts, Analysis of
Emotion, Connection between Music and
Emotion, Dull Music, Art and Morals,
Morality Defined, etc. The second part
treats of the great masters and their
works. This section of the book is most
inspiring and original. The first part
contains one hundred pages and the
second part, two hundred pages, then
there is a third part relating to instru¬
ments containing a chapter on bells that
is particularly fine. In all there are over
four hundred pages copiously illustrated
with portraits of the old masters.
We cannot recommend this work too
highly to our readers. If you do not
possess a copy do not miss this oppor¬
tunity to secure one at special price. The
work will be on special offer only a short
time as the plates are all made, so do not
let the chance to secure a copy at such a
low price slip by.
Our special advance price will be only
80 cents, postpaid.
New Orchestra Folio
We take pleasure in announcing a
new orchestra collection which will be es¬
pecially suited for use by amateurs.
There are nowadays so many school or¬
chestras and other gatherings of non¬
professional players that special music
is in demand, by this we mean music
which will be distinctively attractive both
to play and to listen to but with all un¬
necessary difficulties eliminated. The
pieces comprising this collection have
been selected from some of the most
popular numbers in our catalogue, pieces
for which there has been a real demand
in orchestral form. These have all been
specially arranged by some of the best
known experts in the country. They are
so made that they can be played by any
combination from violin and piano up¬
wards. The orchestration is the usual
one with additional parts for a Solo Vio¬
lin, Violin Obbligato (a and b). Third
Cornet, Melody Saxaphone or Oboe, and
Horns or Altos. This will be one of the
most melodious and playable collections
ever issued.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is fifteen cents for
each instrumental part; thirty cents for
the piano part, postpaid.
Woodsy-Corner Tales and
Tunes for Little Ones
The many who have used so success¬
fully the books of Helen L. Cramm for
young players will welcome the announce¬
ment of a new book by this popular
writer. Woodsy-Corner Tales and Tunes
is a little set of piano pieces very easy to
play and written in characteristic style
devoted to nature and all outdoors. The
pieces are written in Miss Cramm’s most
attractive style. Each one has an appro¬
priate little story which may be read be¬
fore playing and some of them have
verses which may be sung as the music is
being played.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is thirty cents, postGranberry’s Writing Book
“Writing makes a deep and thorough
man” and one cannot have pupils do too
much along this line. Lack of under¬
standing is largely the cause of slow and
incorrect sight reading by many of our
players. There is no better way to obtain
accuracy than by writing, and the reason
there are so many poor sight readers is
that we are not accurate in what we do,
a fault that writing helps to correct. The
aim of this book primarily is to assist in
sight reading. Mr. Granberry, the author,
who is one of the leading educators of
the day, treats the subject in a little
more advanced way than the usual ele¬
mentary writing book. The material is
presented in a very clear, direct and
logical manner and there are many new
features in the book that will be inter¬
esting to teachers. The volume is to be
used in connection with the regular lessons,
either vocal or instrumental, and the as¬
signing of the wmrk is to be carried on
systematically. This book is one that will
be taken up by our very best educators.
The special advance price will be but
25 cents, postpaid.
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Wick’s Famous Hymns
Young Folk’s Folio
for Men’s Voices
of Piano Music
We have in press a new collection under
This is one of the most desirable vol¬
the above title, which we believe will umes of miscellaneous music that we have
apply a want that has long been felt by issued and it contains the very best of
pen’s choirs and other organizations our copyrights that have been published
whose object it is to make the musical ac¬ in recent years. It is beautifully gotten
companiment to divine worship more ac¬ out with an illuminated cover and we
ceptable and more appealing to that class present it with confidence. The numbers
of people who love the “good old hymns have been selected by Mr. Presser him¬
and tunes,” many of which are enshrined self. This is the last month that the
with so many tender memories. The volume will appear on special offer, so if
selections include such familiar hymns as you wish to avail yourself of the special
‘Abide with Me, Holy, Holy, Holy, Nearer offer it will be necessary to get your
Mil God to Thee, Sun of My Soul. Silent order in this month.
Night and Softly Now the Light of Day.
Our special advance price is but 30 cents,
These and several others have been beau¬ postpaid.
tifully harmonized for male voices by Mr.
Frederick Wick of Sioux City, Iowa, a Original Four-Hand Pieces
musician of high standing, and Director
This is the last month in which this
in Chief of the Norwegian Singers’ Asso¬ album can lie purchased at the reduced
ciation of America. He is also Conductor price. The book is now on the press and
of the Symphony Orchestra of Sioux City, will be on the market before this issue
and director of many other musical or¬ appears. A great many players will not
ganizations of that city. This book will, use four-hand music unless it was orig¬
nq doubt, be much sought after when inally composed for four hands. Any
issued, further notice of which will be one who is experienced will know the
given. Many of our churches of today difference between an arrangement and
are dependent upon the men’s choir at an original piece for four hands. It
the evening service, and the materia! which makes all the difference in the world.
Mr. Wick's collection affords cannot fail These pieces are selected from a great
to appeal to these and all similar organ¬ number of composers; Moszkowski is re¬
izations, as the arrangements, while easy, presented by three pieces, Schubert by
are very interesting and effective.
two; other composers included in the book
The advance price on the book in ad¬ are Rubinstein, Scharwenka, Schumann,
vance of publication will be 20 cents, post¬ Brahms, Jensen and a numjier of others.
paid.
Bear in mind that all these pieces were
originally written for four hands.
Choir Collection
Our special price in advance of publi¬
cation is but 60 cents.
By Harry Hale Pike
Anthems without solos or with short
solos which may be done in unison. How Casse-Noisette Suite
often is the soloist sick or absent and the (“Nutcracker”) for Piano Solo
distracted choir-leader is frantic in search By Tschaikowsky, Op. 71
of an anthem with no solo. Here is a
This work was originally for orchestra
collection, tuneful, melodic and not too but the various numbers have become so
difficult; a handy book with numbers for popular that they are much in demand as
various occasions as well as morning and piano solos. They are also used for
evening services. The appeal of the music esthetic and interpretative dancing. The
is strong and the choice of texts in keep¬ numbers in the complete suite as arranged
ing with orthodox tenets.
for piano solo are: Overture, March,
Our advance of publication cash price Dance of the Candy Fairy, Russian Dance,
is 20 cents, postpaid.
Arabian Dance, Chinese Dance, Dance of
the Reed Pipes, Waltz of the Flowers.
Carnaval Mignon
The entire subject of the suite is that of
a fairy tale in which a number of dolls
By Ed. Schutt
The tendency of modern piano music come to life during the night. Our new
is to be not only characteristic but even edition of this work has been carefully
pictorial. This is the case in Schutt’s revised, fingered, etc. by eminent author¬
Carnaval Mignon, where in the several ities.
The special introductory price in ad¬
numbers of the suite he depicts the con¬
ventional characters of the oldfashioned vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.
pantomime. This is one of the most pleas¬ Brahms’ Album
ing works of this composer and moder¬
ately advanced players will enjoy it for the Pianoforte
Interest in the music of Brahms is on
greatly. All of the numbers are tuneful
and have at the same time points of orig¬ the increase. While it is serious music
inal technical interest. The harmonies suited to the earnest student, nevertheless
much
of it is so melodious in character
are modern but without extravagance.
This work is now in course or prepara¬ that it will appeal to the average listener.
tion and will be added to the Presser Contrary to the opinion of many the
music
of
Brahms is not dry and scholastic
Collection.
The special introductory price in ad¬ but all of it has real emotional content.
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid. Our new Brahms’ Album, edited by the
well known authority, Mr. Louis Oesterle,
has all the most popular opus numbers
Kindergarten Book
and will contain about 150 pages. It will
By Mathilde Bilbro
be a large and handsome volume printed
There is always a demand in education from special newly prepared plates. A
for new books for the veriest beginners. welcome addition to the library of any
This work by Miss Mathilde Bilbro is one music lover.
,
.
.
that all teachers who have to do with
The special introductory price in ad¬
elementary work will he glad to know vance of publication is 75 cents, postpaid.
about. Even if the teacher is wedded to
a' certain instruction book for little tots Preparatory School to Bach
it is well to change occasionally, if for By Franz T. Liftl
nothing more than the teacher's inspira¬
This book may be used almost at the
tion. It widens the vision of the teacher
beginning of polyphonic study. It is
to depart occasionally from the usual intended to prepare the student for the
curriculum.
study, of Bach’s easier works and for all
Miss Bilbro is known as one of the best
other music of the polyphonic school. It
°f modern writers for beginners. Every¬
contains a number of little movements by
thing she does is based on actual ex¬
Bach himself, together with selections
perience and this little work is intended
from the works of other classic masters
for the very first instruction for small
including Handel, Mozart, Corelli, Coup¬
children, from about four to nine years erin and others. This work has been
old. Much of this work can be given
prepared and edited by the well known
orally if necessary.
authority, Franz T. Liftl. There is so
There is quite an illuminating intro- much needed at the present time for
upetion on how to use the work and all efficient polyphonic playing that a founda¬
the necessary rudiments are included in
tion for it must be laid in the earlier
the pages. We recommend this work with
stages of study.
.
.
confidence to the teaching world.
The special introductory price in ad¬
Our special advance price is but 50 vance of publication is 35 cents, postpaid.
cents, postpaid.
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Secrets of Success of
Great Musicians
By Eugenio Pirani
In order to insure a more prompt de¬
livery, every chapter of this book lias
been carefully edited and re-edited before
being sent to press. Much of the charm
of the work consists in' the fact that Mr.
Pirani has known many of the modern
masters in person and his ability to divine
their success elements is due in large
measure to personal observations. Fol¬
lowing is a list of the musicians to each
of whom an entire chapter in this book
has been devoted: Bach, Handel, Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann,
Weber, Rossini, Berlioz, Chopin, Mendels¬
sohn, Verdi, Gounod, Liszt, Rubinstein,
Tschaikowsky, Brahms, Grieg, Bizet, Mas¬
senet, Debussy, Saint-Saens, Donizetti.
In addition to this there is an extra
chapter dealing with Leschetizky, Kullak,
Scharwenka, Moszkowski, Sherwood, Rub¬
instein, Paderewski and others. The ad¬
vance of publication price is 75 cents.
Broekhoven’s
Harmony
This is a comprehensive work in which
the subject is treated in a scholarly
manner along the lines of the larger
European works. It is an excellent book
for the student who has mastered the
elementary stages of theoretical instruc¬
tion. It will also serve as a book of
ready reference. This work has been
used with much success in conservatory
classes both at home and abroad. The
author has been a teacher of har¬
mony for many years and has accom¬
plished splendid results in his work and
this book is the product of his own ripe
experience. It is always well to study
several harmony books in order to get all
possible views on the subject. The sub¬
ject is all the same but there are many
methods of presentation.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60 cents, postpaid.
Transcriptions for the Organ
By Humphrey J. Stewart
This book will appeal alike to the church
organist, the recital artist and the picture
player. Each will find something new for
his needs and many of the numbers will
be found available for all three pujqx>ses.
These transcriptions are such as will not
be found in other books. Many of them
are from piano pieces and others are
taken from orchestral works. All have
been used and tried out successfully by
Dr. Stewart in his own recitals. They
are all of moderate length and of inter¬
mediate difficulty but above all things
they are melodious. There is not a dry
number in the book. The book will be
handsomely bound.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 75 cents, postpaid.
Child’s First Book of Melodies
By W. E. Honska
Although this is not an instruction hook,
it is nevertheless a book for young be¬
ginners which may be used to accompany
or to supplement any method or in¬
struction book. It has the very great ad¬
vantage of beginning at once with both
clefs and the various little studies and
pieces are developed and added to by
degrees beginning with a single tone in
either hand. The aim of the book is to
inculcate a sense of musicianship from
the start, by developing a knowledge of
the three elements of music; melody,
rhythm and harmony, in equal proportion.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents, postpaid.
Child’s Play—Ten Little Pieces
By George Tompkins
It takes a good musician to write good
music for little ones, and while these
pieces are in the first and second grade,
they have the ear-marks of careful writing.
The harmony is dispensed between the
two hands as in hymn tunes. All the
numbers have words and the most of them
are taken from that great work for
children, The Book of Knowledge.
Our special advance price is but 30 cents,
postpaid.
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Class Method for the Violin
By Oscar J. Lehrer
This is one of the most attractive in¬
struction books for the violin that we
have seen. From the very beginning all
of the studies and pieces are written in
three-part harmony, but all three parts
in each case are of equal difficulty. This
enables each number of the class to take
any part or all the parts in succession.
In the latter part of the book familiar
melodies are introduced together witli
some tuneful original numbers by the
author of the book. There is no need for
a piano accompaniment for this work, in
fact it is best for violin students to do
without the piano as far as possible. The
author has been accustomed to teaching
the violin in class so he has known just
what to put into this book to make it
practical and of real educational value.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid.
Players’ Book,
School of the Pianoforte, Vol. Ill
By Theodore Presser
This work will not appear on the market
for some time. At present Mr. Presser
is taking an extended trip west and with
his multitudinous duties he can only work
at it in odd moments. The work is about
half written but it will be some time be¬
fore it will appear on the market. Al¬
ready there are about one thousand orders
entered for this book by teachers who
have been using his previous works. We
shall be glad indeed to keep on booking
orders for copies at the special price,
which is unusual for a work of this kind,—
only 25 cents, postpaid. This is much
less than the book can be purchased for
after it appears on the market, so do not
hesitate to send for it while it is still on
special offer.
Short Melodic Exercises
in Touch and Tone
By Ave Corbett
These are grhded studies, tuneful, short
and instructive, that will, first of all,
interest the pupil, the great desideratum
of every teacher.
Unless a teacher
secures the interest of thd pupil, the work
of the instructor goes to naught, there¬
fore the work of selecting the right kind
of material cannot be over-estimated.
There is more ruin wrought by the wrong
selection of material than Is generally
recognized. The pupil’s interest is the
first thing that the teacher should strive
for, and the proper material will do much
to this end. These little studies by Ave
Corbett are worthy of a trial. They are
a departure from the mechanical studies
of Czerny, Koehler, etc.
Our special advance price before the
book appears is but 35 cents.
“Green Timber” Songs
By Thurlow Lieurance
Vast reaches of grey distances, ripples of
snow-fed streams and dull diapasons of
mighty waterfalls all flash through the
mind’s eye by the medium of these re¬
freshing songs. The grace of form and
freedom of expression fix the attention
and the musicianly treatment of the in¬
spired themes sustains the interest. Not
Indian songs but clearly molded after the
images created by the red-skin love. Texts
and music combine in one complete picture
as if done in the same mind.
Advance of publication price, 50 cents.
Violin Studies
of R. Kreutzer
We owe an apology to our advance
subscribers for the delay in the appear¬
ance of this book. However, we hope to
have it in the hands of our advance sub¬
scribers by the time this issue appears.
The long delay has been caused by the
illness of the editor, Mr. Hahn. The
work is now on the press and we appre¬
ciate the patience of our subscribers in
waiting so long for it. We hope when
they receive it they will feel compensated
for the long delay.
Our special advance price is 40 cents
for the book when ordered in advance of
publication and the offer is still open for
this month.
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Evangelistic Piano Playing
By George Schuler
This work is now about off the press
but the special introductory offer will be
continued during the current month. The
interest displayed in this work in advance
of publication has been most flattering.
We have long known that there was a
demand for just such a book; so many
wish to play hymn tunes and church
music and play them effectively but yet
receive very little guidance from, the
printed page, which usually gives only
the vocal score. The author who is him¬
self a successful pianist and a teacher in
the Moody Bible Institute, gives in this
work tlie methods pursued by the most
successful evangelistic pianists. He gives
in a practical but entertaining manner
the successive steps necessary in equipping
oneself for this style of playing. Al¬
though the book is primarily intended for
pianists there are many suggestions in it.
which will prove valuable to organists also.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid.
Works Offered Advance of
Publication Special Price
Withdrawn April 1st
Technical Exercises for the Violin by
II. van den Beemt.
This is a book for daily practice of the
violinist. Just as the pianist needs cer¬
tain finger exercises and technical work
for daily practice, so does the .violinist
need exercises for the development of the
left hand. This includes Scales and ar¬
peggios and also exercises in the positions
and in shifting. It is necessary that the
violinist acquire certainty and this can
lie done only by daily work.
This book is now on the market and all
special prices are withdrawn. The retail
price is .$1.00, regular discounts to the
profession. Let us send the hook for
examination.
To Etude Workers
—Lest You Forget
.Almost a month has passed since the
additional reward- offer was made to our
earnest Etude workers. How are you
progressing? REMEMBER between Feb¬
ruary 1st and April 30th, 1922—
50 subscriptions sent to us earn a gold
watch of standard make.
30 subscriptions sent to us earn a
Grove's Dictionary of Music in 6 volumes.
15 subscriptions sent to us earn a gold
plate mesh bag.
10 subscriptions sent to us earn a
sapphire-pearl lavalliere, with chain, solid
gold.
These rewards are in addition to all
other credits and premiums—merely a
substantial appreciation for service ren¬
dered by our friends.
There are no strings tied to this offer.
It is not a question of anyone reaching
the quota first, or sending in the most
subscriptions; but everyone reaching the
mark will be appropriately rewarded as
outlined above.
Any music loving friend will he glad
to give you the name of another who per¬
haps is not a subscriber to the Etude and
each one of these is an Etude prospect.
You not only have a pleasant anticipa¬
tion of a beautiful and useful gift but
also have the personal satisfaction of
knowing you have spread Etude influence
for good among music lovers in your com¬
munity.
When Your Expiration
Notice Arrives After
You Have Renewed
If your expiration notice reaches you
after you have sent remittance covering re¬
newal for the Etude Music Magazine,
please do not worry. They sometimes cross
in the mail. Receipt of a notice does not
necessarily mean we have not received your
money. Of necessity, notices must be
written in advance. We try to stop them
when remittances come in but occasionally
one slips through; so please accept our
apologies in advance because there is no
intention to annoy.

Magazines in Money
Saving Clubs
Let us be your Magazine Clearing
House. We can offer service to you
better than the best and save you money
at the same time. Look over this list of
splendid magazines to be secured at
bargain prices when clubbed with Etude
Music Magazine.

A List of Recent Additions
to the Presser Catalog
Including Piano Solos, Four Hand Pieces, Songs and Bal¬
lads, Violin and Piano and Pipe Organ Compositions,

THE ETUDE.| $2.15
(both for one year)
J You Save 35c

Anthems and Part Songs.

THi: ETUDE.) $2.25
(both for one year)
J You Save 75c
THE ETUDE.
Boys’ Life..
(both for one year)

-l $2.50
' ‘ j You Save $1,50

THE ETUDE.
Pictorial Review.
(both for one year)

• 1 $2.65 ”
' ‘ | You Save 85c

THE ETUDE.
Peoples Home Journal,
(both for one year)

T $2.75
j You Sava 50c

THE ETUDE.
Boys' Magazine.
(both for one year)

T i$3.00
■j You Save 50c

THE ETUDE..
Farm Jouranl.
Mother's Magazine.'1 $2.75
Woman's01 World!\j You Save 50c
(all for one year)
;

THE ETUDE.1[. $3.50
Christian Herald..
(both for one year)
J You Save 50c
THE
IE ETUDE.1
d-o Vi
odern Priscilla.( V0-1'
Mode
McCall’
eCall’s .( Y„„ w,
(all three for one year)
) You Savc'
THE ETUDE.
Pictorial Review...
To-day's Housewife.

I
$3.75
( You Save 75c

We can list only a few of the many
attractive club offers. If your favorite,
magazine does not appear in combination
with the Etude tell us your needs and
we will supply your wants. There never
was a better time to stock up on high
class reading matter for little money.
Change of
Address
Always advise us at once when chang¬
ing your address. Give us both your old
and new address. Careful attention to
this little but important detail will save
a lot of disappointment through non¬
delivery of Etudes. Help us and we can
help you.

The Flowers that
Bloom in the
Spring Tra La
are more satisfying and more pleas¬
ing when Bulbs or Seeds can be
obtained without cost.
Just a little effort to secure a sub¬
scription or two for The Etude is all
that is necessary.
For one new subscription a choice assortment of
ASTERS, POPPIES, MIGNONETTE,
NASTURTIUMS, COSMOS,
PHLOX, SWEET PEAS
For one new subscription
A splendid collection of GLADIOLA BULBS
For two new subscriptions
Six different DAHLIA BULBS

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE

xivnmer School
Summer
Master School"
—

7898
7923

7899
MOTER, CARL
I In Olden Times.
PALMGREN, SELIM
1 Coming of Spring, Op. 22, No. 12.
PONCHIELLI, A..
Dance of the Hours “La Giaconda
PRESTON, M: L.

I Springtime Pleasures.
ROLFE, WALTER
l Our School Band, Marchi Pomegranate.
SABATHIL, F.
J Elfin Procession.
SARTORIO, A.
> Carmencita, Op. 1274.
SCARMOLIN, A. LOUIS
J Valse Carnavale.
SPAULDING, GEO. L.
8094 Radiant Rays

CLARENCE EDDY
Dean of American Organists

HERBERT WITHERSPOON

IVAN TARASOFF

Famous Singer and Teacher

Master Teacher of Classic and Interpretative Dancing

FLORENCE HINKLE

PERCY RECTOR STEPHENS

America’s Foremost Soprano

Notable Teacher of Teachers

★★MME. DELIA VALERI

OSCAR SAENGER

A Vocal Teacher

Celebrated Vocal Instructor and Operatic Coach

BRAGA, GAETANO
Angela’ Serenade.
CLARK, SCOTSON
Chorus of Angels.
Processional March.
GOUNOD, Ch.
Ave Maria (Meditation on the 1st Prelu.
of J. S. Bach).
HANDEL, G. F.
Dead March, from “Saul”.
LISZT, FRANZ
Love Dream, Nocturne No. 3 (Arranged I
Harvey B. Gaul).
MASSENET, J.

MENDELSSOHN,' F..
7963 Consolation "Song Without Words” (Tran
scribed by E. A. Kraft).
7865 War March of the Priests from “Athali;
rranged by Charles Steggall)
ERBEER, G.
—.tion
Mi..
” "
1 '
“The Prophet”
MOSZKOWSKI. m.
7865 Serenade, Op. 15, " 1, Edited by E. Kraft .(
SHEPPARD, ERNEST’H.

REPERTOIRE-INTERPRETATION CLASSES
HERBERT WITHERSPOON (Vocal) PROF. LEOPOLD AUER (Violin)
ncrAD SAENGER
OAPKIf-tTR (Vocal)
tVnralt
LEON SAMETINI
OSCAR
PERCY
GRAINGER (Violin)
(Piano)
RICHARD HAGEMAN (Vocal)
BURTON THATCHER (Vocal)
EXPRESSION and DRAMATIC ART
WALTON PYRE
HISTORY OF MUSIC
ENSEMBLE PLAYING
FELIX BOROWSki
LEON SAMETINI
ORCHESTRATION
(Chamber Music)
FELIX BOROWSKI
ssor Auer, Mr. Saenger, Mr. Witherspoon,
to award a Free Scholarship to the student

Free Scholarships —S5
DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS

TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES
VOCAL
PIANO
OSCAR SAENGER
PERCY GRAINGER
HERBERT WITHERSPOON
TULIA LOIS CARUTHERS
PERCY RECTOR STEPHENS
BURTON THATCHER
UNIVERSITY COURSE
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
VIOLIN
DANCING
PROF. LEOPOLD AUER
IVAN TARASOFF
MAX FISCHEL

Complete sumr

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
Valeri, Mme. Hinkle. ^ Mr^Grainger, Mr. Tarasoff__Mr. Eddy have each
Lesson periods should be engagedEE{°'

tlog'on request.

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

FALL SESSION OPENS SEPTEMBER 11

* Mme. Valeri is under contract H,Exr:s-ys*. s— «»»sw

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
RICHARD HAGEMAN, Vice-President

THREE SKETCHES
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By GEORGE TOMPKINS
Grade HI
18062 The Village Fair.30
18063 The Hunt.30
18064 The Brook.50

(Arranged by G. Federlein)
WARD, HERBERT RALPH

PIANO-FOUR HANDS
KRONKE, EMIL
J Patriotic Song.
5 To The Attack.
. MORRISON, R. S.
7 Under Marching Orders...

(Sop., Alto, Ten., First & Second Basses)
BAINES, WILLIAM
20146 In Thee, O God, Do I Take Refuge.12
20147 O Come, Let Us Sing Unto the Lord.12
20148 This is the Day.12
DOUTY, NICHOLAS
20150 Lord, Now Lettest Thou Thy Servant.12
FORSYTH, THOMAS.
zuim Benediction Service.
HUERTER, CHAS.
20155 0 Love That Casts Out Fear
JONES, WALTER HOWE
20144 Safely Through Another Week
20131 To Deum in A Flat.
NEVIN, SHIRLEY DEAN
20153 Father, Within Thy House We Kneel...
SHEPPARD, ERNEST H.
I Christ is Risen.
TOMPKINS, GEORGE

SCHOOL CHORUSES
By
IRA B. WILSON
Do Time for. Steepin', Mixed Voices. .12
20134 Drum and Fife, “March Song,” Mixed

18045
17997 Sad Moon of Falling Leaf.(High Voice)
17998 Sad Moon of Falling Leaf.(Low Voice)
The Whistling Mallards Fly . . (High Voice)
17996 TheWhistli
The Whistling Mallards Fly . . (Low Voice)
The Year of Dry Leaves.(High Voice)
The Year of Dry Leaves.(Low Voice)

20136
20137
20135
20138

One More Song, “Graduation Song " ‘
Mixed Voices.
.08
Partners, Two Part Song.08
Tackle it, “Boys Chorus,” Four Parts .10
A Tragic Story, Two-Part Song.08

Theodore Presser Co.
1710-1712-1714

CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

xjTN

a ary wqod chase:rcn*°L Ob
®F>\USIQAL ARTS
<0?

suppLy
HOUSE

June 5th to June 30th, 1922
MASTER CLASSES FOR PIANISTS WITH MARY WOOD CHASE include
Coaching for Concert Pianists; Lectures on Interpretation; Modern Pedal
Technic; Impressionism in Music; Relatidn of Technic to Interpretation; Tone
Production, traditional, scientific and artistic.
CLASSES FOR TEACHERS INCLUDE Methods, Ear-Training, Keyboard
Harmony, Preparatory and Harmonic Technic, Teaching Material Discussion
ol the teacher’s problems, the development of musicianship and technic through
musical composition, stimulus and incentives for home work.

620 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.
CARL D. KINSEY, Manager

Have you ever wished that you could find a Normal Teacher
who was teaching the same grades and meeting with the same
problems that you are confronted with daily in the class-room?
If so you will be interested to know that

Mrs. Blanche Dingley-Mathews

SUMMER CLASSES

PART SONGS-MIXED VOICES
HAYDN, J.

VOCAL
BARRELL, ALDEN
18053 Candles of Memory.
DUTTON, THEODORA
17768

eue™™,

7895

♦RICHARD HAGEMAN

The Renowned Pianist

PIPE ORGAN
BEETHOVEN, L. vr
l Funeral March, Tran : ribed for

I Merry, Merry Dane
I Petite Mazurka ...
MORRISON, R. S

(FIVE WEEKS) 57th YEAR

PERCY GRAINGER

VIOLIN AND PIANO
EVERSOLE, ROSE
8027 Romania—1st Position. .60
LACHMUND, CARL V.
8067 Caprice Grotesque. Pop Goes the Weasel. .50
LIEURANCE, THURLOW
- " The Bird and The Babe (with Cello ad. lib.) .60

LOTH, L.’LESLIE
I Robin Goodfellow, Danao Petite.
Ill
MAURO-COTTONE, MELCHIORRE

JUNE 28 to AUGUST 1

1 t tr1 1^

Master Violin Instructor of the World

Cat. No.
ROLFE, WALTER
18052 You’ve Been a Wonderful St

GOTTSCHALK, L. M.
I Berceuse, “Slumber On, Baby
Dear,” Op. 47.

nr* rrt

PROF. LEOPOLD AUER

PIANO SOLOS
BEETHOVEN, L. van
I Andante, from Trio No. 7 Op.
BERWALD, W.
Dream Faces.
FRYSINGER, J. FRANK
i Revel of the Wood Nymphs...
GARLAND, A.
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Any of these new issues cheerfully sent for examination

THE ETUDE.
American Magazine. \ $5.00
Woman’s Home Companion. .
' / You Save 51.25
(all three for one year)
THE ETUDE..
Modern Priscilla. •\ $5.00
Youth’s Companion.
/You S„. 51-50
(all three for one year)
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THE ETUDE.], $3.25
(both for one year)
Ji You Save $1.75
THE ETUDE.,.)
$3.25
Woman's Home Companion
(both for one year)
J You Save 25c

the etude

is giving her justly celebrated Piano Course for Teachers in
Boston Mass., from June 27th to July 15th.
A carefully tested and inspiring work. Designed to meet her own
needs. Schedules of technic and material carefully prepared and
much material presented in daily class sessions.
For further particulars address,

MRS. DINGLEY-MATHEWS
Room 15 Steinert Building

Boston, Mass.

Of the thousand and more students who
have attended the

Prospectus

BROOKFIELD SUMMER
SCHOOL of MUSIC

F*. M. I.

a

every opportunity for the training ot teachers.

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Class tar Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material

_

Summer

Special Summer Course for Teachers

Courses in New York
thruout the summer

MONTREAT, - NORTH CAROLINA

Why?

for Pianists
Xp/Tc/lPl’S
Accompanists and
CuLI 1C,» O
Sight-Touch-Hearing System. Send for Booklet.

Gome and learn the reason

U.OCIIJ ..... -_t the University of
gTT Mr. Granberr
Summer School ofMusic, Athens. Ga.,
VI Georgia Sumo
jJ June 26th, to August 5th.

HERBERT WILBER GREENE
701 Carnegie Hall
New York

M.

July 2 7 — 1 9 2 2 — August 1
Write for Booklet

10 per cent of them have returned for
2d and 3d Seasons

Send for Circular

professional directory - a convenient guide - see page 229

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers..

(
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30LUNBIA Should Music Pay?
THE

music
OSBORNE

REED,

Director

Sherwood Music School
sincerely believes that a
musical career should be a
financial as well as an artistic
success.
A School's Responsibility

TT

Summer Normal Course
AT CHICAGO

Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin
Normal Training
Public School Music Methods
Resident Faculty of 60 Eminent
Musicians Recitals and Lectures

also believes that a school’s
responsibility to a pupil does
not cease until that pupil is
successfully launched on his
chosen career.
With that aim in view, the
Sherwood Music School not only
gives the pupil the finest kind of
a musical education, but it fur¬
nishes the pupil with an outlet
for his talents.
Teaching Position Guaranteed
BECAUSE of its 1043 branch
schools it guarantees a lu¬

June 26 to July 29, 1922
JOSEF

crative teaching position to all
qualified graduates. Hence, a
Sherwood graduate can be selfsupporting from the start.
Concert Appearance Arranged

The “School of Opportunity”
^JRATEFUL graduates have
conferred upon the Sherwood
Music School the title “The
School of Opportunity” because
it has lived up to that inspiring

Special Summer Session Offer
In keeping with its founder’s desire to give much for little, the
SUMMER SESSION of the Sherwood Music School holds a won¬

Write to-day for particulars

Keyboard Har-

10 Private
lessons,
Keyboard
Harmony
5 Class lessons, Teaching Ma-

Short Course
5 Private Piano
S Class lessons,
10 Class lessons,
ciples
S Class lessons,
5 Private

lessons
Interpretation
Technical Prin¬

10 Lectures, History of Music
10 Demonstration Classes, Child¬
ren’s Work

10 Lectures, History of Music
5 Demonstration Classes, Child¬
ren's Work

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
571 KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO

Bush Conservatory
BRADLEY, Pres.

CHICAGO

EDGAR. A. NELSON, Vice Pres.

Accredited Courses in
Expression

( INCORPORATED)
ANNOUNCES

epartment

A Summer Master School
June 19 to July 29 (Six Weeks)
THEODORE HARRISON gi~ftinMaai-

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC

M.

An Institution of National Prominence
SUMMER iSEiSlSION

YCEU/n

Complete Course—$50.00

' Summer School Circular Mailed on Request—Address

John J. Hattstaedt, Pres.

EDWARD H. SCHWENKER, Sec’y.

5 hours a day—5 days a week—5 weeks

This Class is included in the Summer Normal Training

Josef Lhevinne and William S. Brady by competitive examination

Send at once for free scholarship application blank
For detailed information address
Summer prospectus mailed on request

KENNETH

ELIAS DAY Prraident anLDlrta=r of D'ama‘!c

INTERPRETATION CLASS FOR PROFESSIONAL
MUSICIANS Conducted by Walter Spry

Greatest of American Organists

Cl IMMFR NORM A I QFQQIOIM of SIX WEEKS, from June 26 to August 6, 1922, in all branches of
lVllVlllilv 1 * A/ IX1VOLOul v/11 music and dramatic art. Faculty of 95 artist - instructors. Special
course in PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC for post-graduates and beginning courses. Recitals, lecture courses. Many free advantages
— moderate tuition rates—excellent dormitory accommodations.

Chicago, Ill.

OBSERVATORY

Chorus Conducting
Community Singing
Lectures and Recitals
Certificate for three
Summers’ work

WILHELM MIDDELSCHULTE

JACQUES GORDON
Eminent Violinist
Concert Master Chicago Symphony Orchestra

Over iooo Branches

313 Fine Arts Building

Supervisors’ Course—Five Weeks
June 26 to July 29

509 South Wabash Avenue

GEORGE GARTLAN
Director of Music, New York City, will conduct a Post-Graduate Course in PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

Sherwood Music School

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS

Dept. 460

Private Lessons, Repertory and Teachers’ Classes

Keyboard

5 Class lessons, Teaching Ma¬
terial
5 Private lessons, Child Train-

Child Voice
Rote Song
History of Music
Orchestra
Conduct¬
ing

Private Lessons, Repertory and Teachers’ Classes

Keyboard Har-

lessons,

10 Private lessons, Child Train-

Methods
Choral Conducting
Sight Reading
Ear Training
Harmony

One of America’s Foremost Voice Teachers

FREE SCHOLARSHIP —Awarded by

For teachers and those preparing to teach
Full Course—Ten Weeks—May 15 to July 22—$115 to $145
Short Course—Five Weeks—June 19 to July 22—$90 to $105

lessons
Interpretation
Technical Prin¬

BRADY

World-Famous Piano Virtuoso

name.

NORMAL TRAINING

Full Course

WILLIAM S.

LHEVINNE

rT'HROUGH our intimate re-*• lations with booking
agencies we are able to offer
concert and recital opportunities
for those who are ambitious and
fitted for public appearance.

derful surprise for those able to come to Chicago for Summer work.

10 Private Piano
5 Class lessons,
10 Class lessons,
ciples
5 Class lessons,
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SUMMER MASTER COURSES

frank talk on a little-discussed
subject of vital importance

SCHOOL- OF'"1

CLARE

APRIL 1922

THE

APRIL 1922

Harrison

INTERPRETATION AND REPERTOIRE
For Students, Teachers and Professionals.
^ Harris°“'s timers i^grea^demand. Please make

JPTnfttZSZ

(President and Organiser of ^‘^h.CAROLINEBOURGARD
the Kentucky State Music reamers
/
•hers’ Association
and
Supervisor of Music in the Louisville Public Schools.)
A Six Weeks Course in PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
as part of the l__J HR
This
course
includes
Teaching
Methods, Prac; Teaching, Sight Reading and . ... _B(
Music,'LateTt
Ac«vfty aid^ctureT7’ 0rcbestratlon’ History of
ffuLug cver_tirity
'“7el0JtftaheUl^L™mhi"g
attendance
at the summer normal, brancb °f Music and Dramatic Art will be in
and Degrees?''611 t'Ur'Ug th° SUmmer wlU be credited °“ regular courses. Diplomas
North * Side8 Art1 <SntCTt0rieS
°Ur 0Wn bullding i<5eally located in the heart of the
Dearborn's*?,"Chicago.®Pecial Summer Bulletin. Address Dept. B. S„ 1160 North

Chicago

Special Notices (El Announcements on
vhen addressing our advertisers.
advArtlaarfl
Please mention THE ETUDE when
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Languages

Opera

MUSIC

Dancing

_Leading to Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees

NORMAL COURSES

begin June 28th

Piano, Voice, Violin, Public School Music
Course, consiet of 20 hour. Methods. Materials and Technic. \ Summer Normal Course
15 hours Harniony and Theory, 15 hours Ear Train!.
J
ai*
10 houre Interpretation Class. Lectui
Musical History. Pedagogy. Round Table Demonstra
Children a Work. Weekly Artist Recitals, etc.

$35.00

Three Terms
Five WeeKs, June 28tH to August 2nd
Eight WeeKs, June 7th to August 2nd
Ten WeeKs, May 24th to August 2nd

U

NSURPASSED FACULTY of over 85 teachers, including many
international reputation.
of ir
Edgar A. Nelson
Jan Chiapusso
Richard Czerwonky
Mme. Julie Rive-King
Bruno Esbjorn
Mme. Ella Spravka
Rowland Leach
Edgar A. Brazelton
Grace Walter
John J. Blackmore
Robert Yale Smith
Mae Riley McKinley
William Nordin
Cora Spicer Neal

Charles W. Clark
Boza Oumiroff
Gustaf Holmquist
Herbert Miller
Mae Graves Atkins
Mme. Justine Wegener
Arthur Kraft

Master Interpretation Classes Free
Piano:

*

— »

Ch;acu^.

Knrn Oumiroff

VoiC0S

'Mme.Julie Rive.King
Application for membership must be made before June 17th

Edgar a. Nelson, Dean

\

_
Violin
s

Richard Czerwonky

THE~ONLY CONSERVATORY IN CHICAGO MAINTAINING DORMITORIES FOR WOMEN AND MEN STUDENTS
^

^

._:_..rest convenience for the summer student also a saving of time and money.
Attractive environment and great —

Rates for Room and Board $9 per week and up
Fall Term Beg'ins September lltb, 1922

Free catalog mailed on request. State cours
of study, and if Summer or Fall enrollment.

Address: T. K. Jones, Registrar
Please mention THE ETUDE v

839 North Dearborn Street, Chicago,
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TrasSKir

New York School of Music and Arts
148-150 RIVERSIDE DRIVE

Ralfe Leech Sterner, Director

Six Weeks Summer Courses

-JUNIOR-

for Teachers and Professionals

ALSO BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED STUDENTS

May 15th to September 1st
RATES $200, $250 and $300

(according to teacher for private lessons) which includes board and room, tuition, lectures, classes, concerts, teac er

DETROIT
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
47th Year
Francis L. York, M. A
O* Public Sohoii Mus

i, Cello. Organ, Theory,

June 26, to
August 5—
Six Weeks

Virgil Conservatory Results tell
Virgil Method: Artistic, Reliable, Rapid
Virgil “Tek” Full-sized Practice Instruments
Two and Four Octave Portable Instruments
Virgil in Suit Case. Perfect touch. Graded weight
Studies and pieces, grades I to VI
Virgil
Unequalled for teaching and recitals
Child’s pedal satisfactory and durable.
Virgil
Catalogs. Inquiries solicited
VIRGIL CONSERVATORY

DETROIT, MICH.

120 W. 72nd St., New York

TEACHER!

Help yourself to

SUCCESS

by using the BURR0WES Course of Music Study
Classes conducted, by
Eva Frances Pike, D 2289 W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Kathryn Jamieson, D. 119 Powell Ave., Ottawa, Ont.
Evaleen Parke, D 837 Clinton St., Carthage, Mo. Katharine Burrowes, D 246 Highland Ave., H. P., Detroit, Mich.
Write for Illustrated {Booklets

DUNNING SYSTEM

Ithaca Conservatory
for Beginners

The Demand for Dunning Teachers Cannot Be Supplied.

Why?

NORMAL CLASSES AS FOLLOWS:
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING, Originator, 8 West 40th St, New Yo* CM,, Normal Cl.s. Auj. 1st, 1922.
■■ r, E. Breckisen, 354 Irving St., Toledo, Ohio; Detroit, Mich., June, 1922; Toledo, July. 1922.
rriet Bacon MacDonald, 3623 Pine Grove Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
» Craig Bates, 732 Pierce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo., June 1, 1922
o. Oscar E. Busby, 233 North Ewing Ave., Dallas, Teaas.
nolle Currey Fuller, 50 Erion Crescent, Rochester, New York.
Mrs. Jean Warren Carrick, 160 E. 68th St, Portland, Oregon, June, September and March
a. Wesley Porter Mason, 5011 Worth St., Dallas, Texas.
Virginia Ryan, 1115 Washington St., Waco, Texas.
Munger Long, 608 Fine Arts Bldg, Chicago, Classes held monthly through the year (Chicago).
Stella Hudmeyer Seymour, 1219 Garden St, San Antonio, Texas, Summer Class opens June 5th.
Mattie D.Willis,915 Carneeie Hall, New York City, New York, June 26th, Aug. 14th,Sept.20th and erery month
tereafter. Addrea. 617So. 4th St, Waco, Texas, or 915 Carnegie Hall, New York City.
Jones Rawlinson, 554 Everett St, Portland, Oregon. June 17, Portland, Oregon; Aug. 1, Seattle, Wash.
Ura Wrinkle Synnott. 824 North Ewing Ave, Dallas, Texas.
Ruby Frances Jahn, Dallas Academy of Music, Dallas, Texas.
aud Ellen Littlefield, Kansas City Conservatory of Music, Kansas City, Mo. Entire season beginning Jan. 5th.
ira Matthews Garrett, Bay City, Texas.
obel M. Tone, 469 Grand View St, Lex Angeles, Cal, Normal Class, June 19th to July 22nd, 1922
Mrs. Beatrice S. Eikel, Kidd-Key Cons, Sherman, Texas.
a. H. R. Watkinx, 124 East 11th St, Oklahoma City, Okla, March 15, May 15.
Una Clayson Talbot, 3068 Washington Boulevard, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Adda^C. Eddy, 136 W^Sandusky Ave, Bellefontaine, Ohio, Feb, Mar, Miami, Fla, Apr, Bellefontaine, Ohio, Juno,
Irs. Anna W. Whitlock, 1100 Hurley Ave, Fort Worth, Texas.
Mrs. S. L. Van Nort, 2815 Helena St, Houston Texas. Normal Claas.
IS Ida Gardner, 15 Weat 5th Street Tulsa; Okla, Normal Class.
INFORMATION AND BOOKLET UPON REQUEST

lively

xiated with a flourishing Entertainoral of ii
in the Lyceum fit
tudents arc holding

alified t

without the i

c State

Ten beautiful, commodious buildings, includdents’ and administration buildings.
MASTER COURSES with world-fam¬
ous artists in all departments. Summer
courses begin June 5th and July 3rd. Fall
term opens September 19th.
Year Book and other literature sent upon

CONDUCTED BY EUZABBTH A GEST
Who can Do This?
Here is an exercise that is hard to do
and, incidently, it is scales—but then you
see, it is something new and quite inter¬
esting. If you have had all your major
and minor scales, so much the better, but
you can do it with the ones you have had,
anyway. It is not easy, but I will explain
it to you:
You know, your hands are queer things,
and you have probably found out by this
time that it is easier to play the scales
smoothly with the left hand going up and
the right hand going down. This exercise
is to do just the opposite—play them up
with the right hand and down with the
left.
Start the thumb of the right hand on C
below middle C, and play it up three
octaves. Then, as you play the last C,
put your left hand thumb on C, an octave
below the right hand, and play it down
three octaves. There is no repeating in
this—if you make a mistake, it counts a
point against you—but you must not
repeat.
Now you' are down to starting point
(good for you!). Take the right hand
up on C Minor, and left hand down the
same. No mistakes, and no repetitions.
Now take D-flat Major up right hand
and down left, then D-flat Minor (only
once, remember), then E-flat Major, etc.,
on up the chromatic scale.
This sudden change of scales—which
changes hand positions, fingerings, tonali¬
ties, etc., all in quick succession—makes
a very good exercise of “just scales” and
gives your brains some extra work to do,
too. The left hand must pay strict atten¬
tion to business to come down a scale
correctly, without having gone up first.
How many Junior readers think they
can do this correctly, from C-Major up to
B-Minor? Go to the piano and try it out,
and see if you can!

Work and Play
A Unique Concert Number

Military Band School directly associated with

ETUDE

rt' ca , etc

CELEBRATED FACULTY INCLUDING
Arthur Friedheim
Ralfe Leech Sterner
Frederick Riesberg
Paul Stoeving
Leila Yale
Alexander Pero
Aloys Kremer
Helen Carmichael
Prof. George W. Andrews
Frand Howard Warner
Eugene Salvatore and many others.

SUMMER
MASTER
SCHOOL-
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Sioux Indian Fantasie
FLUTE SOLO
With Piano Accompaniment
BY THURLOW LIEURANCE Price, 60 cents
,,
SIOUX INDIAN FANTASIE

CqITHACA CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
1 DeWitt Park, Ithaca, N. Y.
INTFRNATIONAI
musical and
eduIlv 1 HlklvA 11U1NAL CATIONAL
AGENCY
MRS. BABCOCK
OFFERS Teaching Positions, Colleges, Conservatories, Schools.
Alio Church end Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

AMERICA’S WONDERFUL MUSIC STUDY OPPORTUNITIES
N

1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
/

Do you enjoy your work?
In the first place, what is work?
And what is play?
And can we do both at the same time?
WORK is making an effort to attain
anything. Labor.
PLAY is performing an act which
gives pleasure, interest or amusement.
So, if performing well on the piano is
what we wish to attain, we work for it.
But performing well on the piano is
also an act that causes pleasure and in¬
terest; therefore we really work when we
Play and play when we work.
Such being the case, practicing is a real
pleasure, isn’t it? It is bound to be, for
it has just been proven.
And such being the case, it is impossible
to be bored with practicing.
And again such being the case, one is
sure to do good “work” and “play” well
°n the piano.
P- S. Try to practice a little more than
You used to, and so that when you work
your playing will be better.

A Threatened Strike

The Smiling Garden

Little Doris was listening to the soft,
rustling flowers in “The Smiling Garden.”
She walked from one pretty path to the
other, noticing some lovely, pink morningOne evening, when the house was quiet,
glories ; and then in the sunlight came
such a plaintive cry seemed to come from*
dancing to see her, three of the dearest
the corner of the room. “Oh, la, la, toot,
blue bells that she had ever seen singing
toot. Why cannot someone let me out?”
a little tinkling tune.
it said.
“Why are you tinkling so?” asked
“What on earth is the matter with that
Doris.
cornet?” demanded the piano. “I should
“We are practicing for the Fairy
think that I might be allowed to have a
Orchestra tonight,” said the Blue Bells.
little rest, for I certainly need it,” com¬
“Oh, I want to go, I want to go,” cried
plained the poor piano. “Mary Jane was
Doris.
never so clumsy as she was today, and I
Then she saw coming towards her some
am just tired of being pounded so. Why,
beautiful pink-and-blue morning-glories
oh why, do people pound me so?”
clapping their soft petals, and then one
of the blue-bells said, “they are our cym¬
bals for the FSiry Orchestra this eve¬
ning.” Mr. Honeysuckle, with his French
“I will tell you what I have decided to horns, came to meet her.
Doris turned towards him with a smile.
do,” announced the cornet. “If George
“Are you going to play, too?” she
does not take me out of this lonesome box
more often in the future, I will let my asked.
“Yes,” he answered. “I am going to
valves stick when he does. They are
play Fairy Music.”
almost stiff with rheumatism, now 1”
Doris laughed, as she saw the Trumpet
Flower, dressed in brilliant red, coming
towards her.
Then the Blue-Bell said, “The Trumpet
Flower is our director for this evening.”
“Oh, la, la, toot, toot,” continued the
It was a beautiful, silvery evening. All
cornet. “Won’t somebody please let me
the tiny musicians began to gather, and
out of this box? I might as well be buried,
then suddenly the little bird-carriage
as to stay in this black hole day after day.”
alighted with Doris, as the Blue Fairy,
“Well, I have been out of my box very
in their midst.
little lately, too,” complained the violin,
Doris seated herself in the white-and“and when Anthony does take me out, he
gold
chair, and the small musicians began
“Now, now,” said the piano, “the chil¬
does not hold me correctly. Why some¬
to assemble, as the insects chimed in to
times I think I’ll choke, the way he grips dren have not really intended to slight us. join the chorus, to make The Music In
You
know
they
really
do
love
us,
but
they
my neck!”
The Smiling Garden.
“Margaret is really pretty good to me,
just forget sometimes. Let us all go to
said the piano. “Although she does not sleep, and get some rest.”
do as well as she might, she at least does
“Well,” answered the horn, “I will give
not bang on my poor keys so.”
George another chance. Maybe he will
“How would you feel if you were left
strung up for weeks?” asked the violin, do better after this.”
“And I’ll try to be good, too,” answered
“I was so annoyed at such treatment that
I snapped my A string, and I intend to do the violin, “but it is most annoying—most
it again!”
.
,
, , , annoying!”
“Wouldn’t you just love to be dusted
But the children never knew how near
once in a while?” asked the piano. their beloved instruments came to going
From Forest to Music-Book
“Margaret really never thinks of a little
on strike.
Notes, of course, are printed on paper;
thing like that.”
and paper is. made from wood pulp; and
wood pulp is made from wood fibre; and
Who Knows?
wood fibre is made from TREES.
„
. .. c„1inrl
This is the key that raises the rod
A great many trees in the United States
''the ear that hears the sound that moves the hammer that hits the wire are made into newspapers—things that we
This is the ear
that vibrates the tone that reaches the only look at for a few minutes a day. In
of music.
r that hears the sound of music.
fact,
so very much wood is used to make
This is the tone that reaches the
This is the finger that presses the key paper every year that it would be enough
that hears the sound of music.
that raises the rod that moves the hammer to cover an acre of ground and could be
This is the wire that vibrates the
hJts
that vibrates the tone piled four miles high! That is certainly
that reaches the ear that hears the sound that reaches the ear that hears the sound
hard to believe; yet it is the case, as set be¬
of music.
of
fore us by experts. Of course a certain
This is the hammer that hits the wire
This is the brain that controls the finger portion of that wood goes to making paper
that vibrates the tone that reaches the ear that presses the key that raises the rod for music and music books; and when you
that
moves the hammer that hits the
that hears the sound of music.
stop to think of the amount of work that
This is the rod that moves the hammer that vibrates the tone that reaches the
goes into one music book, and the number
that hits the wire that vibrates the tone that hears the sound of music,
of trees that it took to make the paper,
they should certainly he treated with care,
that reaches the car that hears the sound
What is the sound of muisc?
to say the least! Don’t you think so?
of music.
Wh0 knows?
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Riddles

Junior Etude Competition

Professional Directory

The Junior Etude will award three

t for story or essay this r

he received at the Junior Etude office,1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. before
the tenth of April. Names of prize

thoven;

5S

Juan, Mozart; 9 Hark, Hark, the Lark,
t; 10 -

My
My
My
My
My
My

first is in grand but not in fine;
second is in grief but not in pine;
third is in gig but not in cart;
fourth is in whole but not in part;
fifth is in go but not in

My
My
My
My
My
My

first is in brown but not in red;
second is in relate
relat but not in said;
third is in after but not in before;
fourth is in house but not in floor;
fifth is in him but not in her;
sixth is in skin but not in fur;

My
My
My
My
My

first is in fetch nut
second is in yarn but not in string;
third is in caress but not in cling;
fourth is in rung but not in ring;
fifth is in soar but not '
‘

George Crawford, (Age 11) I

Carl T

-

-

Mary

BEECHWOODSSSr.,5 BURROWES'ggraSL.
combs

OTHERS are Building Musical and Fiction Libraries with Little or No Expense
Why Not YOU? se7CTuafZTc7IctzTNt
MUSICAL

ALBUMS

Chicago

DUNNING

CINCINNATI
COLUMBIA
DETROIT
”
FABR1 S8S3gggS-g
DETROIT
gilbertmMmm

. EDDY

s,
Harris,. Elsa Johnson; Francis
Cornelia Edwards; Irverna Cahil

SMERICflNS“-"^S:

The aboje riddles may be used at club

HAWTHORNE

-.m1 asss?"
FIRSTS
PARLOR PIEGES

m

SAUNDERStgEsna&g

kriens ■
MOULTON "7£5^

TOMLINSON Iffglff

■JS.~CSSS‘L~m

.35

H5HSiSi

WESTERN

Co^p&V »»rthefwr. Tour c^ho?ce

i&i

"T'

rvSuT^c 'and

NEW YORK -aSalgaS- BRYANT aS-SlStr
VIRGIL •^jw.-aaaraw.. CONVERSE COLLEGESS"^

-

rstiss-fe-:'.:.

■“I

A Trip To Town

sSHSm

Mother Goose Fantasy

.....

FOR SOPRANO SOLO AND TWO PART CHORUS
By Arthur Nevin

Price, gl.00
c;dfiv“k.

A Beautiful Musical Work for Use by Musical Clubs, Schools,
High I
(3) to a (4). On the corn
rose with a long (S). The:
a store and bought a (6) ,
cents. Having given the clerk a dollar
he returned ^(7)^ cents^but^he should
hfm that he did not (9) right, and that he
(10) himself out of fifteen cents, we went
of life.

CO.,

After having (12) a (13) around

mhe/ThinIs! ^0^“*^ a^lS) ved,
r with (16) (17) kn
l (18) iron, a doll that could (19)
head, and a basket to (20) our

1 '’m‘lhz.csT£s

VOCAL COLLECTIONS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Special Notices Announcements

» u^eeandAwmm|ppeaiato
the advanced

til

andSoM«

AlbUm-

48

?£eXV°1Ce-

WANTED and FOR SALE

mmBmm

jSfcgg'&WMe* jfvic”;

S°nss °f

FICTION. Anyone of these Best Sellers for Only Two Subscriptions
SBT«Nf

gSfi&Si

...
i&
We have many other popular novel*.

E,W.„„,n.

___ *- is;

m*

If the book you desire i* not listed make your request and we will endeavor to supply it.

It is a good plan to select two book, in the popular list

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE, Published by Theodore Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
future, so you will have just as much time.

116 W. FS^Av^cSumbus/oMo.

*

Please mention THE p—_•

4,4.4-4 4.444 444444 44444M- l-HI-H 444444 £
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% Player-Piano

*4*

"

Albums of Music
for the pianoforte
Attractive Offerings for Pianists of All Grades

A

FEW excellent albums for the little pianist, several that will appeal to the
average pianist and one of two for the very proficient player are here
described. The most popular collections of piano music are compila¬
tions published by the Theodore Presser Company. The pianist seriously inter¬
ested in a worth-while library of piano albums should send for the Theodore
Presser Co., descriptive catalog of piano collections.
Sunny Day Songs
VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL
By HELEN L. CRAMM
\ really delightful book for ^the^little^ pianist or
: young
Price 75 cent.
Old Rhymes With New Tunes
SIX EASY PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS
By GEO. F. HAMER
The descriptive type of these pieces greatly
pleases the little pianist.

Young Folks’ Piano Folio
THIRTY-ONE ENTERTAINING PIECES

Standard Elementary Album

How Many Can Enter This
“Charmed Circle?”
Nine out of ten musicians never play some classics—
jokingly say they are in the “charmed circle.”
Liszt’s “La Campanella,” Chopin’s “Ballade in A Flat,”
Schubert-Tausig’s “Marche Militaire,” Debussy’s “Reflec¬
tions in the Water”—beautiful music—yet few can do it.

Piano

Players’ Repertoire

Many various styles of composition for
the average player’s study or recreation.
Price, 75 cents

Popular Home Collection

Melodious pieces admirably adapted for
parlor playing.
Price, 75 cents
Beethoven

If you own a Gulbransen you can play and enjoy these
numbers—you enter the “charmed circle” daily.

Selected Sonatas
FOURTEEN FAVORITE SONATAS

In singing quality, tonal shading, color—the Gulbransen
equals the best of hand playing.

volume of Beethoven Sonatas procurable.

Hard to do? No; four Instruction Rolls show you how
—quickly. Show you the fundamentals, teach the prin¬
ciples of correct playing.
Ask the Gulbransen dealer to play a selection that you find
too difficult. Try it yourself.
Imagine what you will be able
^-Branded in the Back.
to do with it after practice.

Every proficient pianist should have

Celebrated Compositions
By FAMOUS COMPOSERS
Thirty-three numbers that all good

*"Nationally Vncezt

Gulbransen- Dickinson
Company
'"rcar ‘"“car" “sea*"
s700 $600 $495

Chicago
Canadian l

Illinois

“New Book of Gulbrans
Free on Reg-* ™—
Check here if you do not
piano or player-piano.
Check here if you want informa¬
tion about having a Gulbransen
player action installed in your pr-piano (or player-piano.)
Write name and address in margin
and mail this to Gulhranser
Co.. 809 N. Sawyer Ave., C

□
□

Standard Advanced
Album
An album of twenty-eight very go
classic, and modern compositions th
are difficult, but not of the virtue
grade.

THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY
MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS—ESTABLISHED 1883
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

